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Abstract

The problem of recurrent readmission of schizophrenic patients into the hospital has an impact on the service

provision to all patients. Those fiequently admitted patients usually occupy most beds and also utilize the limited

hospital resources and time of the professionals. This makes it difficult to provide quality service to other

psychiatric patients.

The aim ofthe study was to ascertain the factors associated with recurent in-patient admissions. The research was

conducted at the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital, Ethiopia. The biopsychosocial model was used as conceptual

framework of the study, which represents a holistic approach emphasizing treatment, rehabilitation and prevention

of the relapse of schizophrenic patients.

The research employed quantitative survey methods and focus group interviews, The instruments used for data

collection was structured interviews and a questionnaire for schizophrenic patients and health professionals

respectively and an interview guide for focus group interviews. Samples of 43 schizophrenic patiens and 20 health

professionals were selected using random sampling methods, and 14 care-givers were selected using a purposive

sampling method.

The quantitative data was analyzed using the SPSS program and the data from the focus group interviews was

analyzed by generating themes. The findings obtained from this triangulated study has shown lhat the modifiable

factors i.e. medication non-compliance, poor after-care services, poor socio-economic conditions, khat and alcohol

abuse, were mainly associated with frequent readmissions of schizopfuenic patients- Side effects of the drugs, lack

of enough food to tolerate the unwanted effect of the drugs and negative attitudes to the treatment, were the reasons

given for the medication non-compliance. The absence of continuity of care and support, lack of community

psychiakic services and rehabilitation programs were mentioned as poor after-care services. Lack of money for

food, transport and medication as well as stigmatization, rejection and abuse were the main socio-economic

problems of the patients. The problems of khat and alcohol abuse were frequently mentioned by the focus group

iDformants ils colnmon. More male patients tended to be readmitted than female patients. More than 90olo of the

patients' themselves and their caregivers did not know the diagnosis of the patient.

Community psychiatric services and psychosocial rehabilitation programs as well as family psycho-education and

support systems should be promoted to reduce the risk of rehospitalization. Although the findings of this study is

not representative due to the small sample size, it provides a starting point about the problems associated with

schizopfuenic readmissions and it also serve as a basis for further studies and for the development of an appropriate

model for community psychiaric care and services.
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CHAPTf, R I : Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Thischapterpresentsthebackgroundtothestudy'briefinformationaboutthestudyarea'

statement ofthe problem, and the rationale ofthe study' It also includes the main research

question, the aims of the research which centers on the factors influencing the rate of

schizophrenic readmissions into the Amanuel Psychiaric Hospital' The first objective is

to identify the factors that contribute to the rate ofschizophrenic readmissions' and the

second objective is to assess the psychiatric services given to the schizophrenic sufferers

in improving the quality of their lives' The third objective of the study is to provide

operational recommendations for the development ofa program for those recidivists so as

to address the problem ofreadmissions'

1.2 Background to the study

Schizophrenia is a major mental disorder, of which there are common factors' which

exacerbates the illness, and factors which cause remission ofthe illness' Remarkable

change is taking place in the development ofnew effective anti-psychotic drugs to reduce

the length of stay of schizophrenic patients in the hospital' Hospital care is replaced by

community care and treatment' In spite ofall theses changes and the use ofeffective anti-

psychotic drugs by the patients, the rate of schizophrenic relapse and readmissions

remain high due to the recurring nature of the illness' This makes the management of

schizophrenic patients challenging and complicated' Many efforts made in this regard to

,ln i*roirolo, i*o 1"aE i4l't"tci'* ttu tat'
Hostitor.Addt Abatut 8f Milio,t 's Bit,,c,.tl,!

oJ tl,,dni$iorrs of schizqh ,ic
/ U*C 2Nt).

NerB i,{o th. Arflrr..l Psfchiatic I
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date have not addrcssed the question of relapse and readmissions completely Q7ertz &

Melville, 1980; World Health Organization, 2001)'

The natur€ of schizophrenic disorders can be easily exacerbated by environmental

factors. This increased the attention ofmany researchers to develop an interest in the area

of envimnmental factors, which may inlluence the re+mergence of symptoms such as

delusion. hallucination and behavioral disturbances' The onset ofthese florid symptoms

are often preceded by significant change in the patient's environment' A survey

conducted in China revealed that environmental alteration could precipitate schizophrenic

relapse(Wrong.min'1995).studiesconductedonthefamiliesofschizophrenicpatients

suggested that strong emotion expressed by the family members' contribute to the rclapse

ofthe patient (Can, 2001; Katafi & Torabi, 1996)' This idea is supported by other studies

that found that family intervention and other interpersonal psychosocial stralegies were

effective in assisting the schizophrenic patient to cope with the milieu (Falloon' 1992)'

Thestudyconc|udedthatthequalityoflifeofschizophrenicclientsandtheprognosisfor

avoiding relapse are enhanced by a supportive, comfortable and familiar environment'

Several studies that have been conducted in some parts ofthe world also suggested that

thereisstrongassociationbetweensubstanceabuseandreadmission(Gillis,Sandler'

Jakoet, & Elk, 1986). Lack ofa social supporl system for schizophrenic sufferers result in

repeated episodes ofrelapse and rehospitalization (Beebe' 2002)'

The high r€lapse rate has a destructive and deteriorating effect on the sufferers' which

causetragicandnumerouslossestothepatientandtheirfamilies.studiesonthe

outcomes ofrelapse indicate that, as the individual lEsponse to trcatment tend to decrease

in i,r.aildrion irdo laclo^ i,{laearing rh' tu'
Hospird, Adfrs AhhJ q Milion 'S 8i"2ra' / ut+c 20N)-

sckz.tehr.ric pdd.rd itno lh. A,'rnrel PD'chionic 1
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perrelapse,thedisablingeffectontheirabilitiesandsocialfunctioningincreases(Giddes'

2000). Developing insight into, and coping wfth the situation in the community' becomes

more difficult. As a r€sult the patients end up back in the hospital and the phenomenon of

the revolving door continue to occur.

The impact of schizophrtnic care on individuals, families and community are very large'

On families it ranges from economic difficulties to emotional reaction to illness'

disruptionofthehouseholdanddeprivationofsocialactivities.ThecostandrecrfTence

of the illness may cause unexpected disintegration of family life' The impacts on

communities are in terms of the lowered productivity (WHO' 2001)'

The researcher has observed that a significant number of schizophrenic patients are

ftequently rehospitalised at the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital even within a few days of

-4n irw.rilotion in@ Io(,,t$ itdtt.Ning rha mr'
Hospibf. Addt Atubat b Milion.S Bi,grxl,' / uvc 2lM)-

schiztphrcric Pdi.,6 irt o lh. Ara'r'l ptlchidnic 3

In developed countries, a report on the global burden of disease has indicated that the

mentalandneumlogicaldisordersaccountfor30.S%ofallyearslivedwithdisability'In

Africa, it causes for 17.6%o of all years lived with disability. The figure gives a lower

disability rate compared to the developed countries (WHO' 2001)' Some argue that the

burden ofcare for schizophrenic patients is less in developing countdes due to sfiong

family and social support system. On the contrary, a study conducted in Afiica and China

indicated that family and social support are observed only during the first episodes of the

illness, but as the relapse continue to occur, family and social support would be replaced

byrejectionandavoidance(Stockman,l994).othersimilarstudieshavealsoindicated

that family and social rejection is higher in developing nations due to the misconceptions

and believes about the cause ofmental illness'

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 



discharge. Some of those readmitted to the hospital were managed with the same

treatment they had been taking before admission' The problem of"revolving door" style

of treatm€nt makes the outcomes unsatisfactory and disappointing to the patients and

service providers. Moreover' it creates considerable pnessure and anxiety for the

professionals. The impetus for this study come from an interest in finding out which

factorsaremainlyassociatedwiththerelapseoftheillnessfollowingapatients'

discharge.

Short hospitalization has bmught dissatishction to the families of the patients' The

families insist that their relatives should stay in the hospital for longer periods because

they fear relapses due to early discharge' In most cases patients are discharged without

taking the interest of the families/ caregivers into consideration' There ar€ two main

reasons given for not keeping the patient in hospital longer' i'e' shortage ofbeds' and the

deinstitutionalization ideology' The program of deinstituionalization has been

implemented in developed countries since the early 1970s' in an attempt at avoiding the

disabling effect ofinstitutional care and its impact on the economic running ofhospitals'

Although deintitutionalization is slowly being implemented in developing countries' the

impact on the patients and their families is more severe than in developed countries'

because of the absence of community psychiatric senvices to provide care for those

suferers (Blanche, I 999)'

The aim ofthis study is to ascertain the factors that influence the rate of readmission in

schizophrenic patients at Amanuei Psychiatric Hospital and to find out ways ofreducing

the incidence rate of rcrapse and readmission. Finalry, it is hoped that the outcome of the

study may be used by other researchers for further studies'

of ftan rittio'6 of schiaoEh'tti' Ntc/],'
.4n inltcligalion i4lu.nci6 the N.
Hosdtd. Athb Ahb- I Af Million .S Ei'.rert / unc 2lN1).

irto th. A"a .l Pqchi@i' 4
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13 About the studY area.

Ethiopia is a developing country, situated in easlem Afric4 occupying a total area of I ' l

millionsq.kilometers.ltsharesboarderswithSudan'Kenya'somalia'Djiboutiand

Eritrea'Thecun€ntpopulationofEthiopiaisabout65million.Thepopulationdensity

average is .49persq.km. Most of the population are rural dwellers living on subsistence

farming (Alem, 1999; Shibre,2002)' There is great cultural and ethnic diversity in the

country. More than 80 dialects are spoken and Amharic is the offcial language of the

federal state and it has its own unique alphabet' Christianity and lslam at€ the main

religions in the countrY.

As in developing countries' the main health problem of Ethiopia is communicable

diseases and malnutrition. Lilb expectancy at birth was 49'7 for males and 52'4 years for

females.TheoverallhealthcarecoverageofEthiopiawasestimatedtobe45%(Ministry

of Health, 1999).

Mentalhealthservicesarearecentdevelopmentinthecountry.Nomuchisknownabout

the prevalence of mental illness or about the impact of traditional or modem mental

healthcare.Mostpeopleareaccustomedtotheuseoftraditionalhealingplacesfortheir

healthproblems:holywater,christianchurch'possessioncults'priests'sheiks'herbalist'

etc. These traditional healers are still attending to a gr€at number of people suffering

ftom all kinds of illness. For instance, almost all mentally ill patients arc first taken to

those healing places, such as Woliso (spiritual healing place; located 150km South of

Addis Ababa), Entoto Merriam church, Ourael church' etc'which are common places for

providing healing care for sufferers'

At iatesigaioa i o lactotr inlluencing the rue of ?eadr,i$ioas oJ schiloPh('tic 5

Hospital. Adtfrs AhatuL( Bf MiAiM.S Biitftto / uwc zuu).
paiet$ ifio the A arset Pq'chial'ic
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Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital was established fifo years ago' It was initially used for

other purposes. Later on it was used as a mental hospital' For a long period of time the

hospital was known as a dumping place for mentally ill patients' The number of beds

were very few but gradually increased to 360 beds' Most beds were occupied with

chronically mentally ill patients, especially those who do not have known relatives and

addresses. Until very recently the hospital activities were run by expatriate psychiatrists

and general nurses (Alem' 1997).

During the last few years the mental health services have shown some changes' due to the

establishment ofa psychiatric nursing school in 1987 with the collaboration of the

MinistryofHealthandtheWorldHealthorganizationandthetrainingofpsychiatric

doctors abroad. Cunently there are 45 psychiatric clinics in different regions of the

country. All of them are run by the psychiatric nurses' There are nine (9) psychiatrists in

the country. All ofthem work in Addis Abab4 capital city ofEthiopia (Shibre' 2002)'

Although there has been an improvement, mental health care is still poorly provided for

in Ethiopia. The country has only one psychiatric hospital to provide for 65 million

people. The hospital is located in the capital city, Addis Ababa' Its boundaries are great

wall of the Amanuel church, the overcrowded grain market and the disorganizedly built

old residences against the wall ofthe hospitat' The place is known for its noisiness and

inconveniences as a treatment place for mentally ill people. Most people have to travel

very long distances to get access to the services' The hospital has 360 beds' ofwhich 100

beds are for female and the rest for male patients. Services rendered by the hospital are

outpatient, inpatient, forensic, training of psychiatric nurses and supewision of the

community psychiatric clinics in t}re country' The capacity of the hospital to provide

An iw.sisarion irtu fu.tu|s idtuEncine th" 
'ate

Hordtd..4ttdi5 Atubat b' Million S Bi'tcrzw
of ted rrisio E of s chizo4 ht,ic
/ uttc 2l)01)-

pdi.rrs irdo th. Armnll|Ptlchi@ic 6
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intensive care is limited by shortage of staff and facilities' The insufrcient number of

professionals and facilities has made it diffrcult to use appropriate evidence-based

trcatment. Patients have to wait a long time to get the limited professional help' Those

who require admission may have to wait for more than four weeks to get a bed' As the

number of patients increased over time, the number ofhospital staf and beds remained

unchanged. The mental health care delivery system has historically been unable to

respond quantitatively or qualitatively to the mental health needs of the people' This

indicates that there has been low attention paid to the field'

1.4 Rationale

The results ofthis study may highlight certain issues that have not been brought to the

forc and help to find ways through which the major stakeholders may contribute towards

the reduction of relapse and readmission rate by improving the situation' Tentative

recommendations based on the outcomes of the study may assist policy-makers and

planners to desigrr and implement appropriate strategies to improve the psychiatric

services in the countr,v.

Finally, the results ofthis study could enhance the greater understanding of health care

providers to provide appropriate psychosocial rehabilitation to both the patients and the

families ofschizophrenic patients on a regular basis and create awarcness through public

education within the broader community to minimize the stigma, which can exacerbate

the illness of schizophrenic patients'

7
.1n irr,cttiPaaion irtfi fuiofi i'fluPnci"g the mtc

HBrital.Tddk Atub.-t b' ttiuion S Binerg"
ol rcadnisiotts ol tchiuPhenic
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1.5 Statement ofthe Problem

Readmission of schizophrenic patients into the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital have been

readily increasing in recent years and present considerable health care problems and pose

substantialplessrrl€onthehospital.Mostoftheacutehospitalbedsareinappropriately

occupied by chronic schizophrenic patients due to the high rate of rclapse' As a result'

these beds are unavailable to acutely mentally ilt patients' Those often-rehospitalized

schizophrenic patients can also have an effect on the quality ofservices offered to others'

It creates serious disruption to, and diversion oe $afftime and attention' lt also adversely

affects the ward environment for other patients. The number ofpatients, and severity of

their illnesses are disproportionate to the number of slaffand facilities' This usually leads

the hospital to focus on pharmacological intervention and behavioral therapies are very

limited

The recurrent relapse of the illness has severe psychosocial disabling effects on the

patients and the members of the patient's family' They often affect the caring relatives

emotionally, socially and economically' The situation is worse when the caregiver is too

old and helpless to manage the problems oftheir mentally ill relatives' A study conducted

by Martyns-yellowe (1992) in Nigeri4 found that the burden ofcare for schizophrenic

patients are more significant in rural families than urban families' The effecr of the

burden ofcare on the families are described in terms ofsocial and leisurc activities and

financial problems. Despite this burden the relatives rcceive little support from the

professionals engaged in heating the patients' ln Ethiopia there is no social security

benefit or any other support system for these sufferers'
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Although the problems are so common due to the growing burden of mental illness' no

studies have been conducted which can assist to solve the problem by finding out the

concomitant factors influencing the high rate of readmission of schizophrenic patients'

L6 Research question

The research questions is: What are the factors influencing the rates of schizophrenic

readmissions into the Amanuel psychiatric Hospital?

1.7 The aim ofthe research

To investigate the factors influencing the

Amanuel PsYchiatric HosPital.

rates of schizophrenic readmissions into the

1.8 Objectives of the studY

l.To identifo factors contributing to the rate ofschizophrenic readmissions into the

Amanuel PsYchiatric HosPital'

2.To assess the psychiatric services given to schizophrenic patients at Amanuel

Psychiatric HosPital.

The thesis consists ofseven chapters' The first chapter is the introduction which provide

a summary of the study' its aims, the sigrificance of the study and background

information. The second chapter is the literature review, and provides the global view of

schizophrenia. Previous research findings on the issues of this topic are reviewed in

detail, which could allow fbr a deeper understanding ofthe problem of schizophrenic
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relapse and readmission. The third chapter provides the conceptual framework' lt

discusses the biopsychosocial model of health and illness' and the etiology of

schizophrenia. Chapter four gives detailed information about the methodology- the

sample selection, instruments used in the data collection and the procedure for analyzing

and interpreting the data. Presentation ofthe findings ofthe study is reported in chapter

five. Tables and figures are used to summarize and categorize the values obtained'

Chapter six provides discussions ofthe results' The concluding chapter' chapter seven'

summarizes the findings, put forward suggestions for further research and make some

recommendations based on the findings ofthe study'
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CHAPTER 2: Literature review

2,1 Introduction

Thischapterprovidestheliteraturereviewrelatedtothestudy.Itreferstorelevantissues

pertaining to the factors influencing the rate of schizophrenic readmissions' The

experiences of other countries have also been reviewed regarding the management and

rate ofschizophrenic readmissions. At the end ofthe chapter' the findings ofthe literature

reviewaresummarizedinordertocomparethemwiththefindingsofthepresentstudy.

2.2. Review of schizophrenic disorders

Schizophrenia is a psychotic disoncler (a group ofdisorders)' where a person's ability to

recognize reality, and where his/her emotional responses' thinking processes' judgment

and ability to communicate deteriorate so much that his/her functioning is severely

impaired @irchwood & Jackson, 200 I )'

The term 'schizophrenia' comes from two Greek words' i'e' " split mind"' It was coined

around 1908, by the Swiss doctor, Eugen Bleuler, to describe the splitting part ofmental

functionsthatarercgardedasthecentralcharacteristicofschizophrenia.Mostpeople

confused the splitting part of mental functioning with the split personality of people with

multiple personality disorders. The name schizophrenia has been in use for approximately

100 yean, and emerged fiom the work of Kraepelin and Bleuler' However' Kraepelin

was the first who described schizophrenia u dementia praecox (i'e' premature

deterioration). He stated that patients with dementatia praecox were usually experiencing

along-termperiodofdeterioration'Bleuleralsoexplainedthe'4A'S'characterizedby
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schizophreni4 i.e. abnormal association, abnormal affect' autism and ambivalence

(Kaplan & Sadock, 1998).

Kraepeline and Bleuler had the same views about the biological origin of schizophrenia'

though they disagreed with respect to the onset of the illness and the outcomes of

schizophrenia Kraepeline believed that the onset of schizophrenia was at adolescence'

incurable and followed by gradual deterioration, whereas Bleuler argued that' while it

was a chronic illness; recovery was possible (Sattler' Shabatay & Kramer' 1998)'

However,somequestionedtheexistenceofschizophrenia.Szxz(L979)arguedthat,

beyond the mind ofpsychiatrists, schizophrenia did not exist' It is a strategy to live in an

insane world.

The predominant clinical features of acute schizophrenia are delusions' hallucinations

andtheinterferenceofthinking,whicharedescribedaspositivesymptoms.Thereare

certain disturbances in the areas of affect and the form ofthought as well as functioning

which are also present. Gradual deterioration takes place due to the effect ofdisturbances

in the psychological processes or phatognomonic symptoms (APA' 1998)' The main

features of chronic schizophrenia are apathy, lack ofdrive' slowness' social withdrawal'

poverty of speech and emotional bluntness/flatness' which are described as negative

symptoms. There are impairments in the areas of functioning such as work' social

relations and self-care (APA" 1998)'

Other symptoms, which are common in other psychiatric disorders such as depression'

anxiety, agitation and suicidal behaviour, may also be present in schizophrenia' Most

schizophrenics,ifuntreated,graduallywithdrawfrominteractionswithotherpeople'and
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lose their ability to take care of personal needs and grooming' The schizophrenic

disorders are a major social tragedy because ofthe large number ofperson affected and

impaired (Gelder, Gath, & Mayou, 1983, Kaplan, Sadock & Crebb' 1994; Lidow' 2000)'

The course ofschizophrenia can be divided into three phases' ln the first acute phase' the

patient has an overt loss ofcontact with rcality that requires intervention and treatment'

ln the second or stabilization phase, the initial psychotic symptoms have been brought

undercontrolbutthepatienBareatriskofrelapseiftreatmentisintemrpted.Inthethird

or maintenance phase, the patients ar€ relatively stable and can be kept indefinitely on

antipsychotic medicalion. However, even third phase relapses are not unusual and

patients do not always rctum to full functioning (Maguire' 2002)'

Recently some psychiatrists began to use a classification ofschizophrenia based on two

main types. People with type positive schizophrenia or those who' have a rapid acute

onset of symptoms and tend to respond well to drugs' They also tend to suffer more fiom

thepositivesymptomssuchasdelusionsandhallucinations.Peoplewithtypenegative

schizophrenia are usually described as poorly adjusted before their schizophrenia slowly

overtakes them. They have predominantly negative symptoms' such as withdrawal from

others and psychomotor rctardation (slow in mental and physical activities) (Kaplan &

Sadock, 1998).

Studies have shown that the amount ofsocial stimulation has a considerable effect on the

clinical features of the patient. Negative symptoms are closely r€lated to the patient's

poor environmental stimulation' while good environmental stimulation precipitate

positive symptoms. The social condition ofthe patient as an important factor in rtlapse or
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recovery was strongly supported by furrher surveys conducted at different hospitals'

These surveys concluded that an under-stimulating hospital environment is associated

with the worsening condition of the patient' On the other hand' an over-stimulating

environment can precipitare florid symptoms and lead to schizophrenic relapses and

readmissions (Gelder, Gath & Mayou, 1988)'

The Diagnostic and Statisticat Manual of Mental Disorders (DSMJV{46 ed') American

Psychiatric Association (1998) classified schizophrenia into five subtypes' These are

Paranoid, Disorganized, Catatonic, Undifferentiated and Residual schizophrenia' The

feature of Paranoid schizophrenia is the combinations of false beliefs (delusions) and

hearing of voices (hallucinations). The delusions of schizophrenics usually involve

thoughts of being persecuted or harmed by others' feelings ofjealousy or exaggerated

opinions of self-importance' Paranoid schizophrenic patients function at higher levels

than other subtyPes.

Disorganized schizophrenia is characterized by marked disorganized speech' thinking'

and behavior on the patients' part coupled with flat and inappmpriate emotional

rcsponses to a situation. The patient may act silly or withdraw socially to an extr€me

extent.

Catatonic schizophrenia is characterized by disturbance of movement that may include

rigidity, stupor, agitation, bizarre posturing and repetitive imitations of the movements or

speech ofother PeoPle.

Undifferentiated schizophrenia. This qpe of schizophrenia does not meet the specific

criteria for paranoid, disorganized, or catatonic type' They have the characteristic ofboth
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positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia' Residual schizophrenia is

characterized by patients who have had at least one acute schizophrenic episode' but do

not presently have strong positive psychotic symptoms' such as hallucinations and

delusions. They may have negative symptoms' such as withdrawal fiom others or a mild

formofpositivesymptomscommonlyassociatedwithmooddisorders(APA'1994)

2.2.1. EpidemiologY

Schizophrenia affects about 24 million people worldwide and more than 90% of the

untreated sufferers live in developing countries' A number ofstudies indicated that about

one percent ofthe population is affected with schizophrenic illness regardless of race'

social class, level ofeducation, or cultural influences (WHO' 2002)'

Itisestimatedthatpeoplewhosufferfiomschizophreniafill50%ofallhospitalbeds.

However the outcomes may vary from culture to culture depending on the family support

of the patient. Although the symptoms of schizophrenia may emerge at any point in life'

most of the patients develop the illness in their late teens or early twenties' The male to

female ratio in adults is about I .2: l. Although, it is uncommon for schizophrenia to be

diagnosed in the preadolescent children' patients as young as five or six have been

reported (APA, 1994).

In the United States of America" the lifetime prevalence of schizophrenia ranges from

0.60/o to 1.9Yo ofthe population. Unemployment rates can reach 70-80% in severe cases'

and it is estimated that schizophrenic patients constitute l0% of the totally and

permanently disabled. About one-third of homeless single adults suffer largely from

schizophrenia (Anerican Psychiatric Association, 1994)' A recent survey in lsrael
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showed a prevalence of 0.07%. rn urban and rural India the range point prevalence for

schizophrenia was 0.25.0.59% md o.224.28Yo respectively' Similarly, urban and rural

China gave a prevalence of 0'14 - 0'56% and 0'08 - 0'46% rcspectively Kebede & Alem'

1999). lntheUK, Falloon (1992) found an annual incidence of 7'4 persons per 100000

of the population admitted to hospital with schizophrenic disorders' However' a similar

study by Falloon (1984) found an incidence of 0'75 per 100'000 ofthe population'

In Africa" schizophrenia is the most common psychiatric disorder' and a report fiom the

WHO (1999) indicated that mental illnesses' including schizophrenia' affected 3% ofthe

population. ln Ethiopia, there is little recent epidemiological data available on the

prevalence of schizophrenia' A survey conducted in Addis Ababa' by Kebede and Alem

(1999) found a lifetime and one-month prevalence schizophrenia of 0'4Vo and 0'3o/o

respectively.

The onset of the illness can be insidious or acute and mostly occurs during late

adolescence. Although the course ofthe illness varies liom individual to individual' it is

generally agreed that most patients remain chronic and the outcome is worse than that of

most psychiatric disorders' Studies conducted in this area reported that one-third of the

cases recover fully, but two- thirds remain chronic (aplan & Sadock' 1994)'

It is reported in Kaplan and Sadock(1994) that the successive studies conducted on

schizophrenic patients indicated that the pmgnosis of schizophrenia is improving since

the beginning ofthe century' This shows that after the introduction ofmodem tr€atrnent'

a significant change has been observed in the prognosis ofschizophrenic patients'
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2.3 Trends in the management of schizophrenia

Manystudieshavefoundthatthecombinationofmodempsychopharmacotherapyarrd

psychosocial heatment had better outcomes than drug treatment alone (Kaplan' Sadock &

Crebb, 1994). The management of schizophrenia varies greatly between developed and

developing nations and even between trcatment centers in the same region' It varies from

a range akin to prison to integrated high technological multidisciplinary care (Stockman'

1994).

2.3.1 The develoPed world

ln the developed world, integrated multidisciplinary hospital care and well-organized

community-based psychiatric senrices for patients with schizophrcnia are evident'

Patients receiving pharmacology and regular psychosocial treatment' are found to be

relatively stable in terms of clinical and social measures within two years' Prompt

provision centered on combined pharmacotherapy and psychosocial treatment' integrated

early detection and intervention, intensive acute care' long-term clinical management and

continued monitoring of those at risk have promising outcomes (wilkinson, Piccinelli,

Falloon, Krekorian & Maclees, 1995)'

Psychiatric services are mainly delivered by multidisciplinary teams' which consist of

psychiatric nurses, psychologists, occupational therapists' r€creational therapists' social

workers and psychiatrists' At the district level' primary health-care teams support them'

Thisisasintegratedapproachaimedatrehabilitatingpatientsandirnprovingthequality

of life for patients with disabilities and their families' The therapeutic style is used to

educate patients and carers and to mobilize community rcsources in r€atment' The main
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focus is on the prevention of further episodes of mental illness and improving social

functioning (Wilkinson ct al. 1995).

Several studies suggest that family psycho-education is effective in the prevention of

relapse in schizophrenia. The common elements in such an approach include social

support, detailed education on clinical aspects, direct guidance and training in coping

skills (Mcfarlane, Lukens, Link, Dushay, Deakins, Newmark' Dunne' Horen' & Toran'

1995). Family intervention pmgftlmmes to instruct relatives in management and coping

skitls are often efFective in reducing schizophrenic relapse and readmission (Tanier'

l99l). The provision ofongoing support, valid information and appropriate therapies or

rehabititation strategies lead to comprehensive care for schizophenia' lt significantly

reduces readmission rates and even reduces time spent in hospital by nearly halfa percent

(NHS,2000(a).

ln psychiatry, the management of schizophrenia can be challenging' In order to provide

effective management to sufferers, primary health-care professionals require a good

knowledge ofpsychiatric medication and their side effects' They also need to ensure that

the pati€nt has a long-term follow up and psychosoclal progmm' The family physician

musthavethesupportofpsychiatristsandmentalhealthprofessionalsinthemanagement

of chronic residual symptoms, relapse and complications' such as tardive dyskinesia'

depression and substance abuse (Towes, Lockyer' Addington' McDougall' Ward &

Simpson, 1996).

The treatment of schizophrenia typically aims to assist in functional' vocational' and

interpersonal rehabilitation. It also reduces symptoms, prevents relapses and generally
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2.3.2. The develoPing world

In the developing world' Psychiatry is not as well developed as other health science

fields. A lack of rcsources and knowledge are the underlying factors for this

underdevelopment.Psychiatricservicesfortheassessmentandtreatmentofpsychiatric

patients are very scarce; hence it is not worth making a global statement about the

management of psychiatric patients. Although there are small numbers of severely ill

psychiatric patients who may have access to psychiatric facilities' the management ofthe

patient is mostly limited to drug treatment alone (Stockman' 1994)'

In Africa, the management ofmental illnesses in general' and schizophrenia in particular'

ispartiallydeterminedbyculture.Thestructureofthecommunitiesandfamiliesplaysan

essentialloleinthemanagementofpsychiatricdisorders'tnformaltraditionalhea[ersare

popular and common, while modem drugs and psychological treatment seryices are

usually unavailable. Many mentally ill people seek assistance at traditional healing

places. Most common mental disorders are considered as social and spiritual problems

andthetreatmentoptionisconsultingthosetraditionalhealingsites(Patel,1996'

Stockman,1994).lnastudyconductedinNigeriaandZimbabweonpsychiatric
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helps the sufferers to cope with relative effectiveness and to make them more

independent (APA' 1997, cited in Beel' 1997)'

ln conclusion, comprehensive programs for the management ofschizophrenia have made

prominent advances in psychosocial treatrnent over the past few decades' particularly in

the ar€a of family intervention- The involvement of families in the integrated

management program was found to have positive effects on the course ofthe illness'
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interview techniques and the judgment of care providen' over 557o ofthem explained

thal the nature of mental disorder is not restricted to physical or emotional illness' but

also to social and spiritual ill-health (Patel, 1996). Social support and respect is given at

theinitialphaseoftheillness,andalotofthingsaredonetohealthepatient'butifs/he

does not impmve, s/he is rejected or marginalized both by the family and communities

(Stockman, 1994).

In Ethiopiq as in most other Aftican countries, the cause ofmental illness is regarded as

a supematurally determined, and the management or the healing process for mentally ill

people predominantly depends on traditional means' such as holy water' herbal remedies'

witchcraftandothertraditionalhealingmethods.Itisnotuncommonforpsychiatric

patients to use psychiatric facitities as the last rcsort' Sufferers may be restrained at home

or marginalized from the community'

2.4. Trends regerding the readmission ofschizophrenic patients

Most studies conducted regarding the readmission rates of schizophrenic patients

emanatefiomthewestemworldandareveryrareindevelopingcountries.Asaresult,

thereisverylittleliteratureavailableonrcadmissionratesindevelopingcountries.

In the united states of America, sufferers of schizophrenia occupy more than half of all

psychiatric hospital beds (Kaplan & Sadock, 1998)' A five-year follow-up study in

Scotland after first admission gave a 20o/o relapse rate per annum, despite the patients

taking anti-psychotic drugs (Scottish Schizophrenic Research Group' 1992)' Beel (1997)

reported that in Australia. schizophrenic palients occupy between 12 to 16% of all

hospital beds. ln Israel, a four-year assessment period with a sample size of832 found
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about 507o of patients were readmitted once for a short stay' 22Yo of them had several

rehospitalization, and 87o ofthem were admitted once and stayed as in-patients for almost

a year. In some studies the readmission rates has been reported as high as 64Vo' The

findings showed that higher readmission rates was observed among those who live alone

than those who live with frmilies (Bmwn &Birtwistle, 1998; Lemer, Popper & zilbel

1989).

The hospital readmission rates of schizophrenia in Jamaica were found to be 69 per

100,000 in 1971 and 35 per 100,000 in 1988' The reason given tbr such a great rcduction

in readmission rates was the introduction of broad-based community mental health

sewices. The finding was 5 to 6 times lower than the rates of readmissions r€ported

among Afto-Caribbean people living in the United Kingdom (ltickling' I 99 1)'

In South Africa, the readmission rates were found to be nearly 50o2, because ofsubstance

abuse and concomitant causes of mental illness (Gillis, l 987). A similar eallier Study by

Gillis, Sandler, Jakoet &Elk, (1986), using the longitudinal follow-up method' showed

that readmission rates arc particularly high among the Coloured (54%o) and Black (44%o)

cohorts. The readmission rate for the White cohort was found to be 29Vo The high mtes

of readmission in the coloured and Black cohorts were mostly associated with substance

abuse ofdrugs such as cannabis and methaqualone (mandrax)' as well as alcohol abuse'

ThereissomeevidencethatpatientswhohadhighEE(expressedemotion)relalives

(Tanier, Banowclough, Porceddu & Fitzpatrick, 1994) have higher readmission rates

than those patients living with low EE relatives after the same period ofdischarge' There
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is no available data for factors associated with the rates ofreadmissions for other African

countries, inctuding EthioPia.

2.4.1 Efrects of antipsychotic drugs on the readmission of schizophrenic patients

It has been reported that the more relapses patients have' the poor€r their r€sponse to

drug treatment and their prognosis' Davis and his associates found in 23 controlled

studies that 207o of patients taking active drugs relapsed compared with 52o/o of those

taking a placebo. In a comparison of drug compliance' they also noted that those taking

oral fluphenazine and those taking intra-muscular fluphenazine had the same result' i'e'

the relapse rate was 40% in both study groups by the end of the year' The result for

treatment with conventional anti-psychotic drugs was found to be a 30-50 7o rate of

recidivism in a year (Hertz & Mellville, 1980)'

Some studies reported 37Yo and 55% of rehospitalization rates in year I and year 2

respectively, after discharge with conventional anti-psychotic drugs (Conley' Love'

Kelly,Pharm&Bartko,1999).Theyalsonotedthatthecombinationofdepotneuroleptic

and oral medication might reduce the rate of relapse in schizophrenic patients.

Schizophrenic patients taking second-generation drugs such as clozapine' resiperidone

were readmitted 18% more than those receiving conventional drugs' Of the patients

taking clozapine ' 28Yo were re-hospitalized in 2 years' while 56% of those rcceiving

conventional antipsychotic therapy were readmitted (Conley er al'' 1999)' Thus' the

second-generationantipsychoticdrugshavemoreprotectivefactorsagainstrelapseand

readmission than conventional anti-psychotic drugs'
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Recent studies have suggested that the risk of relapse in schizophrenia is approximately

3,5o/opermonthandtheannualrelapserateis42Vo.Therateofmedicationnon-

compliance is said to be 7.670 per month and the rate ofrelapse in patients who become

non-compliant has been found to be I l% per month (Csemansky & Schuchart' 2002)' ln

a similar study, it was found that the risk of relapse was increased by 100% in patients

that interrupted their drug treatment'

Hospitalization care has proven to be very expensive' amounting to up to two-thirds of

thetotalhealthcarecost(Csemansky&Schuchart2002).Second-generationanti-

psychotic drugs are not available in most of the developing world' because of their

expensiveness. However, a compzrative study conducted to determine the cost between

conventional and second-generation anti-psychotic drugs' showed that the overall cost for

bothconventionalandsecond-generationdnrgsisroughlythesame.Althoughthe

individual dose ofclozapine is more expensive than conventional anti-psychotic drugs' it

is more effective in minimizing cost through r€ducing the use of hospital services as well

as the rates of readmissions'

Tosumup,goodcompliancewithtrcatment'asuccessfultransitionfrominpatientcareto

outpatient care, the selection of second-generation antipsychotic drugs and family

educationcansuccessfullypreventrelapsesandthereadmissionofschizophrenic

2.5 Factors associated with readmissions

It is evident that frequent re-hospitalization among the 'revolving door' patients is

becoming a major public problem' 'Revolving door' patients are those patients who have
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a high frequency of re-hospitalization into mental hospitals' Such repeated

hospitalizations create suffering both to the patients and to their families/caregivers'

Although there are numerous studies on the revolving door patients' there has been no

consensusamongtheresearcheninexplainingthephenomena.Somesuggeststhatr€-

hospitalizationsar€theeffectofdeinstitutionalization,inadequaterehabilitation'poor

follow-up care and insufficient community psychiatric services' Other researchers

attribute re-hospitalizations to medication non-compliance' substance abuse as well as the

demographic and socio-economic characteristics of schizophrenic patients (Hayrvood'

Kravitz. Grossman, Cavanaugh, Davis & Lewis' 1995)'

A study by Sutlivan, Wells' Morgenstem and Leake' (1995) conducted at two state

mental hospitals found that modifiable factors (such as medication non-compliance'

family rejection and alcohol abuse) are strongly linked to fiequent re-hospitalization'

Medicalion non<ompliance is related ro poor insight into the illness' the side effect ofthe

medication, use oforal rather than injectable medication' negative attitudes towards the

medicationsbothbypatientandfamiliesanddemographicfactors(see2.5.2,pagel4).

Moreover,somefindingsassociatere.hospitalizationwiththediagrrosisofpsychiatric

disorder, younger age, co-morbidity or personality disorder' poorer psychosocial

adjustment and stressful chronic life events (Vogel & Huguelet' 1997)'

tt has been noted that as the lenglh of in-patient stay decrcased due to the de-

institutionalizationpolicy,thenumberofout-patientvisitorswerealarminglyincreased

with chronic mentally ill patients (Sullivan' et al' 19995)' Some of these factors are

discussed below
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2.5.1 De-institutionalization

Bachrach(1989:165)hasdefinedtheword.de-institutionalization'inabroaderway:

" ...the shunning or avoidance of traditional institurional setlings' particularly

state mental hospitals, for chronic mentally ill individuals' and the current

development of community based slternatives for the care oJ'this population'

This definition assumes three primary processes: depopulation- lhe shrinking of

state menlal hospital censuses through release' transfer' or deolh: diversion-the

deflection of potential instilutional admission to community based service

settings, and decentralization, lhe broadening ofresponsibilityfor patient care

from a single physical discreet service entity lo multiple and diverse entitieswith

an attendsnt fragmentation of authority "p 165

The goal of de-institutionalization is to reduce the amount of care provision in a

centralized institution and increase of the capacity of mental health care services at

community level (Bachrach, 1989)' For inslance, in the United Stales of America there

aresome400,000formerlyinstitutionalizedmentallyillpatientslivinginthecommunity

and some 114,000 patients still living in t}re state mental hospitals' Since de-
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The term .de-institutionalization' has been on the public agenda since the beginning of its

implementation. Consensus has not been reached in defining the concept' fbr which there

are multiple definitions. Some refer to the term as ""'the relocation or the shift of the

car€ for mentally ill persons ftom long-term care to a more independent environment"

(Krieg,200l). Others define it as "'..a shift in the role of govemment of funding long-

term hospital care into an independent living and private funding with some federal

support systems, largely in the form of social security disability income and

supplementary security income"(Krieg' 200 I )'
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institutionalization started, the number ofpatients in state mental hospitals has decreased

from 560,000 in 1955 to125,000 in l98l- More than 13 mental hospitals were closed

down in eight states, a few others are partially operational and some others have been

converled to community mental health centers ( Bachrach, 1989)'

Since the policy of de-institutionalization took effect, most chronic mentally ill patients

can only be admitted to state hospitals for a few days or weeks' As a result' a number of

them have been moved to a nursing home and/ or board- and care home'

De-institutionalization has resulted in unintended consequences for the mentally ill

sufferers and to society, due to a lack of proper planning and insufficient community

carers. Many of them experience homelessness and rejection by the communig 6rieg'

2001).AstudyconductedintheUSAtodeterminetheimpactofde-instifutionalization

indicated that about 30-50% of the homeless people are mentally ill' Schizophrenic

patients engaged in violent behaviour were four times greater than the average person'

whichputincreasedpressurEontheMedicareandMedicaidbudgets,increasedthefear

ofpotentialdangerandcrime,andlaidtheburdenofcareonthefamilies.Thesufferers

were exposed to social stigmq neglect, hostility, abuse and poor medical care (Arthur'

1989; Davidson, Stayner, Lambert, Smith & Sledge, 1997; Krieg,2001)'

Shadish Lurigio and Lews (1989) stated that chronic mentally itl patient have impairment

ofcognitive,social,economicandfamilialfunctioning.Theirresponsetoarrti.psychotic

trcatment is relatively negative. Hence, the rate of ftequent relapses and readmissions

with schizophrenic patient is high.
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Although de-institutionalization is a global phenomenon, its implementation in

developing countries, particularly in Afric4 is a slow process' In Ethiopia' there were

about 50 chronic mentally ill patients who lived in the hospital for long periods oftime at

one stage. Currently, a small proportion ofthose patients still live in the hospital' some

have already died, others have been discharged to the community' and a few of them

have been transferr€d to the "Geferssa" institutional center (Geferssa is a center for those

chronic mentally ill patients who are rejected by their families or for those who do not

have families or caregivers). Those discharged into the community and r€jected from

being readmitted to long-term care, still continue knocking at the door ofthe hospital'

Most of them can only be readmitted for an average of6- 8 weeks' It appears that the

readmission crisis followed their discharge into the community'

2.5.2. DemograPhic factors

It has been noted that there are gender differences in the pr€sentation and counes of

schizophrenic illness. Demographic variables ar€ statistically significant in predicting

readmissions (Zefl Armstmng, Crandell, & Folen, 1990)'
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2.5.2.1 Gender: The onset of schizophrenia is at younger age in men than in women'

Men develop more negative symptoms, show poorer response to treatment and reveal

greater non-compliance with treatment than women' Hospital records show that males

spend more time in hospital than females (Brown & Birtwistle' 1998)'
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Hospital trcatment records indicate that women with schizophrenia revealed lower levels

of substance abuse and antlsocial behaviour' as well as better responses to family

intervention and occupational functioning (castel & Murray' l99l)' Some linked these

differences to unrealistic social and family expectations of male schizophrenic patients'

Traditional socialization practices also support females to be more dependent on the

famity than males. Moreover, there are more psychotic symptoms and relapses in men

than women due to lack of medication response' non-compliance and the severity ofthe

nature ofthe illness(Castel&Murray'1991;Meltzer'Rabinowiutee'Col4Rangan'Findling

& Thomson, 1997; Seeman & Lane, 1990)'

2.52.2 Agez Among the revolving door patients' younger males are often seen as

potential risk patients for relapses and readmissions' The prevalence ofschizophrenia in

the elderly population is believed to be l70' About l0% ofolder schizophrenic patients

have lale onset of symptoms, while in 909/0 of them the onset of symptoms occurred

during the adolescent period. Late onset of schizophrenia is mor€ common in women

than in men. Compared to younger patients, older patients have greater response and

sensitivity to medicalion. Result fiom a study by Zilber, Pooper & Lemer' (1990)

indicated that, among patients hospitalized for the first time in their life' age was

negatively correlated with probability of rcadmission but for patients who were not first-

timen, age was positively correlated to readmission' Marital status was related to

readmission. with being single predictive of more readmissions and a long cumulative

stav
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2.5,3 Length ofstay and quality ofafter-care'

2.53.1 Length of stty: A comprehensive literature review was conducted to determine

whether there was an association between length of stay and hospital readmission' In

response to the historical transition of psychiatric service from mental hospitals to

community car€, the length of hospital stay has been reduced to days or weeks as

opposed to months or years. lt was noted that the shorter the length ofhospitalization' the

geater the rate ofr€admission (Appleby, Desai & Lunchin 1993; Mojtabai' Nicholson &

Neesmith, l9g7). Amore lecent study used two control groups with the sampte (n=77)'

One group was selected from those who were readmitted within 30 days of being

discharged. Another group was randomly selected fiom those who werc not readmitted'

The mean len$h of stay for readmitted patients was reduced from 33'6 days to 9'5 days'

The mean len$h of stay for those who were not readmitted was reduced from 27'5 days

to 12.7 days. The r€sult of the finding indicated that the rate of readmission was doubled

from 5.3 % (7 patients) to 10.8% (30 parients) over the same period of time' The

propotions of patients discharged was significantly increased (Oscar' Lisa

Sridevi,William & Regenold, 2002)' Hence it is proved that there is an association

between the length of stay and readmissions' meaning that the shorter stay of

schizophrenic patients in the hospital the higher rate ofreadmissions or vice versa'

2.53.2 Quality ofafter-care: lt is generally understood that poor after-carc increases the

number of revolving door patients' Many argue that the effectiveness of after+are

services is dependent on the cooperation of many agencies and stakeholders (Hadley'

Turlq Vasko, & McGurrin' 1997)'
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In conclusion, a longer length of stay, appropriate discharge planning and follow-up

visits, including quality after+are, reduce the rate ofreadmissions'

2.5.4 Previous admissions

2,5.5 FamilY environment

Researchhasshownthatsocialandenvironmentalfactorsaresignificantlyassociated

with relapse and the deterioration of schizophrenia' When the relatives show a high

degree of emotional expression, hostility, and dominance the rate of relapse in

schizophrenic patients is found to be high' Furthermore, a study conducted by (Carr'

2001) pointed out that the risk of rclapse rates in the highly emotional famity was

sigrificantly reduced when the patient had less contact with such family members'

The concept of pseudo-mutuality, (family centeredness is flexible' but has no stable

boundary, while individual perception, communication and identity formation are

confused and problematic) and pseudo-hostility (chronic conflict and alienation at a

deeper level) revealed that families ofschizophrenic patients can play a sigrificant role in

increasing the rate of relapse ofthe illness (Becvar,2000)' Kopelowicz and Lieberman

(1998) found that some family members or partners view their schizophrenic patients as
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The literature review reveals that previous admissions are the best predictor of

rehospitalization. A diagnosis ofpsychotic disorder such as schizophrenia' is linked with

multiple admissions (Vogel & Huguelet, 1997)' However, in the findings ofsome studies'

previous admissions are not statisticalty significant as a predictor of readmission (Zeff'

Armstrong, Crandell & Folen, 1990).
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malingering, and/or pretending to be helpless and to seek attention' or simply revealing

badandoddbehaviour.Thisleadtocriticism'intrusivenessandover-involvement'and

confused communication among family members. This is in tum provoked the psychotic

symptoms and increased the rate of readmission'

More recently, recordings of patients' psychological r€sponses have confirmed the

adverse efect of highly emotional families: appreciable changes in heart rate and sweat

gtand activity occurred when schizophrenic patients were in contact with emotional

relatives. Leffand Vaoghn, cited in Hashemi, (1999) found high relapse rates as a result

of the interaction between life events and high expressed emotion in the family' The

result showed that a minimal relapse rate is observed when the cohesive forces ofthe

family are strong. Patients who live with unprovocative families' or have a low level of

contact with provocative families while taking neuroleptics, have a good prognosis with

about a l57o chance of relapse nine months after discharge' Hence schizophrenics are

moresensitivetoenvimnmentalarousalconditionssuchashostility,exposuretohigh

expressed emotion (EE) family and relatives'

Manycross-culturalstudieshavebeenconducted,bothinthedevelopedanddeveloping

world,onthevalueofexpressedemotionsuchasemotionalover-involvement,hostility

and criticism. The results are fairly consistent in predicting relapse in schizophrenia' This

has led to the conclusion that social and cultural factors may play an important role in

schizophrenic outcomes. The fimily's influence on the patient and the type and intensity

of family bonds and structures tend to make it difficult for the patient to rctum to the

community and remain in remission' As many schizophrenic patients live with family
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members, family interventions are the core altemative method for the effective

management of schizoPhrenia'

2.5.6 Treatment

While pharmacological therapy is the primary altemative method of contmlling acute

psychotic symptoms, its potential adverse effects have always created drawbacks to

maintaining treatment sustainability. Patients usually prefer to discontinue theirtrcatment

to get rid ofthe unpleasant side effecs ofthe drugs' Research has shown that low dose

therapy is as effective as high dose therapy and increases patient compliance by

minimizing the side effects (Beel, 1997; Kaplan, Sadock & Crebb' 1994)'

ln a similar way Buelow and Herbert (1995) explain how difficult it is to control

schizophrenic illness in that mor€ than 20% ofpatients do not respond to treatment' 30 to

50% are not cooperative in taking medication and 20 to 30% still continue to relapse

despite there good medication compliance' In addition to the difficulty of the treatment

regimen and nalure ofthe illness, there are many factors contributing to unsatisfrctory

ourcomes. These include running out ofmedication' unsuitable care setting progam' poor

therapeutic rcsponse among younger men and frilure to establish therapeutic

relationships with the care providers (Beebe' 2002)' The effectiveness of treatment is

influenced by different pmtective factors, such as good premorbid personality' good work

record, acute onset and clear precipitance' Females have better outcomes than males' as

have those who have tittle psychopathology in the family (Can' 2001)
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It is evident that psychotherapy, rehabilitation therapy and family psycho-education are

very important for better outcomes in the treatment of schizophrenia The rate of

readmissions is claimed to be very high where those integrated interventions are not

practiced and the rate of readmissions in the developing world is said to be higher where

those interventions are not adeq uately available.

2.5.7 Substance abuse

The prevalence ofsubstance abuse or dependence is often overlooked or underestimated

in individuals with schizophrenia, particularly when the patient is seen during an acute

psychotic episode. Estimates of the incidence of concurent substance abuse or

dependence ftmge as high as 40% with schizophrenic patients and the lifetime incidence

is even higher - up to 60% in some studies. Substance related disorders ar€ associated

with more frequent and longer periods of hospitalization' including homelessness'

violence, incarceration. suicide and HIV infection (APA, 1994)'

Sanguineti, Samuel, Schwartz, and Robeson (1996) dispute this view and point out that

the rate of readmissions is poorly related to co-morbid psychoactive substances. Their

results indicate that the patient with a high risk of readmission is usually a young'

unmarried, African-American male, who has schizophrenia without co-morbid substance

use

It is clear that some may abuse alcohol, drugs or both' The potential for' and amount of

substance abuse has statistical significance for a high risk ofrelapse and readmission. A

study in South Africa by Cillis, Sandler, Jakoet and Elk, (1986) found that there is an

association between the rate ofreadmission and cannabis and alcohol abuse among Black
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and Colourcd cohorts. The abuse of mixed drugs is more commonly associated with the

rate of r€admission among White cohorts'

ln Ethiopia, although there is no available data on substance abuse and rate of

readmission, most schizophrenic patients abuse locally produced alcohol and Khat (a

mental stimulant), and this is often mixed in varying amounts' Only the influence of khat

will be discussed here.

2.5.7.1 Khat (Catha edulis)

Khat (catha edulis) is an evergrcen plant commonly grown in Ethiopi4 Kenya and

Yemen and at high altitudes in South Africa and Madagascar' It is named 'chat' in

Ethiopi4 'qat' in Yemen, 'mirra' in Kenya and 'qaad' or Jaad' in Somalia' but it is

commonly known as 'khat' or 'qat' in the literature' People use khat for different

purposes such as to increase concentration, energy, alertness' impmve self+steem' for

social interaction, for improved farm work, for improved study by high school and

college students, for praying by Muslim people and even to alleviate boredom'

Khat contains several psychoactive substances, of which cathinone is the most active

central nerve system stimulant, with effects similar to that of amphetamine (Alem'

Kebede & Kullgren, 1999; Griffith, Cossop, Wickenden' Dunwarth' Harris & Lloyp'

1997). Some khat-induced psychotic cases among Afro-Arab immigrants are reported

ftom Europe and America. Symptoms include paranoid states' acute schizophrenic

symptoms and common manic features' Khat-induced psychosis has also been reported

from Ethiopia at Amanuel Mental Hospital in Addis Ababa (Alem' Kebede' & Kullgren'

1999).
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A high proportion of schizophrenic inpatients and outpatients abuse khat in Ethiopia'

There is no doubt that khat can increase the rate ofrelapse and readmissions ofpsychotic

patients. patticularly schizophrenic ones.

In conclusion, although the pattem ofsubstance use differs liom place to place' and from

person to person, substance abuse is strongly associated with the rate of readmission in

schizophrenia-

2.5.8 Stigma

Many reports on mental health identifi stigma as the most difficult obstacle in the arena

of mental illness. There are significant amounts of stigma attached to mental illness'

especially schizophreni4 but there are variations across cultures' ln Greece' there are

many folk beliefs and stereory?ed ideas expressed about schizophreniq genemted by

strongreligiousandculturalvalues.Thestigmaattachedtothisseverementalillnesshas

not been adequately studied @conomous'

Link, 1998; Yastrebou, I 999).

1999; Perlick" et al. 2001; Phelan, Bromet, &

An American advocacy group of the National Alliance for Mental Iliness has indicated

that stigma has long been and continues to be a problem for families of psychiatric

patients. The feeling of rejection and stigmatization by the community rcsults in attempts

at secrecy and concealment of their mentally ill family member' They do not share their

experiences outside the family circle (Phelan, Bromet & Link' 1998)'

To define 'stigma" Phelan, et al' (1998:l 15) quoted from Webster's New Twentieth

Century:
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" Something that detracts from the charttcler or repulalion qfa person

group, etc-, indicaling that something is not considered normal or

standard"

"Goffman tlefined stigma in terms of undesirable' deeply discrediting

attributethat disquolifi one from.full social acceptance' " (preface) and

motivate eflorts by rhe stigmttized individual to hide the mark when

possible."Pl l5

Another consequence ofthe stigma of mental illness is the possibility that it engenders a

significant loss of self-esteem. Stignra can lead to direct discrimination against the

mentally ill, such as the avaitability of fewer resources for research and trcatment' or

social, psychological processes that involve the stigmatized person's perceptions of

him/herselfand the perception ofothers ofthe patient (Phelan' Bromet' & Link' 1998)'

Fear of rejection can have serious negative consequences' The mentally ill person may

fear being stereotyped, looked down upon, and rejected by others' Expecting and fearing

rejection, people who have been hospitalized for mental illnesses' may feel less confident

or more defensive, or simply avoid contact' The result may be restrained and

uncomfortable social interactions with potential stigmatizers' more constricted social

networks, poorer life satisfaction, unemployment and loss of income (Link' Struening'

Neese-Todd, Asmussen, Phelan,200l)' This would make schizophrenia not merely a

mental prcblem, but also a social problem' In Sri Lanka' the social stigma and

misconception about mental illness means that it is usually a problem to seek for help

ftom the community, and a similar result was found in Nigeria (Nalaka' 1990: Patel

1996). A study conducted in rural Ethiopia by Shibre (2002) revealed that there is a

significant proportion of stigma attached to the mentally ill person' The result of this
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study was supported by the findings ofAlem and Kebede 1999) who found social stigma

towards mentally ilt penons to be a serious obstacle, especially in terms of marital and

work prospects. The study indicated that stigma could affect both the family and patient

in many aspects. The subjective distress and well-being ofthe family members influence

the outcomes ofthe person with mental illness' The family response to stigmatization can

also be expected to have an impact on the person who has the illness @erlick'et al' 2001 )'

2.5.9 Summary of chaPter

In this chapter a comprchensive literature survey is presented' alrd some ofthe relevant

findings are discussed. Although schizophrenic relapses and readmissions are common

problems worldwide, the attention given to these problems are minimal in most

developing countries' It also varies widely in the management and outcomes of

schizophrenic patients. Better outcomes are reported from underdeveloped countries' as

opposed to developed countries, where integrated multidisciplinary care is promoted' The

findings reveal that there is a high proPortion ofstigma attached to the mentally ill person

in developing tr-aditional societies. A comparison of the rates of readmission was not

possible due to a lack of available data from developing countries' There are slighl

diflerences in the rate of readmission even among the developed countries because of

certain prtvailing fuctors.

The literature search has revealed some of the predictive frctors' which are common

across culturcs, also modifiable factors, and the consequence of state de-

institutionalizarion policies. The predictive factors are demographic factors (such as'

younger age, male, unmarried)' co-morbid personality disorders' poor work record' early
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onset of the illness and socio+conomic characteristics' The modifiable factors are

medication non-compliance, family rejection' and substance abuse of mainly alcohol'

cannabisandkhatinsomeareas.Theresultsofde.institutionalizationarehomelessness,

hostilityandrejectionbythecommunity,inadequaterehabilitationarrdfollow-upcare,

and a shortening ofin-patient stay'

The next chapter discusses both the etiology and biopsychosocial model of the

management of schizoPhrenia.
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aspects pertaining

multidimensional

CHAPTER 3. ConcePtual framework

3.1 Introduction

Chapter Two provided a review of the literature rclevant to this study' The findings of

different studies were highlighted and conceptualized into a frame of refbrence for this

study. Conceptualizing such a framework is importan! because it helps to integrate and

guide the study inlo a specific and desired direction by first considering theoretical

to the study. It has enabled me to examine the broader

ftequent re admissions offactors that are associated with the

schizophrenic patients into mental hospitals'

The chapter starts with a description of the bio-psychosocial model' which serves as a

ft:ameworkforthisstudy.Thisisfollowedbytherationalefortheselectionofthemodel.

Somerelevantfrctorsareidentifiedwhichareusefulinthetreatmentofschizophrenic

patients, particularly in reducing the risk ofreadmissions' These factors are categorized

as biological, psychological and social aspects' The chapter also briefly describes the

etiolog;r of schizophreni4 which also provides part ofthe framework ofthe study' This

in tum enables us to situate the study within the perspectives ofthe multi-causal theories

of schizophrcnic disorders.

3.2. The biopsycbosociel model of horlth

The bio-psychosocial model is a holistic approach in health carc management' lt is

concemed wilh the pmvision and utilization of integrated health care practices within the

overall context of medical care delivery systems, by recognizing the mutual influence of
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the biological, psychological and social factors in health and illness' lt takes into account

the patient as a whole including the social context in which Vhe lives and the

multidimensional nature of medical problems (Bemard & Krupat, 1993; Davison &

Neale, 2001 ; Straub, 2002).

The model is based on systems theory in which atl nature is organized as a systems

hierarchy (from the smallest subsystems to the largest)' Human beings are taken as part

ofthe larger system, which includes the family, neighbourhoods' societies and culture

(Straub,2002).Straubexplainshowthistheoryworksinthehealthsystem'bytakinga

person with a weakened immune system as an example' The weakened immune system

affects a specific organ in that person's body and in tum affects the person's ovemll

biologicalhealth'whichintumaffectshisrelationshipwithhissocialenvironment(such

as family, fiiends and communitY).

Thercfore, the rationale for incorporating the biological, psychological' and social factots

intheoveralltreatmentofanindividuatseemstobescientificallygrounded'holistically

basedandallowsfortheoptimalutilizationofhealthcareservices(Bemard&Ikupat'

1993; Robert, Kisselica, Mark & Fredrickson, 2002; Sarafino' I 990)' Moreover' it

reinforces the role of medical practitioners in involving the needy person and hivher

family in determining the appropriate health care for him/her' or in determining such care

onbehalfofchronicallydisabledmentallyillpersons.ltalsoavoidsthebarriersthatexist

between the customers and hea|th care providers (Peat, 1997). This factor, in addition to

thesubstantialchallengespresentedbythetraditionalbiomedicalpamdigms'hasledto

the need to develop a bio-psychosocial model'
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The bio-psychosocial model was established in 1970's as an altemative to the biomedical

model.Thebiomedicalmodeliscriticizedforfocusingonlyondiseaseandillnessas

entities ofphysical pmblems existing independently ofpsychological and social factors;

for using expensive drugs and technological treahnents rather than preventive aspects; it

is accused ofbeing part ofthe medical industry, which has robbed people ofthe ability to

cope with pain and illness (Senior & Viveash' 1998; Sheridan & Radmacher' 1992)'

Furthermore, people are influenced to perceive drugs as the sole cure for their illness

(Senior & Viveash, 1998).

The adoption of the bio-psychosocial approach to health care, and the criticism ofthe

biomedical model led the World Health Organization (WHO) to propose an exlensive

definition ofhealth as a "...state ofcomplete physical, mental, and social well-being' not

mere absence of disease or infirmity" (Marks, Murray, Evans & Willing' 2000)' The

definition widened the scope of health care to consider not only the wetl-being of the

individual, but also of the community. The acceptance of the model by the intemational

community has promoted the gradual shift from biomedical care to bio-psychosocial

health care systems. The shift in approaches provides an opportunity for mental health

carc services to assess and promote the preventive aspects ofcare detivery systems within

a specific culture and society (Peat, 1997)' The bio-psychosocial approach is favored in

this study, due to its attempts to increase an understanding ofthe total health carc system

as an altemative to biomedical approaches' It links the individual to families'

communitiesandsocietalnetworks'andenableshim/hertoutilizetheexistingsocial

services (Taylor & Field, I 993)
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It has been proven that looking into a single causative factor could not retlect the whole

pictureofaperson,shealthandillness.Particularlyinthetreatmentofmentallyill

people, a narrow reductionist approach could not effectively examine the existing

problems(Straub'2002).Thebio.psychosocialmodelidentifiesdifferentlevelsof

multidimensional factors, which are relevant in understanding the psychopathology ofthe

schizophrenic patient (S€nior & Viveash, 1998)' The main objective of the bio-

psychosocialmodelistopmvideeffective,affordableandsustainablecareandsupportto

mentally ill people. The scope ofthe health care services ranges from medical care to

psychological and social support as it is determined by the multi-etiological factors

namely, the biological, psychological and social aspects' The role ofthe biological'

psychological and social aspects are briefly discussed below'

3.2.1 Biological factors

Biological factors include the genetic characteristics inherited from our parents, and level

of chemicals (neurotransmitters) in the brain' tn general' our genes provide us with

healthy/normal or unhealthy/abnormal conditions' Like most psychological disorders'

schizophrenia can be explained in terms ofseveral mechanisms' The psychopathological

conditions, which arise due to biological factors,

At the same time,

can be treated bY using

pharmacotheraPY (Straub, 2002). it constantly interacts with

psychology. Schizophrenic patients, for example, are more vulnerable to stress-related

relapses of illness because of environmental triggen, and tend to react angrily to daily

hassles(Sarafino,l990;Straub,2002)'Thisclearlypointsoutthattheintegrationofbio-

psychosocial treatments outranks the biomedical approach in the management of

sc hizophrenic di sorders.
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3.2.2 Psychological factors

Psychological factors determine how well a person copes with successive life events/

experiences. Events that are appmised as overwhelming, pervasive and beyond our

contml take a grcater toll on us, both physically and psychologically (Sarafino' 1990)'

Psychological factors arc important in the treatment of chronic illnesses such as

schizophrenia and arthdtis. It also teaches palients how to manage their tension by

lessening negative reactions to treatment. Morcover, psychological intervention helps the

patient to cope with everyday stressful or negative life events such as bereavemenl

joblessness, divorce or relocation (Sarafino, 1990; Straub, 2002)'

3.2.3. Social factors
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In the social context an individual is a member of a family, community, culture, society'

nationandworldandliveswithinaspecificsocio-economicclass.Alloftheseinfluence

the behavior and beliefs ofan individual, including those related to health. A person, who

suffers fiom mental illness, is actually the victim ofan environment that is hostile to him'

Thebio-psychosocialmodelcertainlytakesallofthesefactorsintoaccount(Straub

2002). Where a spouse, significant others and friends provide important souces ofsocial

support to a sufferer of a chronic disease like schizophrenia' the feeling of being

supported by others may serve as a buffer that mitigates the output of stress hormones

andkeepsthebodyimmunedefensesstrongduringatraumaticsituation(Sarafino.l990).

It also promotes better health habits, regular checkups and the easy screening of

worrisome symptoms. Social influence are important areas to be considered in the
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treatment ofschizophreni4 given that any one context cannot work in isolation and it is a

mistake to focus only on one context (ibid).

33 The biopsychosocial model in the treatment ofschizophrenia

The widely acceptable model of treafinent in schizophrenia is the bio-psychosocial

model, which includes biomedical, psychological and social aspects' The primary

biologicat intervention consists of pharmacotherapy and electro<onvulsive shock

therapy, especially in the treatment of catatonic schizophrcnia' To illustrate the

continuum carc ofschizophr€ni4 therc are different stages oftherapeutic strategies' For

instance, in the beginning the emphasis is on controlling behavior and agitation and

relieving positive symptoms. After about two weeks of therapy' the care shifu to

cognitive improvement therapy, negatiYe symptoms relief improving the mood and

relieving symptoms ofdepression. Thereafter, relapse prevention is a key hctor through

skills training and rehabilitation (Maguire, 2002; NHS' 2000(a))'

Comprehensive care for schizophrenia involves ongoing support' valid information about

the illness, psychotherapeutic intervention, rehabilitative strategies including skills

tminingandeconomicsupport,protectingthepatientsandthefamitiesfromalienation

and stigmatization, family intervention through supportive educational and therapeutic

interaction, cognitive behavioral therapy, and assertive community tr€atment (NHS'

2000(b)).

Therefore, the bio-psychosocial approach in the treatment ofschizophrenia is believed to

be effective in reducing the risk of rtlapse and hospital stay, as well as integrating the

person to stay in contact with his/her community and to continue functioning normally'
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3.4. Etiology of schizophrenia

Schizophrenia is a group of psychotic disorders with heterogeneous causes and mostly

tends to manifest in early adulthood. Genetic studies do not totally explain the etiology of

schizophrenia, and there are significant influences from environmental factors' which

may cause the disorder to develop (Maguire, 2002)' This has led to the development of

the stress{iathesis model, which integrates biological, psychological and environmental

factors as causes for the development ofthe disorden' The environmental elements can

be biological and psychological hctors (Kaplan, Sadock &, Grebb'1994; Maguire' 2002)'

3.4.1 Biological theories.

Schizophrenic disorders tend to run in fimilies, which suggests a genetic predisposition

to the disease. Genetic studies have demonstrated that there is a 50 percent concordance

rate in monozygotic twins and 12 percent concordance rate in dizygotic twins' This

indicates thar schizophrcnic cannot b€ totally genetic' The risk ofgetting a schizophrenic

disorder is 40 percent when both parents have the disorder and the risk is lower when

only one parent has the disorder (Kaplan, Sadock, & Grebb, 1994; Maguire' 2002; Senior

& Viveash, 1998). More recently, biological theories have focused on chemical

imbalances in the neurotransmitters ofthe body' The Dopamine Hypothesis suggests that

an increased level of dopamine in the brain is also associated with schizophrenic

disorders(Kaplan,etal.l994;senior&Viveash,l998)'Otherssuggestthattheremaybe

a viral (e.g. influenza) explanation, which leads to the disorder developing later in life'

Exposure to such a virus by a pregnant woman may affect fetal development in the
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Viveash, 1998; Smith, Sell & Sadbury, I 996)

Magnetic Resonance lmaging (M2) has shown that all patients with schizophrenic

disorders have larger ventricles than those who do not have schizophrenic disorden' The

enlargement of the brain ventricles is associated with cognitive impairment' poor

response to drug treatment and more negative symptoms than positive symptoms

(Kaplanpt at. 1994; Smith, Sell & Sadbury, 1996)'

3.4.2.1 PsychodYnamic theories

Psychodynamic theories argue that there are crucial stages in the emotional development

ofthe child. Freud suggested that problems ofearly fixation and ego defects occurred in

anindividual'sdevelopmentasaresultofpoorobjectrelation'andthiscontributedtothe

development ofthe symptoms of schizophrenia' Others suggest that separation from the

mother and recognition of sexual identity, strong close attachments between mother and

child and unresolved conJlict at this stage remain in the person's unconscious mind and

laler in life the person may develop the disorder (Kaplan'et al' 1994)'
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womb, particularly during the 25-30 week stage ofpregnancy (vlaguire' 2002; Senior &

3.4.2 Psychological theories

Most psychological theories focus on behavioral disorders in orderto locate the source of

mental illness. A number of these theories have explained the relationship between the

patient's personal experiences ofearly childhood and mental disorder in later life'
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3.4.2.2 Learning theories

According to this theory, schizophrenia is a leamed behavior consisting primarily of

attention problems. lt suggests that the child leams irrational reactions and ways of

thinking by imitating parents who may have their own emotional problems' The poor

interpersonal relationships of schizophrenic persons also develop due to poor models'

which s/he leams liom his/her childhood. Schizophrenic behavior can be altered through

reinforcement therapies (Meyer & Salmon' 1988; Smith' Sell' Sadbury' I 996)'

3.4.2.3 Humanistic - existential theories

According to this theory, a person may attempl to adapt to the "insane" situation in

his/her family. The antipsychiatrist Szasz (1979) attacked the current theories of mental

illness as well as trestments ofmental illness by substituting environmental for biological

andchemicaltheoriesofcausationandproposingex-hospitaltherapiesinsteadof

institutionalization, He argued that schizophrenia was not ..madness,,, but strategies for

living in an insane world. It is a label given to some to reinforce society's need to enforce

social norms. Family and culture play significant roles in producing psychotic behavior'

Those who view such abnormal behavior as madness are not aware of the Act that the

environment contributes to such behavior (Sarason & Sarason' 1984)'

3.4.2.4 Social theories

Some studies have shown that a higher rate of schizophrenic incidence is found among

the lower socio-economic classes than among the higher classes' However' other studies

indicate that the dilibrences seem to be more evident in urban than in rural areas' The
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social class explanation comes from the sociogenic hypothesis' which argues that the

stressful experiences of being in the lower social class produce schizophrenia' However'

other researchen question this hypothesis' They argue that schizophrenia occurs equally

in all classes, but due to social drift caused by e'g' family disruption due to schizophreni4

loss ofjob, migration and poverty, schizophrenics tend to end up in the lower social

classes, leading to this perception. Nevertheless, both the sociogenic hlpothesis and drift

hypothesis are less than conclusive (Smith, Sell & Sadbury' 1996)'

The etiological hypotheses rcpresent various perspectives on biological and social

influences,whichaidusinunderstandingthecausativefactorsleadingtoschizophrenia.

These facets of schizophrenia arise from the person's developmental relationships with

his/her family and environment at larye' The psychobiological view emphasizes that

schizophrenic behavior are symptomatic ofdeeper organic processes' The environmental

and family influences on the schizophrenic person are not restricted to predisposition, but

penist through adolescence and adulthood' This has inspired the researcher to use the
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3.4.2.5 Fami$ theories

Family theories suggest that a schizophrenic mother who develops a faulty relationship

with her children can also cause schizophrenia in the children' Hlpotheses about marital

schism (with one parent getting overly close to a child ofthe opposite sex) and marital

skew (e.g. a dominant partner) suggest that the family can be the cause of schizophrenia

(Smith, Sell, Sadbury, 1996). This hypothesis has little support due its methodologically

fraught controversies'
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multifactorial causation theories in schizophrenia as a framework for the study to explain

the disease whose manifestations are primarily behavioral'

This approach provides a conceptual fiamework for the study to investigate factors

influencing the frequent readmisslons of schizophrenic patients' The point ofdeparture

for the bio-psychosocial conceptual frarnework is the biomedical model' The study takes

aholisticviewofthepersonfromthemultidimensionalperspectivessuchasthe

provision ofhealth care delivery systems, social and environmental influences including

family situations and work conditions and other concomitant factors'

3.5.Summary of chaPter

This chapter describes the bio-psychosocial model as its conceptual framework to

investigate factors influencing the rate of schizophrenic readmissions' The reviewed

literatur€ on the bio-psychosocial appmach discuss some basic concepts which are vital

in understanding the factors that contribute to re-hospitalizations' and the acceptable way

ofmanagingrhehealthcareofschizophrenicpatients.Thebasicpointsaresummarized

as biological, psychological, and social components, which are both etiological ihctors

teading to the development of the disorders, and at the same time triggering factors for

ftequent relapses of the illness and re-hospitalizations' The biological factors comprise

genetic and chemical imbalances; psychological factors are behavior' stress' trauma'

coping mechanisms; while social components comprise stigma' joblessness' family

problems, rejection/ alienation, hostility, substance abuse' health care systems' and

rehabilitation. These three factors have been established as the conceptual framework of

this study. The next chapter deals with the research methodology'
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CHAPTER 4: Research methodologJ"

4.1 Introduction

This chapter provides the research methodology that was used to carry out the study' lt

commences with a discussion of the research design, followed by different topics and

subtopics, such as participants and sampling methods, research instruments used and the

techniques of quantitative as well as focus group data collection' Elhical considerations

as well as validation ofrhe research instruments are also discussed'

,1.2 Research design

The purpose of this study is to investigate factors influencing the rate of schizophrenic

readmissions. This study made use of both quantitative and qualitative approaches

through a quanlifiable survey and focus gloup interviews' Researchers make use of

different research designs depending on the purpose ofthe study' naturc ofthe research

question,theskillsandresourcesavailabletotheresearchers(Leedy'1997)'Theprocess

of using ditrerent combinations of research methods is called 'triangulation' (De Vos'

2002). The research design is a set of guidelines and instructions to be followed in

conducting the research in order to address the research problems (Babbie'& Mouton'

2001). The survey used in this study included random sampling methods' a specific study

population, strucured interviews and a qr'[stionnaire' The data was analyzed using the

SPSS program. The qualitative focus group study included purposive sampling methods'

a semi-stmctured interview guide, and specially selected participants' The process of

thematic data analysis was applied here
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schizophrcnic

schizophrenic

The structured interviews were used to collect information from the 43 schizophrenic

respondents. These structured interviews were desigred, which included both open ended

and closed ended questions, to gather information regarding the sociodemographic

characteristics ofthe schizophrenic patients, and clinical information mainly associated

with facton contributing to the rate of schizophrenic rehospitalizations. It focused on

obtaining substantial information on the adequacy and efficiency ofthe in-patient and out

patient psychiatric services in reducing the rate ofreadmissions. lt also sewed to measure

the existing community support and participation and the problems in the management of

patients. The reasons that stmctured interviews were used for

respondents were their mental illness and their unfamiliarity with

questionnaires. It woutd have been easy for them to respond to self-administered

questionnaircs. Hence the stmctured interview was appropriate to collect the required

information liom the schizophrenic respondents (See Appendix G)

Questionnaires were used to collect information from 20 health professionals. Both open

ended and closed ended questionnaires were designed to answer question related to

faclorsinfluencingthefiequentrehospitalizationofschizophrenicpatients'Thesame

items used in the structured interview were also replicated in the self-administered

questionnaire. The reasons questionnaires were used for health professionals were the

fact that the health professionals were familiar with the seliadministered questionnaires

and they understood the content of lhe questions and could respond to it without

difficulty (See APPendix H)

An interview guide was used to collect information Ilom the care taking family members.

Thepurposeofusinganintewiewguidewastocoltectdetailedandpertinentinformation
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includingtheexperiencesofthecaretakingfamiliespertainingtothefactorsinfluencing

the rate schizophrenic readmissions (See Appendix I)'

4,2.1 The survey

A survey is very useful in eliciting a wide range of information fiom the study population

in a short period oftime. All surveys aim to describe or explain the characteristics ofa

specific population, such as sociodemographic conditions (e'g' age' sex' education'

income), people's physical health conditions, emotional problems' drug use patterns and

utilization of health care services, behavior such as smoking and drinking, societal and

economic circumstances and people's attitudes and opinions (Bums' 2000)'

Survey research pmvides us with epidemiological infomration about the state of health'

illness and trcatment pattems in a given community, insight into the issues of the

prevalence of causes of morbidity and mortality of a specific population as well as

theories conceming the causes of illness in a community (Beagtehole' Bonita &

Kjellstrom, 1993; Grady & Wallston, 1988; Polgar & Thomas' 2000)' This gave me

enough ground to choose the survey method as an approach to answering the research

question:..Whatarethefactorsinfluencingtherateofschizophrenicreadmissionsinto

the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital?"

For the purposes of the survey, structured interviews and questionnaires were employed

in this study to collect information from the respondents' Hall and Hall (1996) state that

social surveys designed to obtain information through questionnaires' is widely

recognized as a standard method of data collection' Furthermore' it addresses the issues

of replicability of the results by the same method, which increases confidence in the
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findings relaled to the question of reliability and validity' In a survey' the samples are

representative of the general population and the findings are normally statistically

significant (May, 2001). However, representivity may be difficult to ascertain' when

researching health related problems. This is explained later in this chapter'

4.2.2 Focus grouP interview

A focus group interview is a qualitative research tool in which a small number of

participants is organized into a group to explore a specific set ofissues' such as people's

views and experiences (Lunt & Livingston' t996; Morse' Swanson & Kuzel' 2001)'

Focus groups are widely used in health research' because they provide rich sources of

insights and interpretation from the participants (Polgar & Thomas' 2000)' A focus group

interview involves discussion among a small group of people which includes a moderator

or facilitator. The role of the facilitator is to introduce the topics or questions for

discussionandtohelpeachmemberofthegrouptoparticipateinthediscussion@olgar

& Thomas, 2000).

In this study, focus group interviews were conducted to complement or add to the

informationobtainedthroughthesurvey.Familymembersofschizophrenicsareprimary

persons who can provide theirviews and experiences about the characteristics' behaviour

and illnesses of their schizophrenic relative' Accordingty' focus group interviews were

held over two days in two sessions with family members of schizophrenic patients' Lunt

and Livingston (1996) state that focus groups ar€ useful in investigating what participants

think about particular issues or topics' as well as in articutating their views and

experiences about particular subjects or issues' Moreover' it helps the researcher to
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explore a wide variery of perceptions and opinions about specific areas of intertst

(Morgan, 1997). Focus group interviews are powerful means of exploring reality and

investigating complex behaviour and motivation (De Vos, 2002)' Thus' the focus group

interview is an important qualitative tool that can be used in order to reveal the problem

associated with the rate of schizoph€nic readmissions and to triangulate the results

obtained through the statistical investigation.

4.2.3 Triangulation

Triangulationistheuseoftwoormoremethodsofdatacollectioninthestudyofsome

aspects of human behaviour. It is used both by quantitative and qualitative social

researchers to measurc or observe the matter from different angles or viewpoints rather

than looking at it from one direction (Burton,2000; Neuman' 2000)' Qualitative and

quantitative approaches assist each other in a number of ways' For instance' qualitative

approaches can be used to validate quantitative survey data by helping to interpret

statistical relationships and offering case studies illustrations' In the same way' survey

data can validate some ofthe views drawn fiom qualitative research (Burton, 2000)'

Triangulation is used in this study, as it enables the researcher to see all aspects ofthe

issues being researched, and helps to obtain more rigorous and detailed information

thmugh dilTerent methods of observation' Carley (1981 :174)' quoted in Burton

(2000:298), emphasizes the importance oftriangulation' He stated that:

"Objective social indicalors are based on counling lhe occunences of

given social phenomena, and subjective social indicators are based on

report.from individuals about the ir.feelings, perceptions and responses'
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Neither type, used alone, has managed to give us an accurate window

on reality and lhey are best developed and used in coniunction'" P298

Burton(2000)andNeuman(2000)notethatitcouldbeverydiffculttousemorethan

one appmach; as it may increase the chance of error, especially when the diferent

methods provide different rtsults. However, it increases the opportunity to make a

creative synthesis and develop new ideas. Furthermore, using more than one method

enables the researcher to strengthen the validity ofhiVher findings and provides mutual

4.3 Resea rch setting

The study was conducted in Ethiopia at Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital, Addis Ababa (the

capitalcity).AmarruelPsychiatricHospitalwasestablishedhalfacenturyagoforother

purposes. Eventually it was converted into a mental hospital, where the mentally ill were

simply left by their relatives. A few expatriate psychiatric professionals and local nurses

provided psychiatric services- ln the public view, the name of the hospital has a bad

name. lt was known as a place of punishment. The name "Amanuel" is linked to"crazy"'

Anyone who is seen visiting this place for any reason or pnrblem' is marked as a crazy

penon. Even professionals, who are working in the hospital' are considered' to be

abnormal by the community. This has a great impact on their day-to-day social

interactions and relationships. Working in Amanuel Mental Hospital is morally

discouraging and demotivating due to the social stigma' This might be the reason why so

many professionals refuse to work there, or leave the hospital' This in tum affects the

quality ofthe psychiatric services given to the patients and the outcomes ofthe services'
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However,inthepastdecade,therehasbeenagradualchangeintheattitudeofsociety

due to increased public awareness about mental illness'

The hospital is situated in a slum area of the city, surrounded by a big congested grain

market, overcrowded with pack-animals, loaded trucks, street vendors, passengers, etc'

Everyone has to cross this congested place to reach the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital'

Many patients and their families, especially those who come fiom rural ar€as to this

hospital, are often mugged in this market' Old shanty houses built against the wall ofthe

hospital make it easier for the patients to jump over the fence onto the roofs of these

houses to get access to substances such as khat and alcohol' This also contributes a lot to

the non+ompliance to treatment and frequent relapse of the iltness' especially among

schizophrenic and manic patients.

Additionally,theopensewersofthisimpoverishedareacontributestotheunhealthy

environment. This has made the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital the most neglected and

non-stimulating place to both heatth providers and patients' Neither the former nor

existing govemment have made any attempts to change the site of the hospital into a

more comfortable and therapeutic environment. Through my research' I hope to raise

awarcness of the environmental impact in the patients and health providers' and also to

encourage others to do more research in this area in order to influence the govemment to

change the site ofthe hosPital.

The capacity ofthe hospital to provide adequate psychiatric services is limited due to the

shortage of professionals and resources' In some professional areas' there has been a

markeddeclineinthenumberofprofessionalsworkingatthehospital.Forinstance'four
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As part ofpsychiatric services in Ethiopia in general, Amanuel is particularly dependent

on drug treatment. To date psychosocial rehabilitation therapies have not been available

in the hospital. The demand for mental health services art increasing from day to day,

however, the efforts made to meet this demand is still unsatisfactory due to socio-

economic factors. The Postgraduate School ofPsychiatric Training for doctors came into

existence at the beginning of2003. It is a grcat change in the history ofthis hospial and

the country as a whole, but the psychosocial aspects of services have not yet been

improved.

..1.4 Participants and sampling methods

Sampling can be described as selecting a small portion of the total population' The

purpose of selecting a sample is to draw a representative sample from the population' The
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years ago there were I I psychiatrists, and now there are only nine (9); in the same period'

there were three (3) psychologists and three (3) social workers, but now the hospital only

has one psychologist and one social worker. The number of psychiatric nurses' on the

other hand, shows an increase. About thirty psychiatric nuses al€ cunently working at

this hospital. There are two pharmacists and two druggists working in the pharmacies of

this hospital. The hospital has two pharmacies; one providing free medication' and the

other selling medication to the general public as a means ofgenerating an income for the

hospital. There are two s,enior and one junior laboratory technicians providing laboratory

services to the patients and staff The School of Psychiatric Nursing was established in

1987.1t is located inside the hospital' poorly staffed, has only one acting director as its

staff. However the school is operating under the administration ofthe hospital'
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selectionofasampleusuallydependsontheaimandtheavailabilityofresourcesforthe

researcher @e Vos, 2002; Polgar & Thomas' 2000)' The population used for this

rresearchwercschizophrcnicpatients,healthprofessionals,andthefamilies/orcaregivers

ofthe schizophrenic patients. As stated earlier, the study involved both quantitative and

qualitative approaches. A survey sampling method was used with the schizophrenic

respondents and health professionals, while a purposive sampling method was used with

families/or caregivers in order to conduct focus group interviews'

4.4.1 SurveY samPling method

A random sampling method was used to select schizophrenic respondents and health

professionals. Schizophrenic patients were first identified from the file record by using

DSM-IV diagnostic inclusive criteria for schizophrenia' Those selected were aged

between 2l and 50, had been undergoing treatment for the last two consecutive years and

had been admitted two or mor€ times into the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital' Both

genders were included in the study' Due to the limitations oftime' finance and the scope

of the study, it was restricted to schizophrenic patients who were living in Addis Ababa

and those that werc admitted to the hospital during the time ofthe study'

The nature ofthe Study, as well as the number ofvariables grouped in the data, has also

restricted the researcher to a small sample size' Polgar and Thomas (2000) state that

sampling in health science research is usually difficult and costly due to the fact that

individuals who sufrer fiom some sort of disease may not even able to respond, while

others may not seek treatment or be wrongly diagnosed' Therefore' it was convenient to

study a subset or a sample ofthe schizophrenic patients at the hospital and to generalize
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the findings to the population ftom which the participants were drawn' After the index

patients were identified' it was necessary to use scrcening criteria for those who were

severely ill and could not respond to questions' This also helped to minimize the time and

biases that would have been created during replacement ofthe respondents to fulfill the

required sample ofpopulation. The screening criteria used were as follows: patients were

selectedwhohadinsightintotheirillness,wereabletoconcentrateandcouldrespondto

questions. Screening was done with the help of staffand families'

Two hundred and thirty-one (231) schizophrenic patients who passed the screening

criteria were listed, of whom 68 were in-patients and the rest were outpatients. Most

researcherssuggestthat32%isajustifiablenumbertoselectarepr€sentativesample'

when the total population is 200. The final sample of46 constituted 20% ofthe total 231

schizophrenic patients who passed the scr€ening test'

Simple random sampling gives an equal chance ofbeing selected to all populations being

studied (Bless & Higson-Smith, 2000)' There are various techniques ofselecting samples

randomly. For this study' the lottery system was used to select the sample size' The

patient's file number was coded and written on pieces of paper' which were carefutly

foldedandmixedwellinacontainer.Afterthat,pupilsattheHospitalrandomlydrew46

lucky numbers. Stnrctured interviews were used to collect information from forty-six

schizophrenic respondents. However, three (3) questionnaires were disqualified due to

incomplete responses and eight (8) of the respondents' who refused to answer any

questions, were also replaced by other randomly selected respondents'
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The health professionals involved in the study were psychiatric nurses' physicians'a

psychologist and a social worker, who had direct contact in treating and caring for the

patients. Fewer than ten physicians were involved, and there was only one psychologist

and one social worker working in the hospital during the time ofthe study' ln spite of

these low numbers, I decided to include them in the study' as their contribution would be

valuable. Thus, a hundred percent sampling method were used to collect information

fiom these groups ofphysicians, psychologist and social worker' excluding those who

had participated in the pitot study- Twenty-six (26) psychiatric nurses were listed from

which a representative sample size could be selected' De Vos (2002) recommends that

80% of a sample should be taken, when the total population is 30' Using the same

analogy, twenty psychiatric nurses were determined to be the representative sample size

ofthe total population. The same lottery technique was used to draw twenty names out of

the total population of twenty-six' However' seven of these nurses failed to retum the

questionnaires.

4.,1.2 Focus group samPling method

In qualitative research the focus group interview is a useful tool to generate new ideas for

a hypothesis, in exploring group norrns, and for ascertaining the dynamics around issues

and topics. lt is also commended for the richress of data it generates in contrast to the

data collected from the questionnaires (May, 2001; Neuman' 2000; Polgar & Thomas'

2000). The focus group interview allows the participants to share their thoughts and

experiences fteely. In this way they spark new ideas and enable researchers to reach some

kind ofconsensus about the topics under discussion (Bless & Higson-Smith' 2000)'
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It is recommended that focus group members should be homogeneous enough to reduce

conflict, but should not include friends and relatives (Neuman' 2000)' A purposive

sampling method was employed to recruit participants' This sampling method is

appropriate for the selection of a rcpresentative sample based on the researcher's

knowledge ofthe population under study and the research objectives (Bless & Higson-

Smith, 2000). In selecting the sample size, most researchers have a variable range of

selecting the group size. For instance, Neumann (2000)' Rubin & Rubin (1995) and

Stewart & Shamdasani ( 1990) suggest that the focus group interview is usually composed

of 6-12 people in a mom including the moderator' Krueger (1994) points out that the

focus group size should be kept to no mor€ than seven participants' Others also

recommend seven to ten participants (Morse & Field' 1996)'

Therefore, fourteen participants were recruited at first from the frmilies/ caregivers ofthe

schizophrenic patients. The discussants were split into two groups' Each group consisted

of seven participants. This is a more reasonable number to handle' and a small group

encourages full participation fiom the members' lt is also more cohesive and interactive

(Polit & Hungler, 1995). The two sessions were held in one week' Two hours were given

for each discussion, because the average time suggested by many researchers is between

one and two hours

Although some l€searcher recommend a neutral place to conduct the focus group

discussion, De Vos (2002) asserts that no matter where the location is' it must meet the

needs ofboth parties. Burton (2000) carried out most ofhis focus group interviews in the

officesoftheworkplaces.onthebasisoftheseassumptions,theparticipantswere

allowed to choose the place for the discussion' All of them agrced that the discussions
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couldbeheldintheAmanuelPsychiatricHospital,becausetheyallwerefamiliarwith

the place and comfortable with the environment'

4.5 Research instruments

It is clear that the essential point in the data collection process is to understand the

fundamental principles of the concepts of measurements' All measurements in social

science research have specific rules to obtain valid and relevant data' Survey research

instruments and focus group interview guides were designed to collect the data'

,1.5.1 Survey research instrument

There are two basic goals in designing survey instruments: to obtain relevant information

and to ensure the reliability and validity of the data collected' Bulmer and Warwick

(1993) emphasize that in order to obtain relevant information' the researcher must specif

the precise type ofdata required for the study and then design the question or interview

schedule. Adding to this, Burns (2000) indicates that a well-planned and carefully

constructed questionnaire increases the response rate and facilitates summarization of

collected data in analYsis

The structured interview schedule containing open-ended questions, which were not pre-

coded, and closed questions, which were pre-coded and designed to collect information

fiom schizophrenic respondents (Appendix G)' The same type of questionnaire was

desigredtocollectdatafromhealthprofessionalrespondents(AppendixH).Sociat

scienceresearchersoftenrecommendusingacombinationofopen.endedandclosed

questions for efiective and fruitful results. The choice between closed and open questions
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r 993).

Eachoftheabovementionedquestionnaireandstructuredinterviewconsistedoffour

parts. The first part identified the sociodemographic characteristics ofthe participants

such as age, gender, marital status, educational level, and employment status' The second

part measured clinical information from the patients' and problems associated with

readmission and treatment. The thid part was questions related to patien6' interaction

with their families and community as well as the mle of community in the management

of the patients. The last part measured both the attitudes of patients and professionals

towardtheadequacyoftheservicesandtheattitudesofcommunitiestowardsmentallyill

people. All of the instruments for this study were formulated based on the research

question and objectives, and developed directly from the literature review'

Since alt measurements/instruments were framed in English' the researcher decided to

translate the structured interview schedule into a major regional language' but it was not

necessary to translate the questionnaire designed for health professionals into a local

language, because all ofthe professional respondents could read and write English well'

The interview schedule was tmnslated from the original English language into the local

language (Appendix I). A second translator then translated the interview independently

from the local language to the original language' The result was compared to identi! and

correct semantic errors in translation' The process ofback translation served to ensure
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further depends on the subject matter ofthe survey, the attitude ofrespondents toward the

contentofthegivenquestions,aswellasthecharacteristicsoftherespondentssuchas

education or professions and experiences with suwey research (Bulmer & Warwick'
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theliteralaccuracyoftheconceptsandmeaningsintranslation.Inthisstudy'further

translation into local dialects was not needed for three reasons:

(l) t am ltom the same area as the respondents, and the interviews were conducted by me

(2) The population being studied was drawn from diverse cultures; and

(3) Through further translation, the questions might have lost their original meanings'

Legally certified bilingual translators were used in translations'

4.5.2 Focus grouP interview guide

Data collected fiom the lbcus group interviews was used as supplementary sources of

inforrnation for this study, which relied primarily on the surveys' Stewart and

Shamdasani (1990) point out that in preparing an interview guide for focus group

research, the researcher should clearly formulate the problems that need to be solved'

whatinformationissoughtandforwhatpurpose.Thepurposeandobjectivesofthis

study has been alrcady identifed clearly in terms ofascertaining the factors contributing

to the rate ofschizophrenic readmissions'

The importance ofthe interview guide is to help the intewiewer to remember the purpose

and to provide directions for the group discussants (Stewart & Shamdasani' 1990)' They

further suggest that interview guides should consists of fewer than a dozen questions'

However, De Vos (2002) argues that interview guides should be fewer than ten questions'

A preliminary interview guide was drafted (Appendix H)' which started from more

general questions and moved to more specific questions about the same topic' Itconsisted
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ofnine interview guide questions, which had an opening and introduction' demographic

characteristics, body ofthe study questions and a concluding question'

4,6 Techniques of data collection

Thebasicobjectivesofgatheringinformationlnsocialscienceresearchistoobtainfacts

and opinions about a phenomenon from people who are informed about particular issues

(De Vos, 2002). Data was collected through using survey methods and focus group

interviews.

4.6.1 SurveY data collection

The stnrctured interviews and questionnaire were clear.ly designed and worded at the

level of underslanding of the target populations' Appointments were arranged with

respondents for the structured interview' After explaining the purpose ofthe study and

ensuring confidentiality, the rcspondents were asked to answer the questions step by step'

as it appeared on the questionnaire. I conducted all the interviews myself' This method of

data collection hvolves direct personal contact' which helped me to clarifo the questions

for them and measure their verbal and non-verbal reactions'
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Burns(2000)andDeVos(2002)pointoutthatthestructuredinterviewmaybesuitable

in some case, such as for those who are unable to read and write as well as for mentally

handicapped persons, hence it is largely applicable in developing countries' Moreover'

compaledtotheself-administeredquestionnaire,thestructuredinterviewwithr€sponses

noted by the interviewer, is much more advantageous' lt helps to overcome

misunderstandings and misinterpretation of words or questions' The answer given is
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usuallyclear,anditalsocoversallthequestions'However'personalinterviewsarecostly

and time-consuming, especially with mentally ill people like schizophrenic patients' In

this study, it was fairly difhcult to complete all the questions once the interviews had

started. There was a lot of intemrption due to lack of concentration, which is probably

due to the nature of the illness as well as the side effects of the drugs' At times' second

appointments were essential in order to complete the interview'

The questionnairt was handed to the respondents to be completed on their own' and

appointments were made to collect the questionnaire' I was also available all the time to

clarifi issues in case problems were experienced, and I encouraged them to continue to

complete the questionnaire in time, although it was difficult to avoid delays' Most

r€searchersageetha!withself-administeredquestionnaires,therespondentsfeelahigh

degree of fteedom in completing the questionnaire, and relevant information can be

obtained because ofthe absence of the influence ofthe researcher (Babbie & Mouton'

2001; Bums, 2000; De Vos, 2002).

4.6.2 Conducting the focus group interviews

A semi-structured interview guide was prepared by me and reviewed by an expert' Both

focus gtoup interviews were conducted after the survey research was completed' The

grouping of discussants was made based on gender sensitivity' sociocultural and

r€sidentiat differences and rate of readmissions' Each focus group interview was

composed of seven discussants. I was assisted by an experienced facilitator and note-

taker,whohadabackgroundinhealth.Thefacilitatorwascompletelyfamiliarwiththe

questioning route and well prepared mentally'
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The essential equipment used in recording the interviews consisted oftwo tape recorders

(one battery operated and a larger one electrically operated)' This was done not to miss

any information in case there was a power failure' The room was prepared beforehand

andweensuredthatnodisturbanceswouldbecreated,Iinfioducedthetopic,thepurpose

ofthe study and the recruitrnent pmcedure to the respondents' The confidentiality ofthe

information was ensured for the discussants and informed consent was obtained to use

the tape recorder.

The interview guide questions were presented step by step' The facilitator attentively

followed the verbal and non-verbal responses and comments from the participants' At the

same time, I was also attentively observing the attitudes' reactions and perceptions ofthe

participants as the interview related to their needs in terms of the services' experiences

andpmblemsindealingwiththeirmentallyillpatients.Thefacilitatortookdetailed

notes. As soon as the session ended, we had a debriefing session to discuss points such as

themes that were morc ftequently mentioned by the participants' their expectations' and

the findings. The themes that were emerging were highlighted' The time spent with each

focus group interview was two hours (i'e' from I4h00 to 16h00)'

4.7 Pilot study

The objective ofa pilot study is to gain insight into how subjects would respond priorto

administeringthefullresearchinstruments'Ithelpstodevelop,adaptorcheckthe

feasibility ofthe techniques to determine the adequacy ofmeasurements and to refine and

improve clarity or temove any problems (De Vos' 2002; Polgar & Thomas' 2000)'
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I conducted a pilot study to determine the efectiveness of the questionnaire and

structured interview questions with five non-randomly selected schizophrenic patients

and five health professionals, respectively. Those who participated in the pilot study were

not included in the main research.

I assessed the responses to the questionnaire, which was successfully completed with the

exception ofa few questions needing further clarification' A pilot study for a focus gmup

was not conducled, as it is not practical in most focus group research'

Suney rcsearch methods take many forms' however, structured interviews and a personal

questionnair€, as well as focus group interviews were employed for this study' Scheduled

structured intewiews constituted the major pafl of the study' The structured interviews

were conducted with 43 schizophrenic respondents and the time allocated to conduct the

interview with each respondent was not absolutely fixed due to the slow response rate

among some respondents, however, the range was between 20 and 40 minutes' Before the

beginning ofthe interview the researcher introduced himselfto each ofthe respondents'

explained the purpose of the study and the confidentiality of the information' The

questions were put one by one to the respondents'

The questionnaires were distributed to 20 professional respondents with a letter attached

to the questionnaire indicated who the researcher was' purpose of the study and the

confidentiality of the inlbrmation. Most questionnaires were collected back within ten

days.
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The interview guide was used to collect information from 14 focus group participants'

The focus group intewiew was conducted in two groups of seven participants' The

groups were conducted once for two hours each'

lnthestructuredinterviews,theinterviewerfollowedtheinstructionsprovidedbythe

research principles to help the respondents in formulating and verbalizing their rtsponses

to the open-ended and closed questions, in which the lnterviewer actively engaged the

respondents. This helped me to have a deeper undentanding ofcertain opinions' attitudes

and behaviours ofthe subjects ofthe study'

The recruitment procedure was conducted with the permission of the schizophrenic

respondents, and their families or caregivers were contacted to obtain informed consent'

The study participants were interviewed in the hospital as inpatients and during their

clinical follow-up time. Those who were not accessed at the hospital were interviewed at

home'Thequestionnairewasdistributedtotherecruitedparticipantswiththeletter

stating confidentiality attached to each of the questionnaires' ln the focus gmup

interview, the participants' consent was obtained by asking whether they were willing to

participate in the study. The focus group discussions were held at the newly constructed

building of Amanuel Hospital library room'

4.9 D*a analYsis

The nature of data analysis depends on the nature of the data gathered' The

statistical/analytical software of the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)

version I I was used to analyze the data obtained from survey methods with the aid ofan

experienced person in the field. The response for both closed and open+nded questions
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werecodedinnumberstofacilitatethedatacapturingprocessinthecomputer.andthe

analysiswasdoneusingtheSPSS(StatisticalPackagefortheSocialSciences)program.

Data was summarized, compiled and grouped into ftequency tables and graphs' The

associations and relationships among the variables were examined' The statistical

significance of tests based on the research question was produced' The recorded data

collected from the focus group interviews was transcribed and reorganized with the notes

thatwer€takenduringthediscussions.Datawasanalyzedbygeneratingthemesand

categones-

4.10 Validit-v

Validity refers to the degree and effectiveness to which an instrument measures what it is

supposed to be measuring. Content validity is concemed with the sampling adequacy of

the content being measured. A combination of research methods such as quantitative and

qualitative methods increases the validity of the instruments (Babbie & Mouton' 2001 ;De

Vos,2002).

Despite the difficulty in testing the validity of the research instruments used for this study

due to a lack of time and insufficient resources to get an optimum sample size for the

study, it is presumed that the combination ofthe research methods used as a way of

triangulating evidence, the results obtained from the pilot study' the successful

completion of the questionnaire and obtaining the required information could be

suggestive ofthe increased validity ofthe instruments used in the study'
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4.1 I Ethical consideration

Ethicsinresearchisallabouttheresponsibilityoftheresearchertorespecttherightof

the respondent, as the subject ofinvestigation can be harmed in a physical or emotional

manner.

Permission to conduct the study was sought fiom the hospital ethical committee and the

medical director. The purpose ofthe study and procedure used to recruit the participants

were clearly explained both in a letter and verbally' The r€spondents were ensuned that

their identity would remain anonymous and their responses confidential' Respondents

were provided with sufficient information to allow them to decide whether they wished to

be part of the research or not. Furthermore' they were allowed to withdraw fiom

responding at any point in time. The participants in the focus group interviews were also

additionally ensured ofthe right to privacy,

oftape recorders and cameras.

which included their right to object to the use

4.12 Limitations of the studY

The discussion of this issue is vitally imporrant in this study' because I encountered a

serious pmblem in conducting retrospective file assessment' There was no reliable data to

determinetherateofschizophrenicreadmissionsintothementionedhospital.Anattempt

was made by employing three people from January 15-30' 2003' to find the record

files/folders ofschizophrenic patients who had been readmitted to the hosPital for two or

more times. since 1998 (five year file assessment)' Most old cards were discarded and

othe6 were misplaced or dumped somewhere' because of the r€construction of the
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hospital; in particular, files before 2001 could not be found' and even those found were

incomplete

In many ways, this situation was difficult to overcome' The hospital did not have any

trained statistician to do the statistical work' lt was simply conducted by assigning saff

fiomotherdeparffnentstodosomestatisticalreportsinadditiontotheirroutinework.

There was no proper file arrangement system in the hospital' Some physicians did not

keep records of patients they had seen in the outpatient departrnents' This has made it

difEculttoknowtheexactnumberofschizophrenicpatients.Thecodegiventothe

diagnosis ofthe patients also made it difficult ro identi! schizophrenic patients' because

the code was too general and unspecific'

Relying on inadequate and incomplete sources of information could dangerously skew

the research results. I therefore decided to omit the retrospective file assessment study

and to focus on the prospective survey and focus group qualitative methods'

4.13 SummarY of chaPter

This chapter describes the methodology employed in the study' It discusses the research

design, which includes the quantitative and qualitative research paradigms' research

settings, participants and sampling methods, pilot study' the procedure used for data

collection and the program used for data analysis' It also explains the validity of the

instruments, the ethical clearance procedure and the limitation of the study' The next

chapter is a presentation and discussion ofthe findings
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CHAPTER 5: Data presentation and analvsis

conduct cross tabulations.

Focus group discussions comprised of 14 pa(icipants of the care giving family members'

It was conducted for two hous (2pm-4pm) in two groups' The first FCD was conducted

on 30Jan.2003 and the second FGD was conducted on 4Feb'2003' Each group consisted

4n irusi4dbn itt oJa<@ra ir{lu.fting 
'he 

m"
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5,1. Introduction

Thischapterprovidesthedatapresentationandanalysisofthefactorsinfluencingtherate

of schizophrenic readmissions' The data was obtained from stmctured interviews'

questionnaircsandfocusgroupdiscussionsdescribedindetailinthemethodology.ln

ordertorecapitulatetheattentionisdrawntothemainlEsearchquestionandobjectivesof

the study, which are to find out, which factors are associated with fiequent readmissions

of schizophrenic patients. Structured interviews were carried out with 43 schizophrenic

patientswhohadbeenreadmittedfortwoormoretimesintotheAmanuelPsychiatric

Hospital. lt was designed to ascertain the factors mainly responsible for the

rehospitalizationsandtodeterminethenatureofsocialstigmaarrdcommunityattitudes

towards mentally ill people and challenges and barriers encountered in providing care for

these sufferers. Dala was also drawn from questionnaires, which werc completed by 20

health care providers. The measurement scale used by the structured interview and the

questionnaire was similar. The responses ftom both the structured interview and the

questionnaire were coded into numerical order ofhighest ftequency' The score for each

section was calculated using descriptive statistical methods. The results were represented

intheformofftequencydistributiontables.Descriptivestatisticswasalsousedto
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ofseven (7) participants. The data from the focus group interviews were presented into

main themes' i.e. substance abuse and default ofmedication, socio.economic conditions,

family problems in caring for the patients, the quality and adequacy of services' and

trcatment and care of the patients. Direct quotations were taken from the raw data to

illustrate the themes. Profiles offocus group discussants were summarized in Appendix

A and B)

5.2. Presentation and interpretation of data: (Sociodemographic characteristics of

schizophrenic resPondents).

5.2. I Age categories of schizophrenic respondents

Table 5.2. I Age categories ofschizophrenic respondents

Age interval Frequency Percentage (%o)

t 20-29 15 34.88

2 30-39 18 41.86

3 4049 l0 23.26

Total 43 100

Mean = 33; Sd :7.69

Eighteen(1s)(i.e'41.86o/o)oftherespondentswereintheirthirties.Thisisthecategory

with the highest fiequency' The second highest category is the age between 20 ar.'d 29'

with a fiequency of 15 (34.88%) of the sample' Third is the category of age 40 - 49 with

a frequency oflO Q3.26o/o). There were no respondents younger than 20 and older than

49.
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5.2.2 Gender and marital status ofthe respondents

T able 5 .2 .2 Gender and marital status

Gender Frequency o/o Response Frequency

I .Male 30 69.77 1 .Single 34

2.Female 13 30.23 2. Married 5

3. Divorced 3

5. Separated I

Total 43 100 43

ir{uencing lhe rak of ftad,nisions ofschizttphftrtc

Percentage (%o)

79.1 0

10.16

6.98

2.33

100

The majority of the schizophrenic patients were male Q"l= 30/ or 69 '77o/o\' and single (34

or 79.o7o/o), Five of the schizophrenic patients (10.16%) were married and 3 (6.98%)

were divorced. There was only one (2.33%) ofthe respondents who was separated'

5.2.3 Educational status ofthe respondents

Table 5.2.3 Educational status of the rcspondents'

Response Frequency Percentage (%o)

I . Elementary school 4 9'30

2.Grude7 &8 2 4.65

3. High school 26 60'46

4. Diploma 5 ll'63

5. Degree 6 13'95

Total 43 100

Hoqitd, Addr.lhobo- ( Bf Milion .S Birrtm.r / Ltwc 2001).
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Twenty-six (60.47%) of the schizophrenic respondents had a secondary level of

education and I l(25.58%) of them have got either a diploma or a degree' The rest' i'e' 6

(13.95%) had attained an elementary or grade 7 or 8 level of education' There were no

respondents who were illiterate.

5.2.4 Employment status and type ofjob of the respondents

Table 5.2.4 Employment status and type ofjob

Employ. status Frequency % Type ofjob Frequency (%)

1. Employed 7 16.28 l' Unskilled labour 5 II'63

2. Unemployed 28 65.12 2' Skilled labour l0 23'26

3.Private employee I 18.60 3' Pmfessional I 2093

4.Runningown business

5. Never worked

3

37.21

100r00

16

Total 43

As can be seen from the table, 28 (65.12%) of the schizophrenic respondents were

unemployed, whilst 7 (16.25%) of them were employed in an organization and

8(18.61%)ofthemwererunningtheirownprivatebusinesses'Itisalsoindicatedinthe

tablethat5(11.63%)oftherespondentswereunskilledlabourersand|0Q3.260/o)were

skilled labourers. Professional workers (9, i.e ' 20 93Yo) had the second highesl frequency

ofthose who worked. Sixteen (16) (i.e.37.21%) ofthe schizophrenic respondents had

never worked.

An ird.rifldion irto la.drts ir{fu2naidg ,h. rat' of r'adnayoB
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5.2.5 Number of family memben living together

Table 5.2.5 Number of family members living together'

No. of family members Frequency Percentage (0/o)

l.l 3 l7 39.54

2.4-6 15 34'88

3.7 -g 6 13.95

4. l0&above 5 ll'63

Total 43 100

Seventeen (17) (3g.54%) ofthe schizophrenic patients live with between one and three

familymembersandl5(34.88%)ofthemlivewith4to6familymembers.Five(5)ofthe

respondents (l1.63w lived with more than l0 family members' The rest' i.e.6(13.95o/,)

of the schizophrcnic respondents tived with 7 - 9 family members'

5.2.6 Head ofhousehold

Table 5.2.6 Head of household

Response Frequency Percentage(Vo)

1. Father l4 32.56

2. Mother 14 32.56

3. Brother 1 2.33

4. Sister 6 13-95

5. Himself 6 13.95

6. Relatives 2 4.65

Total 43 100

An inwlrisarion irdo fdalors infla?ftinl thP tute ol rcadnilsio,,s oI
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As can be seen from the table, family members headed by a father and a mother is equal,

which is 14(32.56%) and family members headed by a sister and by the patient

himselflherself were also equal 6(13.95%). One respondent had the fimily headed by a

brother. The rest, i.e. two (2) (4.65%)respondents lived with their relatives'

5. 2.7 Living conditions ofthe schizophrenic respondents

Table 5.2.7 Living conditions ofthe schizophrcnic rcspondents

Response Frequency Percentage (7o)

l. PrivatelY owned house 19 44.19

2. Rented public house 16 37 '21

3. Rented Private house 8 18'60

4. Hostel 0 0

5. On the street 0 0

Total 43 100

Regarding the living conditions of schizophrenic patients, 19 (44'l9o/o) responded that

they lived in their own built house, whereas l6 (37.2 I %) of them lived in a rented public

house. Eight (8) schizophrenic patients lived in a privately rented house. No respondents

reported living in a hostel and also no one reported living on the strEet'
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5.3. Characteristics of schizophrenics' readmissions

5.3.I Number of readmissions

Table 5.3.1 Number of readmissions

Response Frequency' Percentage(%o)

l.2times 9 20.93

2. 3 times ll 25.58

3.4times 7 16.28

4.5 times 7 16.28

6.6 times 0 0

7.7 times 0 0

8.8 times I 2.33

9.9 times 0 0

10. l0 times 2 4.65

ll.lltimes 2 4.65

I 2. 12 times 4 9.30

Total 43 100

Average=4.93

Table 5.3.1 shows that I l(25.58) of the schimphenic respondents had been readmitted

three times and 9 (20.93%) of them readmitted twice to the psychiatric hospital, whereas

7 (20.93%) ofthem had been rcadmitted four or five times. Four (4) of the schizophrenic

patients indicated that they had been readmitted twelve times.

An bncsligalion it lo locun ir{taenairy lhc mle of rcadmi,,,io,s of sclkophrefiic Podefls
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5.3.2 Reason for schizophrtnics' readmissions (multiple answers)

Table 5.3.2 Reasons for readmissions

Response Frequency Percentage (%)

l. Medication de$ult 32 36.36

2. Socio-economic pmblems 25 28.41

3. Substance abuse 13 14.77

4. Psychiatric symptoms 13 14.77

5. Inadequate psychiatric care 3 3.41

6. No response 2 2.27

Total 88 100

Twenty ofthe schizophrenic respondents gave three reasons for their readmissions into

the psychiatric hospitat, while l2 of them gave two rcasons. Nine of the schizophrenic

respondents gave only one reason. Two ofthem didn't respond to the question'

As can be seen from the table the majority 32(36.36%) ofthe schizophrenic patients were

readmitted due to medication default. Socio-economic problems were mentioned as the

second most importanl for readmission (by 25(28.41% of them). Thirteen ( l3) (14.77o/o)

ofthem mentioned substance abuse as the main cause oftheir readmission. Psychiatric

symptoms were mentioned as the reason for readmission also by I 3( 14'77%) of

schizophrenic respondents. Inadequate psychiatric cane was the least mentioned factor as

the reason for readmission into the hospital.

An ituesigarinfi ialo la.lort i4laencing tht mle oJ rcndrtlsior,s oJ schizophrudc pdlieds l't!o the Ans$/'l
Hosdtd, Ad&t Abab&l Bf Milion ,S Bi,rEftr'/ Ut C 2001).
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5.3.3 Difficulties mixing with neighboun/friends

Table 5.3.3 Difficulties mixing with neighbours/friends

Response Frequency Percentage(%)

l . No 24 55.81

2. Yes 19 44.19

Total 43 100

Table 5.3.3 shows that 24(55.81%) of the respondents did not have problems regarding

socializing with {iiends and neighbours, while 19(44.19) of them had problems in

socializing and communicating with other people.

5.3.4 Difficulties they have had with their family members

Table 5.3.4 Difficulties with their families

Response

I .Yes

2. No

3. No response

Total

Frequency Percentage(%)

44.1 8

As indicated in the table, 23 (55.810/,) of the respondents expressed that they had

difficulties with their family members, while the resl i.e. l9(44.18%) of them had no

problems. One (l ) (2.33%) of the respondents igaored the question'

An irrv?digdlion into lo.brt ir{hencirtg ahe nte of ftadnisio,tt oIschizoPhenic Palie'8 i o
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5.3.5 Conflictual relationship with their family members

Table5.3.5 Conflictual relationship with family members'

Response FrequencY Percentage (%)

L Exist 22 5l'16

2. Not exist 21 48.84

3.No response 0 0

Total 43 100

Table 5.3.5 depicts that 22 (51 .167o) ofihe respondents had conflictual relationships with

their frmilies, however, 2l(48-54%;) of the respondents r€ported having no serious

conflitual pmblems with their hmily memben.

5.3.6 Attitude of the community towards the mentally ill patients

Table 5.3.6 Attitude of communitY

Response FrequencY Percentage (%)

l. Very good 2 4-65

2. Good 24 55.81

3. Average 4 9-30

4.Bad 5 ll'63

5. Very bad I 2-J3

6. Don't know 7 16.28

Total 43 100

4n i,,dvdir6,bn irdo la.bE irlrrt ,ritq ah. d. of ,!,,dni$iot'6
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The above table shows that 24(55.81%) ofthe rcspondents perceived the attitude ofthe

community towards them as good, nd 2(4.65%) of them indicated that the community

had a very good attitude towards them. Others' i'e' 4(9 '30o/o) of them responded that

community has both positive and negative attitude towards them' Five (l l'28%) ofthe

respondents regaded the attitudes of the community as negative and only | (2'33%)

respondent perceived the community attitude as very bad' Seven (16'28%) of the

respondents did not respond to this question.

5.3.7 Experiences of perceived stigmatisation

Table 5.3.7 Experiences of stigmatisation

Frequency and Percentage (%) Total l00o/o

Problems Yes No NR

l. Stigma l3(3O.BoA 296?.44vo) lQ'33%) 43 100

2. LSS 17]g.53o/o) 26(60'470/o) 43 100

3.Harassment 6(13.95%) 37. (S6.05) 43 100

4. lsolation 15(34.83%) 2S(65.12%\ 43 100

*LSS= lack of social support

*NR= no response

As can be seen from the table, l3(3}.23o/o) of the respondents have experienced social

stigmatization, while 29(61 .44o/o)of them had denied any experiences of stigmatization.

The maiority of the respondents, i.e. 26 (60'47yo') had social support for their mental

illness, but 17 (39.53o/o) of the respondents complained about not having social support'

An in'eaigarbn i,fuofa.lora b$aencing atu rd. ol nadnis,io,,,l
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Social harassment was experienced by 6(13-95%)of the rcspondents' Out of the total

sample (N:43), I 5(34.88%)of them complained about social isolation'

5.3.8 Prefened management ofthe schizophrenic patients as viewed by themselves

Table 5.3.8 Preferred management ofthe schizophrenic patients

Response

1. In the community

2. Institutional carc

3. In rehab. center

4. No rcsponse

Total

Frequency

35

4

2

2

43

Percentage (%)

8l .40

9.30

4.65

4.65

100

Table5.3.E shows that community psychiatric care is taken as the most preferred

management by 35(81.40%) of the schizophrenic respondents' While 4(9'30%) ofthem

indicated that institutional care is better for them. Two (2) (4.657o) ofthe schizophrenic

respondents prefened rehabilitation center trcatment and the rest, i'e' 2(4'65%) of the

respondents, did not answer the question'

An inveriE ion iitolactorx ir{aencing th. mte oJ read"ilJiont
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5.3.9 Advantages of schizophrenic trcatment at community level, institutional care or

rehabilitation center.

Table 5.3.9 Advantages of community level, institutional care or rchabilitation center

treatment for schizo phrenic patients.

Frequency (%)

Response

l. CBT-improve social skill; self care & independent living 27 62'79

2- Inst. care for Patients, who don't have relatives & support 7 16'28

3. Treatment in the rehabilitation center. 3 6'98

4. No response

5. Total

13.956

43 100

't CBT- Community-based treatment.

The advantages of community care were viewed as the most impo rtant by 27 (62'79Yo) of

the schizophrenic respondents' because of family and social support availability' It was

mentioned that it helped to interact and participate in social activities. It also encourages

them to work and support themselves and their families' Seven (16'287o) respondents

recommended institutional care for those who have no relatives or support' Three

(6.98%) respondents answered that schizophrenic patients should be treated in a

rehabilitation center. Six (13.957o) respondents did not answer the question'
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5.3.10 Deficiencies ofthe hospital

Table 5.3.10 Deficiencies ofthe hospital

Response

I . Pmvision ofinadequate services & care

2. Inconveniency ofthe hospital site for the Rx. ofmental

illness

3. Unrelaled answer

4. No response

5. Total

Frequency Percentage(%)

25 58.14

6 13.95

I 1.63

16.28

100

5

7

43

,*Rx: tr€atment

The above table shows that 25(58.14%) ofthe respondents had indicaled that th€ services

and care provided by the hospital was not adequate' ln addition' 6(13'957o) of the

respondents complained that the site ofthe hospital was not convenient for the tr€atment

of mentally ill PeoPle.

5.3.1 1 Substance abuse at the time ofthe interview

Table 5.3.1I Substance abuse at the time ofinterview

Frequency and percentage (%) Total o/o

No NR Total l00o/o

3t(72.Ov/") t(233W 43 loo

2s(s8.14) -- 43 100

38(88.37olo) 3(6.98W 43 lo0

Type ofsubs. abuse

Alcohol

Khat

Drugs

+NR: No response

Yes

I r(25.s87o)

I 8(41 .86010)

2(4.6s%)
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*Khat: psycho stimulant plant

As depicted in the table the majority of the respondents 3 I (72'O9%o),25(58'14%) and

38(88.37%) had denied the use ofalcohol, Khat and psychoactive drugs respectively.

The question pertinent to alcohol was ignored by I (2.33%) respondent and 3 (6'98y0

had refused to answer regarding the use of drugs' However, li (25'587o) of the

schizophrenic respondents had reported excessive use ofeither or both alcohol and

ktat(l8) on a dailY bases.

5.4. Dete from the heelth care providers

5.4.1 Age categories ofhealth cart providers

Table 5.4.1 Age categories ofhealth care providers

Response FrequencY

1.20 -29 I

2.30-39 6

3.40- 49 l0

4.50- s9 2

5.No response I

Total 20

(%)

5.00

30.00

50.00

t0.00

5.00

100

Table 5.4.1 shows that there were 20 participants in the study, among which

10(50%) of the respondent wer€ aged between 40 and 49' This is the

category with the highest frequency' The second highest ftequency ofage

category is between 30 and 39, with a fitquency of 6(30%) ofthe sample'
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There were 2(10%) respondents older than 50, and only I (5%) rcspondents

was between 20 and 29 Years old.

5.4.2 Gender ofhealth care providen

Table 5.4.2 Gender of health care pmviders

Frequency Percentage(%)

l4 70

30

20 r00

Out of the total of 20 participants, the majority 14 (7O%) of the respondents

were male, whereas 6(30%) of the respondents were female pmfessionals'

5.4,3 Health care providers by profession

Response

l.Male

2.Female

Total

6

Table 5.4.3 Health care pmviders by profession

Response FrequencY'

l. Psych.Nurse 14

2.Psych.residents 2

3. Psychiatrists 2

4. Social worker I

5. Psychologist I

Total 20

Percentage(%)

70

l0

li)

5

5

r00
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As it can be seen from the table, most 14(70%) ofthe respondents wer€

psychiatric nutses. Two (z)(i.e. lOYo) ofthem were psychiatrists and

2(10%) of them were resident doctors' Therc were only 1(5%)

psychologist and 1(5%) social worker working in the hospital '

5.4.4 Number of years worked at Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital

Table 5. 4.4 Number of years worked at Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital

Response

1.04yrs

2.5 -9

3. 10- 14

4.15 - 19

5.Total

Frequency

3

J

10

4

20

Percentage(%)

15

15

50

20

100

The above table shows 10(50%) ofthe respondents had between l0 to

14 years of experience working at the Amanuel Psychiatric hospital'

This is the category with the highest &equency and 4(20%) of the

respondents worked between 15 to 19 years, while 3(15%) worked five

to nine yearc and the rest, i.e- 3(15%) worked in this hospital for less

than four years.
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4.5 Number of years worked with schizophrenic patients

Table 5.4.5 Number years worked with schizophrcnic patients

Response FrequencY (%)

1.0-9 5 25

2. 10-19 ll 55

3.20-29 2 t0

4. No response 2 l0

4.Total 20 100

Table 5.4.5 shows that the majority I l(55%) of the respondents had worked

between l0 to 19 years with schizophrcnic patients and 5(25%) ofthem worked

for less than 9 years. Two (107o) ofthem had more than 20 years ofexperience

working with schizophrenic's patients. The rest, i'e' 2(10%) ofthe respondents

did not answer this question-

5.4.6 Perceived duration ofsch2ophrenic patient stay in the hospital after

admission

Table5.4. 6 Perceived duration ofschizophrenic patient stay in the hospital after

admission

Percentage

5

40

15

30

l0
100

Response

1.4-8wks
2.2-3months
3.3-4months
4.4-6months
S.More than 6 months

6.Total

uenreq

0

F

I

8

3

6

2

2
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As it can be seen from the table, 8(40%) of the respondents indicated that

schizophrenic patienls stays two to three months in the hospital' and 6 QlV) of

them said that the duration ofstay in the hospital is four to six months. Three (3)

(15%) ofthem said three to four months, while 2 (10%) respondents gave more

than 6 months duration of stay, and only one (5%) gave one to two months as

their view ofthe average duration ofstay ofpatients'

5.4.7 Frequent readmissions ofschizophrenic patients

Table 5.4.7 Frequent readmissions of schizophrenic patients

Response Frequency Percentage(%)

l. Yes 18 90

2.No 2 l0

3.Tolal 20 100

Eighteen (18)(i.e. 90%) of the respondents agreed that ther€ were frequent

readmissions ofschizophrenic patients, while only 2(10%) ofthem did not agree

about fiequent readmissions of schizophrenic patients'
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5.4.8 Major reasons for schizophrenic rtadmissions

Table5.4.8 Major reasons for schizophrenic readmissions (multiple answers)'

Response

I .Poor after care sewices

2. Medication default

3. High rate ofsubs. use

4. Total

Frequency

14 38.9

13 36.I

25

100

o/

9

J6

In this question, respondents were allowed to give more than one answer' Thus'

out ofthe total of36 responses, 14 (35.g%) ofthem indicated that poor after

care services were the major reasons for fsquent readmissions ofschizophrenic

patients. The second highest frequency, i'e', 13 (36'l%) of the responses

indicated medication defiult as the main factors for the high rate of

readmissions, while substance abuse was taken as the third factor for the rate of

readmission by 9 (25%o) ofthe respondents'
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5.4.9 Adequacy of mental health care services in the Amanuel Psychiatric

hospital

Table 5.4. 9 Adequacy of mental health care services in the Amanuel Psychiatric

Hospital

Response Frequency Percentage(%)

I. SA

2.4 l4 70

3. DA l5

4. SD

5. Total 100

Legend: SA=strongly agree; A= agree; DA= disagree; SD:strongly disagree

As depicted in the table, l4(70%)of the respondents agreed that the menal

health services given to the patients werc adequate' whereas 3 (15%) of the

respondents did not agree about the adequacy ofthe psychiatric services' Two

(10%) of the respondents strongly disagreed that the services provided were

adequate,
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5.4.10 Professionat feelings in treating schizophrenic patients

Table 5.4. 10 Professional feelings in treating schizophrenic patients

Response Frequency Pertentage (%)

l. Confidence 6 30

2. Indifferent 4 20

3. Worry 9 45

4. No response 1 5

4. Total 20 100

Nine (9Xi.e. 45%) of the respondents said that they had wonies in treating

schizophrenic patients, 6 (30o/o) of the respondents stated that they had

confidence in treating schizophrenic patients' However' 4(20%) of them

responded that they had indifferent feelings in trtating schizophrenic patients'

5.4.1 I Barriers in the provision ofpsychiatric care

Table 5.4. 1l Baniers in the pmvision of psychiatric care (more than

one answer was allowed).

Response

I . lnsufficient PsYch.

service & facilities

2. Shortage ofqualified

professionals

3. Poor after care service

Total

Frequency %

17

14

t4

45

37.8

31.1

3l .l

r00
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ln this question each respondents could gave morc than one answer' The majority

l7(i.e.37.8o/o) of the rcsponses indicated that insufficient services and ficilities were the

main barriers in providing adequate care, and 14 (3 l ' 1%) ofthe responses indicated that

theshortageofqualifiedprofessionalswerethebarrientotheprovisionofadequateand

quality sewices. Another l4(31J@ of the responses indicated that poor after care

services were the barriers for the hospital in their effort to minimize the pmblem of

readmissions.

5.5.Contingency tables and crosstrbulations

One ofthe basic prerequisites for conducting a chi-square test is a big sample size so that

each ofthe cross tabulations would have an expected Aequency ofgreater than 5' But my

sample size was very small resulting in less than 5 expected fiequencies ofsome cells of

each cross tabulation. Thus, it was impractical to apply a chi-square test' I have also

lookedintootheraltematives,whichmayhelptoconductachi-squ.rretestinthecaseof

smallsamplesize,suchaslargeN's,a2x2table,Fisher,sexacttest,Yatescorrectionina

2x2contingencytableandbycombiningdifferentlevelsofvariables.However'itwas

stitl very difficult even after recoding to do n 2x2 table by combining and adding the

frequencies, most tables were 2x3 or 3x2, so these also did not seem to be applicable and

reliable. Because ofthat I decided to use descriptive statistics tom the cross tabulation of

my data.
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Table 5.5.1 Number of admissions : Male versus Female

Number 2-3 times Count
of
admission

Gender

Male

t2

Expected Count

% Within, Gender

Count

Expected Count

% Within , Gender

Count

Expected Count

% Within, Gender

Count

Expected Count

% Within, Gender

Female

8

Total

20

Total

4-5 times

6 times+

t4.4

38.7%

t2

10.1

38.7o/o

7

6.5

22.60/o

3l

3 1.0

100.0%

5.6

66.1Yo

)

3.9

t6;l%
)
')\

16.7o/o

t2

12.0

100.0%

20.0

46.5Yo

t4

r4.0

32.60/o

9

9.0

20.gYo

43

43.0

100.0%

Thecrosstabulationindicatedthatmoremales(38.7%)tendtobereadmittedeither2-3

time or 4-5 times, whereas most females (66.7%) tend to be readmitted 2-3 times' The

number of female readmissions tends to dominate only in 2'3 times in the readmissions

categones.
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Table 5.5.2 Number of admissions in age categories

Count

Age group
20-29
10

30-39
7

4049
3

Total

20Number o{ 2-3

admission times

Total

4.7 20.0
30.0% 46.5%
214
3.3 14.0

20.0o/o 32.6Yo
5

2.1
50.OYo

10
10.0
100.0%

Expected Count
% Within , Age grouP

4-5 timesCount
Expected Count
% Within , Age grouP

6 times+ Count
Expected Count
% Mthin , Age grouP
Count
Expected Count
% Mthin, Age gmuP

7.0
66.7%
5
4.9
5).J70
0
3.1
.0%
l5
15.0
100.0%

8.4
38.9%
7
5.9
38.9%
4
3.8
22.2%
18

l8.0
100.0%

Themajorityofthepatients(66.7%)whotendtobereadmitted2-3timeswereintheir

twenties. Those who were in their thirties (38'9%) were more likely to be readmitted

either 2-3 times or 4 -5 times and those who were in the age category between 40-

49(50%)tendtobereadmitted6timesandabove,Italsoindicatedthattheproportionsof

readmissions increase as the age of the patients' increase' Within the age category

between 20 - 30, the number ofreadmissions decreases along the column line. whereas in

the age categories of 4049,the number of admissions tend to be more in the third row'

i.e. 6 times and above. The cross tabulation showed that the younger age group were the

more likely to be r€admitted 2-3 times.
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Tabte 5.5.3 Number of admissions in educational categories

Count

Edu. status
Primary
5

Secondary
l3

t2.l
50.0%

8.5
30.8%

5

5.4
19.2%

26
26.0
100.0%

Total

20
Number o{ 2'3
admission times

Total

4-5
times

Expected Count 2.8

%Within ,83.3o/o
Educational status

Count 0

Expected Count 2.0
%Within ,.0o/o

Educational status

6 times+ Count I
Expected Count 1.3

%Within ,16.7%
Educational status

Count 6
ExPected Count 6.0
% Within ,100.0%
Educafional stahls

8

5.1
t8.2%

6

3.6
54.5%

3

2.3
27.3%

ll
I 1.0

100.0%

20.0
46.5%

l4

Most of the patients (83.3%) who were in the categories of primary Ievel education and

most of the patients (50%) who had secondary educational level more likely to be

readmitted 2-3 times. Most ofthe respondents (54'5%) who had a tertiary level education

w€remoreliketytobereadmitted4-5times.Withinthetertiarylevelofeducational

categories, the number of readmissions seems to increase along the column for these

patients. In the category of 2-3times of readmissions, the number of readmissions

decreases with increased ofeducational level. It seems that educational level has effect on

An ifiEaigation i olacrors inluencihg lhe rak of tfrdnilJioro ofschlzoPhre,ic
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Table 5.5.4 Number of admissions : Married versus Unmanied

Marital status
Unmanied
18

Married
2

Total

20

4-5 times

6 times+

Total

Count

Expected Count 17.7

% Within ,47.4%
Marital status
Count 12

Expected Count 12.4

% Within ,31.60/o
Marital status
Count 8

Expected Count 8.0
% Within ,21.1%
Marital status

Count 38
Expected Count38.0
% Within ,100.0%
Marital status

2.3
40.0o/o

2
1.6
40.0o/o

I
1.0
20.0o/o

20.0
46.5o/o

t4
14.0
32.6%

9
9.0
20.9o/o

43
43.0
100.0%

The majority of the unmanied patients (47 .4%) tended to be readmitted 2-3 times'

whereas, the majority (40.0%) of manied patients tend to be readmitted either 2-3 times

or 4 -5 times. The higher proportions of the readmitted schizophrenic patients were

unmarried in the case of first categories of 2-3 times number of readmissions. However,

in the second row categories of 4 -5 times number of readmissions, married patients tend

to be more readmitted. In the thtd row categories of 6 and above readmissions both

married and unmarried patients morc or less the same admissions. Regardless of the two

categories of marital status, the number of r€admissions decreases along the column for

all patients, meaning that in the total column the number of rcadmissions decreases as we

go fiom top to bottom (i.e.46.5%,32.6%io, and 20.9Vo)' This indicated that morc patients

were readmitted 2-3 times and few were readmitted 6 or more times'

An lr,oeJ,igoriod into lacto4 lr{tucnatat E ,ala of t sd7'ilsio,6 otschizophredc
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Table 5.5.5 Number ofadmissions in the category oflength ofstay

,Number of 2-3 times Count
admission

Lengthy oI
stay
0-2 months 24 mon.
310

4 mons.*
7

Total

20

4-5 times

6 times+

Expected Count 3.3

% within ,Lengthy ot42.9%
stay in the hosPital
Count l
Expected Count 2.3

% within Lengthy of.42.9o/o

stay in the hospital
Count I
Expected Count 1.5

% Wilhin, Len$hY oll4-3Vo
stay in the hospital
Count 7

Expected Count 7.0

% Within, Lengthy o{100.0%
stay in the hosPital

t2.l
38j%

9
8.5
34.60/o

7
5.4
26.90/o

26
26.0
100.0%

4.7
70.0%

2
3.3
20.0o/o

I
2.1
10.0o/o

10
10.0
100.0%

20.0
46.5%

t4
14.0
32.6%

9
9.0
20.9%

43
43.0
100.0%

Total

The majority (42.97o) ofthe patients whose length ofstay were between 0-2 months were

more likely to be rcadmitted either 2-3 or 4 -5 times and (38'5%) of the patient with

lengh of stay between 3-4 months tend to be readmitted 2'3 times' whereas (70o/o) of

them who had 6 and above months of length ofstay tend lo be readmitted 2-3 times' This

shows that the number of admissions were more likely to decrease with increase length of

stay in the hospital. Regardless of the three categories oflength of stay' the number of

readmissions decrcases along the total column for these patients. This finding is

consistent with other earlier studies-
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Table5.5.6Numberofadmissions:Rateofcontactwithfriends/neigbours

Rateofcontact with
friendVneigbs.
Active

6.0
46.2%

0
2;1
.0o/o

l3
r 3.0
100.0%

10.7
39.1%

6
7.5
26.1%

8

4.8
343%

23
23.0
100.0%

Total

20

20.0
46.5%

t4
14.0
32.6%

9
9.0
20.9%

43
43.0
100.0%

5

Intermedia Passive

te
69Number 2-3 times Count

of
admissio
n

4-5 times

6 times+

Total

An iwaligotion i nto locto tx i r{, e r,Ili ng

The cross tabulation indicated that the proportions of schizophrenic patients who were

passive (less participations) were more likely to be readmitted than those patients who

had active and interrnediate participations' However, the proportions of readmissions in

the categories of 2-3 times number of readmissions, the patients (71'4Vo) belong to the

active participation group seem to be readmitted more than the intermediate and passive

ones. Within the passive column categories the majority of patients (39 'l%") and (34'8yo)

were found to be readmitted 2-3 times and 6times respectively' whereas in the

Expected Count 3.3

% within ,Rate ot7 l .4o/o

contact
withfriends/neigh
bs.
Count I
Expected Count 2.3

% Within,Rate oll 4.3o/o

contact
withfriends/neigh
bs.
Count I

Expected Count 1.5

% Within, Rate of 14.3%

contact
withfriends/neigh
bs.
Count 7

Expected Count 7.0

% Within, Rate otl00.0%
contact with
friends/nighbs.
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intermediate column categories the majority (53'8%) ofthem tend to be readmitted 4 -5

times. The majority of the patients who had active participations were found to be

readmitted less, i.e.2-3 times. It seems that positive social interaction tends to decrcase

the number of readmissions. Regarirlless of the three interactions categories, the total

number of readmissions decrcases along the column line for these patients'

Table 5.5.7 Number of admissions : DifEculties in the families

Totaltn

Number of 2-3 times Count
admission

4-5 times

6 times+

Total

Expected Count l0-7
% Within. DiFEculties in43.5Vo

the families
Count 9

Expected Count 7 -5

% Within , Difficulties in39.lVo
the families
Count 4

Expected Count 4-8

% Within. Difficulties inlT .4%o

the families
Count 23

Expected Count 23 '0
% Within, Difficulties in 100.0%

the families

Difficulties
the families
Yes
l0

No
l0

9.3
50.0%

5

6.5
25.0o/o

5

4.2
25.0%

20
20.0
100.0%

20

20.0
46.5%

l4
14.0
32.6%

9
9.0
20.9Yo

43
43.0
100.0%

The cross tabulation showed that the higher pmportions of patients (50%) who did not

havedifficultieswiththeilfamilymemberstendtobereadmittedless,i.e'2-3times,Inthe

second row categories ofnumber ofreadmissions there were more proportions ofpatients

(3g.1%) who had family problems who tended to be readmitted' than those patients

(25%)whodidnothavefrmilyproblems.Thefindingofthisresultisconsistentwiththe

findings of earlier studies. However, in the third row categories of number of
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readmissions the finding between those who had family problems and those who did not

havefimilyproblemsalecontradictorywiththeresultofearlierstudies.Thelower

proportions of patients (17.4o/o) who had family problems tend to be rcadmitted 6times

and above, whereas a greater proportions of patients (25%) who did not have family

problems tend to be readmitted 6times and above'

Table 5.5.8 Number of admissions: Rejection'/stigma

Rejectior/stigma
Yes No
11 9

Total

20
Number o{ 2-3 times Count
admission

4-5 times

6 times+

Total

8.8 20.0
47.4Yo 46.5%
614
6.2 14.0
31.6% 32.60/o

49
4.0 9.0
21.1% 20.9vo
19 43

19.0 43.O

100.0% 100.0%

Expected Count ll.2
% Within , Rejection/stigm a 45.8%o

Count 8

Expected Count 7 .8

% Within, Relection/stigrna 33.3%

Count 5

Expected Count 5 0

% Within , Rejection /stigm a 20.8o/o

Count 24

Expected Count 24.O

X Wittrin, Rejection/stigma 100.0%

The cross tabulation showed that the majority of the patients (45.5%) who experienced

social stigma and rejection tended to be readmitted 2-3 times, whereas, only (20'87o) of

them tend to be readmitted 6 times and above' The majority of patients (47'4%) who did

not experience social stigma tended to be readmitted 2-3 times' and a less number of

patients tended to be readmitted 6 times and above' In all the row categories of

readmissions, the proportions ofpatients who experienced social stigma and those who

didnothavesocialstignrahadmoreorlessthesamenumberofadmissions.Similarlyin

the yeVno column categories the number of readmissions decreases along the column
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line. ln this study the findings ofsocial stigma and/or rejection is contmry to the results

ofthe previous studies. This is probably due to the small sample size'

Table 5.5.9 Number of admissions : Alcohol use

TotalAlcohol
Yes
-)

No
t6 l9Number of 2-3 times

admission

4-5 times

6 times+

Total

Count

Expected Count
% Within , alcohol
Count
Expected Count
% Mthin, alcohol
Count
Expected Count
%o Within , alcohol
Count
Expected Count
% Within , alcohol

4.5
30.0o/o

4
3.3
40.0%
3

2.1
30.OYo

l0
10.0
100.0%

t4.5
50.0%
10
10.7
31.3%
6
6.9
18.8o/o

32
32.0
l0O.OVo

19.0
45.2%
t4
r4.0
33.3%
9
9.0
2t .40h

42
42.0
l0O.0o/.

Cr€aler prcportions of patients (50%) who did not abuse alcohol tended to be less

readmitted, i.e. 2-3 times, whereas the lower proportions of patients (30%) who abused

alcohol tend to be less readmitted, i.e. 2-3times. The majority of patients (40%) who

abused alcohol tend to be readmitted 4 -5 times, whereas a lesser proportions of patients

(31.3%) who did not abuse alcohol tend to be readmitted 4 -5 times' In the third row

categories of readmissions, ofthose patients (307o) who were abusing alcohol were more

likely to be readmitted 6times and above than those patients (18'8%) who did not abuse

atcohol. This indicated that abusing alcohol increases number ofreadmissions
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Table 5.5.10 Number of admissions : Khat abuse

Khat
Yes
9

7.9
52.9%
5

5.5
29.4Vo
J

3.6
17 .6Vo

t7
17.0
100.0%

No
1l

Total

20
Number 2-3 times
of
admission

4-5 times

6 times+

Total

Count

Expected Count
% Within, Khal
Count
Expected Count
% within, Khat
Count
Expected Count
% Within , Khat
Count
Expected Count
% Mthin, Khat

t2.l
42.Jo/o

9
8.5
34.6%
6
5.4
23.1%
26
26.0
100.0%

20.0
46.sYo
t4
14.0
32.6%
9
9.0
20.9%
43
43.0
100.0%

Grealerproportionofpatients(52.9%)whoabusedkhattendtobelessreadmitted'i'e'2-

3times, whereas lower proportions of patients who did not abused khat tend to be less

readmitted, i.e. 2-3times wete (42.3Yo)' Similarly, both in tlle third and fourth rows

categories of readmissions, the proportions ofpatients (34'6%) and (23'l7o) who did not

abuse khat tend to be readmitted more than those patients (29 '4W and 17'6%) who

abused khat. It seems that khat does not have effect on the number ofreadmissions' This

is probably due to small sample size and the information obtained may not have been

reliable. However, further deeper studies should be conducted in order to provide

adequate information on the effect of khat' tn this study' it was found that those

respondents who used khat tend€d to be less readmitted for psychiatric care'
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Table 5.5.1 I Number of admissions : Isolation

Number of 2-3 times Count
admission

ExPected Count
% Within , Isolation

4-5 times Count
ExPected Count
% Within , Isolation

6 limes+ Count
ExPected Count
% Within , Isolation

Total Count
ExPected Count
% Within , Isolation

Isolation
Yes
5

Total
No
15 20

13.0
53.60/o

9
9.1
32.1%
4
5.9
14.3%
28
28.0
100.0o/o

20.0
46.5o/o

l4
14.0

32.60/o

9
9.0
20.9%
43
43.0
100.0%

The pattems of readmissions with socially isolated patients were consistent through out

the categories of readmissions column (i.e. 33 '3%). The majority ofthe patients (53'6%)

whodidnothaveproblemsofsocialisolationtendtobereadmitted2.3times,whereas

lowerproportionsofpatients(33.3olo)whoweresociallyisolatedtendtobereadmitted2.

3times. ln the second mw categories of readmissions, both those who were socially

isolated and those who were not socially isolated patients (33'37o) and (32'lV)

respectiveiy tend to be readmitted 4 -5 times' This is more or less the same result'

However, in the case of the third row categories of readmissions' there were more

propodions ofpatients (33'37o) who had social isolations who tended to be readmitted 6

times and above than those patients (143%) who did not have social isolations who

tendedtobereadmitted6timesandabove.Itseemsthatthenumberofreadmissionsrates

decreases when the patients do not have problems ofsocial isolation'
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5.6.1. Medication non-compliance and substance abuse

With rcgarrd to frctors influencing the rate of readmissions of schizophrenic patients

into the Amanuel Hospital, almost all of the focus group participants believed that

medication default and substance abuse, such as chewing chat' drinking alcohol'

smoking cigarettes and marijuana' are the major factors which contribute to the

increased rates of schizophrenic readmissions. For example an elderly female

participants (age 49) said:

"He was repeatedly admitted to this hosPital; his mental illness always

relapses soon afier dischargedfrom the hospital, because he interruPts his

medication and because he chews "khat", drinla alcohol and smokes

marijuana excessively. He improves, when he is admitted to the hospital'

but the problem is, he continues chewing khat and drinking alcohol' No one

An in'esigalidn into lacloq inlluz ncing th. n e of ftadnislors of tchizophr.dc
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5.6. Results from the focus group discussions

A semi-structured interview guide was used during the focus group discussions' The

focus group discussion per group (two groups) was conducted at the pr€mises ofthe

Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital, in the library of the newly constructed building' The

participants were selected fiom care-giving family members of the schizopfuenic

patients whose mentally ill retatives had been r€admitted into the hospital for two or

more times. Themes emerging from the discussions were: Substance abuse and

medication default, socio-economic conditions, family problems in caring for the

patient (such as behavior ofthe patient, social stigma and attitudes' lack of financial

resources, and inadequate support from health providers and the community)' quality

and inadequacy of sewices, and treatment and care problems'
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can control and Prevent himfrom using these substance in the family as he

is the eldest son."

The participants further described that lack of adequate community awareness about the

danger of substance abuse by the mentally ill people, social and family neglect' the

maltreatment ofschizophrenic patients and weak interventions ofthe state as some ofthe

major fictors. However, two participants opposed the above description by saying

"One should not simply blame the society/ community as responsible

factors for readmissions ofschizophrenic patients' Rather' it is better to ask

the basic question ' Whar is the tragedy and miracle behind lack ofremedy/

care for those Patients who were admitted into the hospital for so many

tbnes with plenty dosages of drugs'? "

Therefore, it is not the community or the govemment who should be blamed' but this

study in particular must find out the answer to this question' Yeq this does not mean that

societyandthegovemmentarenotresponsibleforthefactorsthatexacerbatetheillness

and Gpeated admissions of mentally ill parients'

In further discussions, the participants elaborated on how the community and the

goverffnent, including the Amanuel Psychlatric Hospital' are the main causes for the

increased rate of readmissions of schizophr€nic patients' An overwhelming majority of

the focus group participants (10 out of l4) felt that the majority ofthe Ethiopian society

provides alcohol, cigarettes, khat and even marijuana in some settings to mentally ill

people. Instead of helping the affected and afficted individuals' socieU provokes them

into fi.rther relapses and a worsening ofthe illness. Almost all schizophrenic patients

roam around begging for money in order to buy kha! alcohol' cigarettes or marijuana'

Some young men in the neighbourhood even invite the patients to chew khat' smokes

Aa in esigdion into ld.to,f inllu.ncing the rute ol ftadflioN
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hashish (Marijuana) and alcohol, then use them for their own purposes or to carry out

anti-social activities

A participant who is caring for his 45 years old wife shared interesting experiences

by saying that

"Khar chewing in my place is taken as culture' Leave olone the mentally ill

people, even a seven-year-old child chews khat' smokes cigarettes' and drinks

alcohol. There is a moral crisis among the youth. The existing situation

obviously leads the youth to madness' Surprisingly enough' these days

unemploymenl and the number of street children ore increasing' They do not

have anything to do except chewing khat and drink alcohol' It is the

government's responsibilities to protect them and fnd a solution'"

A participant who is caring for her mentally ill brother explained that because ofthe khat

sellers, they encountered great problems' She illustrated this by saying:

" My brother did not have the habit ofchewing khat or drinking alcohol' and he

did not have a relapse for a long time before he started chewing khat A lady

who sells khat encouraged him to chew khat by giving it to him for free the first

time. A|ter that he gradually increased his consumption of khat and he likes to

be with her all the time. He is out of our control and always demanding money

for khat. He refuses to take his medication and chews the already used and le/t'

over khat day and night. The lady abuses his labour for khat' Afier he has

consumed it excessively, he become restless, insulting, and aggressive towards

people, provohing others to fight with him' Due to this khat he has frequent

relapses and readmissions. Currently his condition is getting worse'"

In addition to the above, environmental factors contribute significantly to the problem of

trcaring metally ill patients. There is excessive local alcohol production' and khat and

manJ uana sellers abound in the area as well as video houses' which provoke mentally ill

.4n irwiisalton irtu locto,t irlluenrirry rh. de of ta,tfnil!,tor6 of tehiaoPhEtic
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5.6.2 Socio-economic Problems

Some informants in the focus group discussion (FGDX7 out of 14) also highlighted the

socio-economic conditions of individual schizophrenic patients as the main causes of

readmissions into the hospital. They believed that the community held negative attitudes

towards the mentally ill people and even towards their families as well' The socio-

economicconditionsincludedfamilydisharmony,economicdimculties'socialisolation'

and labelling or stigmatisation. As one elderly brother in the focus group discussion (age

39) stated, the main causes ofreadmissions are:

" ...a lack of adequate knowledge about mental illness in the community' social

rejection of the patients, dvoidonce, teasing and pointing at the patient by saying

'wof (bird), 'wofefe'or 'nik'ftypomanic),'cherkunyetale'(naked)"Ibd'(mad)'

etc, are some ofthefactors exacerbating their mental illness'"

The community member who brought a schizophrenic girl fom the street described

somewhat different experiences regarding reasons for schizophrenic readmissions' She

stated

"Look I brought this girl to your hospital from the street' She has nobody to

care for and prolect her; therefore, in ny opinion, the lack of a caretaker and

guardian may aggravate the mental illness and the patient would be leadmitted

-4n irrvdlgalion i o Idclo,r ir$u.ncint ,h. nrz of rzodni$loro of tchizalhrz,ic
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people to engage in crimes to get the dangercus substances' Participants in this study laid

theblameonthegovemment.Insteadofbanningtheuseofsuchdangemussubstances'

which influence the rate of readmissions and exacerbation of the illness' the govemment

appeared to encourage them to use these substances' People in govemment were only

looking after their own interests, and did not care about such huge social problems'
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so many times. I think those who do not have family and caregivers would visit

the hospital repeatedly. Hence, lack ofproper care by relatives other community

moy be one facror /or frequent readmissions'" Parlicipants tom FGD (age' 38)'

5.6.3 Family problems in caring for the patients'

5.6.3.1 Behaviour of the Patients

ln terms of the major problems confionting the families in providing care for their

mentally ill relatives, atl of the FGD participants indicated their major difficulties with

the disease and its complications in ascending order' At the top of list was the frequent

change in a patient's behavior; for example, often s/he appears nonnal and calm' however

all ofa sudden s/he becomes aggressive, hostile, destructive, beating family members and

others, attempting to commit suicide or homicide, and running out of the home'

Secondly, participanb ofthe FGD indicated that the demands ofthe mentally ill patients

were extremely difficult to accommodate, since the majority of them were poor and

unemployed. They did not have adequate resources to addrcss the demands of the

mentally ill patients, particularly when the demand was for money for khat' cigarcttes (or

marijuana) and alcohol. The third problem was that many patients refused to take the

prescribedmedication.Themajorityoftheparticipantsfeltthatthiswasacrucial

problem which they found difficult to resolve'

5.6.3.2 Social stigma and negative attitude

Family memben caring for schizophrenic relatives are also intensely affected by social

stigma and the negative attitude of the community towards the mentally ill patients' In

this regard the families faced a great challenge in their day-to-day life while treating their

An i,t.att,llion lnb locrod ir{lu.ncint th. rak of ,|,onni''io'o
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mentally ill relatives, due to the negative attih:de ofthe cornmunity towalds the patients.

In addition, many community members teased and harassed the mentally ill, and young

criminals looted their homes and stole their property.A 54-year-old father of a patient

revealed the following:

"Let me tell you of my experiences with a practical example: Our society is a

'parasite' to my son, they are iwolved in harassment, sofie youth members take

the shoes, clothes and money of my mentally ill son afier inviting him to takc

some kind of substances and alcohol, so that in such conditions how could be

the patient get beuer? The culture' the norm and values, the laws etc' are not

well organized by our society to protect the rights of mentally ill people' In my

opinion, all these are challenges for the family to care for and protect our

patients."

Some participants of the FGD (6 out 14) group added that the youth grcups in the

neighbourhoods provoked the mentally ill patients to become aggressive and hostile by

throwing stones at them and by using insults that touched the dignity ofthe patients and

the carc-taking families. In addition they also said that the care-taking families were also

facing difficulties with social interaction and face rejection and ostracism by community

members and close relatives. This ln tum had a negative effect on the care-taking families

in responding to their mentally ill relatives. The community refrained from sharing the

burden of illness and this situation brought an additional challenge to the care-giving

families.

5.6.33 Lack offinancial resources

The third major theme to emerge was the lack offinancial resources or the prevalence of

acute poverty, which did not allow the care-taking families to play a significant role in

An iwegiqoliofi inallacton ir{Rncidg lhe tue
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the sustainable treatment oftheir mentally ill relatives. In this respect a 38-year-old lady

in the FGD stated that

" Our poor economic condition and housing problems made us unable to

provide sustainable and proper care for these chronically mentally ill patients'

If those patients were caredfor and protected 'teell' with the help of Allah' I am

sure they would be completely cured, but the existing living conditions do not

permit this. Ihis situation always disturbs m' W'hat can I do? "

Finalty, an overwhelming majority of the participants claimed that the major problem

they werc facing was that the needs of the patients were unlimited' but they could not

provide for all these needs (money, friends, works, etc')' The responsible stakeholders

like the govemment needed to show its full capacity to respond to the problems of the

patients and caregivers'

complex and multifaceted

Therefore, the challenges confronting the caregivers were

5.6.3.4 Lack ofsuPPort

The majority of participants (l I out of 14) raised issues like lack ofproper attention by

the health workers when the family brought the patients to hospital in an emergency

situation, especially during the evenings when there was not any adequate support and

help fiom the staffon duty in order to minimize the risk and complications ofthe illness'

Moreover, the hospital guards and some staf members of the hospital wers not

cooperative in controlling and protecting the patients fiom escaping' As a result' many

patientsjumped overthe fence or escaped through the main gate' In this situation patients

were lost, and nobody knew if they were still alive' had been killed in accidents or
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committedsuicide.Thiswasabigtragedyandlosstotheirfamilies.Theywerealso

easily engaged in substance abuse and criminal activities'

ln addition, the lack ofhome visits by the health workers to assess what would happen to

the discharged patients as well as the lack ofproper counseling for calegivers in handling

the patients in their settings, were serious problems' They reported that because there was

no proper follow-up system or home-based care by hospital stafi the conditions ofsome

of the patients worsened after discharge from the hospital, and their families suffered a

lot as they tried to cure them with whatever means at their disposal' They claimed that

some staff members of Amanuel Mental Hospital wer€ r€luctant to assist the patients

when the fimilies brought them back to the hospital' An informant from FGD had this to

"One of this hospital's doctors decided by himselfnot to teat my relative in the

hospital anymore. He told me that I musl restrain him and keep him at home' He

wrote on the file that my relative should not be accepted into the hospital

anryore, and pur his signature on the file' This is a big problem and a

disappointing response by the hospital."

They further stated that although the community had the potential to share the bunden'

about 80% of the society was not supportive' When somebody was affected by this

illness, it was common that somebody else would also be affected by it' They further

added that of course, "...the community is not the only one to be blamed' but also

ourselves and the govemment at large," rcgarding the challenges associated with the lives

and situarions of schizophrenic patients. This was because families were primarily the

ones who were faced with the challenge of showing love and affection to the patients'
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instead of the community and the government' However' this did not mean that there

werenoproblemsonthesideofthefamilies,asstatedearlier.Thecommunitydistanced

itself from such challenges and even aggravated the existing problems' In addition' the

govemmentwasblamedbecauseitdidnotshowanyinitiativetoassistboththepatients

and their families in addressing these huge problems'

However, the participants in general appreciated some of the community members and

some of the staff members of the hospital where this study was conducted' who had

shown a positive attitude and helped those patients who were living in extreme misery

due to a lack ofcaretakers.

Finally, one participant emphasized the following

"Although families ofschizophrenic patients are in fact obliged to shoulder the

challenge ofcare and supporr, the problems ofthese patients are not restricted

to an individuat or family, but that of the larger communily or country'

Therefore, the cornmunity and government should give much more attention to

these sufferers. "

5.6.4 Quality and adequacy of services

With regard to reference to the services provided by the Amanuel Mental Hospial' the

majority ofthe participants (10 out of 14) reported that this hospital was the only mental

hospitalforthewholenationandthatitwasdoingrelativelywell.However'theattention

given to it by the government and the burden it shouldered were not pmperly aligned'

Theyfurtherstatedthattheinstitutionhadmajorconstraintsorbottlenecksinflrlly

providing services to mentally ill people' In this regard, the lack of adequate and

appropriate psychiatric t€atment and follow-up czue, were sited by the majority (t0 out
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of 14) of the informants, while some felt that the lack of home- and community-based

care systems were the main constraints. The informants further highlighted that the

hospital was lacking adequate budgets and facilities to pmvide appropriate services for

mentally ill patients. Others indicated that neglect by the staffmembers caused one ofthe

bottlenecks at the institution. As one informant in FGI (focus group interview) (age 39)

pointed out:

"As far as nry lonwledge is concerned, this hospital nevet did any assessment

regarding issues of those patients who were ill for so long' but unable to get

improvement and... readmissions into the hospital are common' What are the

major causes for relapse and then readmission, etc' are some of the basic

questions never found answer by the hospital' Iherefore' they had never

performed studies especially psychological, Jinancial' medical and social

aspects of the schizophrenic patients- In addition, there were no options of

rehabilitation and recreations ... so as to make the patients to relax andfunction

well. Ihese would further contribute to the amelioration of the problems of the

patients. The hospital did nothing to estdblish a conducive ewironment with the

long term care giving family and also did no assessment regarding the coping

mechanisms and challenges encountered by care giters and schizophrenic

patients as well."

Most of the caregivers share the same idea that duri-ng relapses ofthe illness' there were a

lot ofproblems in getting patients readmitted due to the shortage ofbeds or the lack ofan

urgent response from staff. Long-term patients were not properly handled in the hospital'
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According to the report fircm some participants (8 out of l4), lack of proper care and

protection from the staffwas also observed in safeguarding the patients. This led to some

families being turable to find their relatives, when they came to visit them in the hospital'

Because of such problems in the hospital, the patients were engaged in antisocial acts like

chewing khat, alcohol abuse, smoking cigarettes or hashish, which aggravated the illness.

Indiscussingtheseissues,thefocusgloupparticipantssaidthatifthehospitalwasunable

to take proper measures to prevent patients from escaping and engaging in diferent

antisocial activities, how could the families alone help and protect them? Patients usually

respectedandacceptedwhattheyweretoldoradvisedbythedoctorsratherthantheir

frmily members.

While participants in focus group-2 appreciated the services provided by the hospital with

some limitations, participants 4 and 7 fiom focus group- I expressed complete

dissatisfaction, particularly about some sections ofthe hospital staff'

5.6.5 Treatment and care ofschizophrenic petients

With respect to the treatment ofschizophrenic patients the informants suggested patients

whose condition could not be improved, should be treated in the hospital as in-patients,

because their families could not shoulder the bunden of care ofsuch patients. Treating

chronic schizophrenic patients requires physicat labour, time and economic lesources'

The physical labour involves basic health care monitoring techniques (services)' walking

to and ftom the home to hospital, a distance of 5 -15 kilometen and accessing follow-up

medication, all of which consumed too much time for family members who had other

duties such as their normal work.
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Some informants disagreed on the issue of the treatment of patients in the hospital'

However,theystronglysupportedtheestablishmentofinstitutionsoferingrecovery

servicesforchronicmentallyillpatients.Accordingtotheinformants,suchinstitutions

should integrate their services with vocational training and education. Nevertheless' it

seemed that these caregivers were afaid of the demand placed on them in treating the

chronic mentally ill patients. Some informants felt that the govemment should take the

initiative in providing vocational training, and should place the trainees in productive

institutions, so that the patients could become self-supportive citizens'

The informants further believed that the government should not carry out this task alone,

but that the community, particularly the frmilies of the mentally ill patients' should be

actively involved and participate in supporting the govemment' Other participants

believed that the government should take strong measures in preventing many of the

social problems, in particular, prohibiting the sale of khat and alcohol to the mentally ill

and creating an awareness ofthe harmful effec6 ofsubstance abuse on such people' The

participantsarguedthatthegovemmentshouldprovidesocialgrantsforthecare.taking

families who were living under serious financial constraints'

5.6 ,6 SummarY o f chaPter

5.6.6.1 Socio-demographic factors

Thefindingsofthesocio.demographicdatashowedthatthemajorityofthesubjectsof

the study were in their thirties, while the r€st werc in their twenties' There were more

thantwiceasmanymalesthanfemales.Themajorityofthesubjectshaddiscontinued

their high school education. A few ofthem managed to go beyond high school' In this
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study group none of them were illiterate. Most of them were single and Iived with their

parents.

With regards to employment, the study revealed that most of them were unemployed

during the time ofthe study. Some ofthem had never worked before or after their mental

illness. Of those who were working, the majority was engaged in skilled work and only a

few ofthem were doing professional work'

5.6.6,2 Results ofthe clinical data

The findings of the study in the Amanuel Mental Hospital associated rates of

schizophrenic readmissions with several modifiable factors' The modifiable factors'

which appeared to have the grcatest effect on schizophrenic readmissions' were:

medication default/non+ompliance, substance abuse, poor aftercare services and the

socio-economicconditionsofthepatients.Mostoftheschizophrenicparticipantsgave

unreliable answers to the questions related to substance abuse' It is not uncommon for

schizophrenic patients to lie about their habits of substance use' The results of the

findings, obtained from three angles (i'e' from schizophrenic respondents' health

professionals,andfimilies/caregivers)showedslightvariationsintermsofprioritizing

the major factors (medication non+ompliance, substance abuse' poor aftercare services)

associated with the rate ofreadmissions. However, these fictors are interconnected and

tinkedtooneanothertoincreasetheratesofreadmissions.Irrfurtherexaminingthedat4

it was found that most schizophrenic patients wer€ non-complaint to tr€atnent due to

substance abuse, poor aftercare, social stigma and economic problems'
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Themoststrikingfindingsconcemedthediagnosisoftheirmentalillness.Mostofthem,

including their hmily members in the focus group discussions' reported not knowing the

diagnosis. What they all knew were simply that the patients suffered from " mental

illness.,'Hence,patientsandhmiliesknewhrtoolittleabouttheillness,andfamilies

found it difficult to understand and cope with their mentally ill relatives'

Thefindingsrelatedtodifficultieswiththeilfimilymembersrevealedthatmorethan

half of them had experienced persistent conflicting relationships with their family

members. It is also noted that the responsibilities and the burden ofcare for these chronic

mentally itl people was left to the families' The poor economical status ofthe family was

one of the biggest challenges in providing the necessary care for their mentally ill

relatives. The majority ofthe focus group discussants also regarded community attitudes

and social stigma as major problems. Both the subjects of the study and the family

members had experienced social stigma' isolation or rejection and harassment'

It is important to note that the extent ofthe social stigma was not covered by this study'

and fu(her research needs to be conducted to provide adequate information on this area'

ln this study, the findings on the non-modifiable fictors (i.e. sex, age, etc') arc not

significantly associated with ftequent re-hospitalizations of schizophrenic patients' This

is probably due to the small sample size. Nevertheless, this does not mean that they are

not associated with re-hospitalizations.

Chapter Six will pmvide a detailed discussion on the findings of this study'
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CIIAPTER 6: Discussions of the results

6.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the major research findings in relation to the literarure review, the

main rcsearch question and objectives of the study' The main research question was

..whatarcthefactorsinfluencingtherateofschizophrenicreadmissionsintothe

Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital?" The objectives of the sn'rdy werc: to identifr fictors

associated with the rate of schizophrenic readmissions and to assess the psychiatric

sewicesgiventoschizophrenicpatientsattheAmarruelPsychiatricHospital.Themajor

themes discussed in this chapter are: socio-demographic characteristics; medication non-

compliance; substance abuse; poor aftercarc services and socio-economic conditions'

Finally, the chapter provides a summary of the discussions' The conclusion'

recommendationsofthestudyandimplicationsforfurtherresearchareprovidedin

Chapter Seven.

6.2 Socio-demographic characteristics

6.2.1 Gender

In this study, the survey results revealed that more male schizophrenic patients had

multiple re-hospitalizations than female schizophrtnic patients' The finding was

consistent with previous research findings. It also confirmed my practical experiences

and observations. Male patients occupy three-fourths ofthe hospital beds' Perhaps female

patients are not bmught to hospital for admissions forthe following reasons:
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a

Families and communities are more tolerant of female patients than their male

counterparts.

The norms and culture of the society are more protective of female patients than

male patients;

Female patients are less violent and aggressive than male psychotic patients' so

that their ftmilies can handle them at home.

The results of the study by Ha1'u'ood, Kravitz, Grassoman, Cavanaugh & Lewis (1995)'

support the above finding that men wele mor€ times hospitalized compared women' The

findings ofother studies have also shown similar results'

6.2.2 Marital status

In this study, more than 70o/o of the schizopkenic participants were unmarried and a

small number were divorced' The cross tabulation (see Table 5'4) shows that unmarried

schizophrenic patients seem to be readmitted more onty in the first 2-3 times of

readmissions. The results were not consistent with the findings ofother studies as far as

the first 2-3 times of readmission were concemed' In most of the cases' schizophrenic

illness started during the end ofthe period ofadolescence' This means that patients are

affected by the illness before they have completed their high school education or before

they start working. Once the itlness has devetoped, the chance ofgetting married is quite

difficult due to the relapsing nature of the illness and the social stigma attached to it.

Divorce is fairly common when one ofthe spouses becomes mentally ill'

The study conducted by Peen and Dekker (2001) indicates that being single' divorced or

living alone is associated with multipte re-hospitalizations'

An irrvenigatbn inb Iacurs inlaenaing the rau of reodnilsio'te
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6.2.3 UnemploYment

The result showed that most ofthe schizophrenic participants were unemployed' Most of

themdevelopedthedisordersatayouthfulage.Becauseofthedisablingnatureofthe

illness, it is difrcult for those sufferers to complete their education and look for

employment. It is also easy to lose theirjobs unless they have appropriate and adequate

support and care from both the family and communities in general' Unemployment leads

to socio-economic deprivation and this in turn results in multiple re-hospitalizations' ln

this study, it was found that unemployment does not affect the rates of schizophrenic

readmissions. Perhaps this is because ofthe smaller sample size' The study by Peen and

Dekker(2001)hasshownthatthereisasignificantrelationshipbetweensocio+conomic

deprivation and multiple admissions of schizophrenic patients' However' socioeconomic

deprivation and readmission rates may also vary according to the different categories of

the diagnosis of schizoPhrenia'

6.2.4 Educational level

Thestudyshowedthatthemajoily(74.4|%o:N=32)oftheschizophrenicparticipantsdid

notcompletetheireducation.Withtheearlyonsetoftheschizophrenicillness,continuing

education is difficutt and one could also argue that this is due to a lack of timely

trcatment and care to reduce the deteriorating effect ofthe disorder. Most Ethiopians have

littleknowledgeofthemodemtreatmentofpsychiatricillnesses'Asaresulttheyusually

enduptakingtheirmentallyillrelativestodifferenttraditionalhealingsites.onlyafew

ofthem use the mental health ftcilities as the last resort'
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The findings of this study (see Table 5.3) showed that educational achievement only

affected the rate ofreadmissions for the first 2-3 times, whereas the rate ofreadmissions

tendedtoincreaseastheeducationallevelincreased.Nevertheless,thisfindingis

contErry to earlier research findings. Previous studies have indicated that education is

significantly associated with re-hospitalizations ofschizophrenic patients'

6.3 Length of stay, rate of contact with others, and difficulties with families

This study showed (see Table 5.5) that the number of readmission were fewer ifpatients

stayed in hospital longer. Therefore the length of stay affects the rate of readmissions'

which is consistent with the findings of other studies' The study indicated that those

schizophrenicpatientswithactiveparticipationandinteractionintheirrecovery

processes, were less likely to be readmitted than those who wert passive participants' It

seems that helping schizophrenic patient to participate in community activities' decreases

the rate ofreadmissions. The results also revealed that those schizophrenic patients who

had family problems tended to be readmitted more times than those without fimily

problems.Alltheabovefindingsareconsistentwiththeresultsofpreviousresearch.

6.4 Medication non-comPliance

The study revealed that the majority of schizophrenic patients (36'36%; N=32) was

readmitted into the Amanuel Mental Hospital due to medication defrult or non-

compliance. The reasons given for medication non-compliance were the side effects of

the drugs, negative perceptions about the fieatment, and a lack of food to help them

tolerate the side effects ofthe drugs. It seems that most psychotic patients suffer from the

side effect of the anti-psychotic drugs- The side effects of the drugs are that they make
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the patients drowsy, decrease their activities, socializalion and communication with other

people. It also makes them weak, so that they find it hard to maintain their personal

hygiene and neatness. As a result, they can easily be identifed as psychotic patients and

are stignatized.

Some also reported that it is difficult to *ake up early to go to work and to concentrate on

their jobs while they are taking medication. This made them decide to discontinue their

medication. Some claimed that the anti-psychotic drugs increase their appetites' and they

do not have enough food to eat to heip them tolerate the side effects ofthe drugs' Hence

the result of this study pointed out that medication non-compliance is the main reason for

the fiequent readmissions of schizophrenic patients into the Amanuel Mental Hospital'

This is consistent with the findings ofother studies'

The literature review has indicated that poor insight into their mental illness, negative

attitudes towfids the medication both by the patients and their families, lack ofsupport as

wellasmoreoralmedicationthaninjectabletreatmentregimes,areassociatedwith

medication non<ompliance (Contey, Love, Pharm, Kelly and Bartko' 1999)' Medication

non-compliance is strongly linked to schizophrenic re-hospitalizations' A

phenomenological and participatory research project conducted in the United States of

Americarevealedtharschizophrenicpatientsdiscontinuedtheirmedicationinorderto

seek re-hospitalization due to the availability of safety, respite and food in the hospital

@avidson, Stayner, Lambert, Smith & Sledge (1997)' Other findings showed that

substance abuse and medication non-compliance were significantly associated with a

high frequency of re-hospitalization (Hayrvood, Kravitz, Grossman' Cavanaugh' &

Lewis, 1995). These findings are comparable with the findings of the focus group
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This study estimated that the prevalence ofmedication default in this study is as high as

36.36%(N=32), but this can not be generalized to the total population due to small size of

the study population, However' the results from the focus group interviews revealed that

most schizophrenic patients have discontinued their medication after discharge from

hospital. Csemansky and Schuchart(2002) found that a previous history of medication

non-compliance, a history of substance abuse, poor insight into the naturc of the

experienced symptoms and poor alliance between patients' care providers and family

were predictors of non+ompliance with drug treatment' This is also true in the case of

Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital. The results ofthe study from three angles have indicated

that schizophrenic patients in Ethiopia have poor professional as well as fimily suPport in

their follow-up treatment and car€. Family support is mainly dependent on the existing

economic conditions and the family's understanding of the illness'

,1, i*rlirotlo, ino lonors illucEint lhe m,c of ."f'd'ni$io6
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interviewsconductedattheAmnuelPsychiatricHospital.AsimilarstudybySullivan'

MongenstemandLeak(1995)pointedoutthatmorethanhalfoftheschizophrcnic

participantswerenon-compliantwithanti-psychoticmedications,despitethefactthat

they understood that the medication is helpful'

Lack of money for transpo( and medication was given as reasons for medication default

andrelapsesoftheillness.ThisisconsistentwiththefindingsintheUnitedstatesthat

financial baniers to medication and transport to out-patient mental health care were also

associated with medication non-compliance'
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6.5 Substance abuse

The survey resulG revealed that substance abuse (see Tables 5 9 & 5 10) have a smaller

effectontherateofftequentre-admissionscomparedtomedicationdefrult'socio-

economic circumstances and poor aftertare services' The results from both the

schizophrenic rcspondents (14.77o/o;N= l3) (see Table 5'3'2) and health care providers

(25%; N= gXsee Table5.4.8) responses, respecfively revealed that substance abuse is less

frequently related to the rc-hospitalization of schizophrenic patients in the Amanuel

Psychiatric Hospital. This is contrary to the findings obtained fiom the focus group

discussions. Most ofthe focus group participants agreed that substance abuse was a major

factor in firquent re-hospitalizations' They rePorted that the abuse ofalcohol and khat

was the biggest problem in providing care for their mentally ill relatives' It was very

difficult to prevent the patients from abusing those substances' because they became

aggressive and violent towards them, ifthey did not get those substances'

Another finding ofthe study is that schizophrenic patients abuse substances to reduce the

unpleasant effect ofanti-psychotic drugs' Vogel and Huguelet (1997) indicated that there

is an association between psychotic illnesses and the abuse ofdrugs oralcohol' leading to

frequent re-hospitalizations. Recent studies demonstrated that the rate ofdrug or alcohol

abuse is higher among chronic schizophrenic patients' Schizophrenics appear to be

particutarly susceptible to the negative effects of substance abuse' This includes

psychiatric and social complications with anti-social behavior' particularly violent

behavior
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6.5.1 Alcohol

boredom.

The survey rcsult revealed that 25 58Vo (N: I l) ofthe schizophrenic participants abused

alcohot. This is a lower result compared to the findings ofthe focus group interviews' in

whlch almost all the participants revealed that most schizophrenic patients abused alcohol

and khat. The result ofthis study is supported by the findings of Haywood et al' (1995)

that most schizophrenic patients abuse substances' The findings ofthe literatur€ review

show that there is a strong relationship between substance abuse and medication non-

compliance, This reaffirms that substance abuse and medication non-compliance can

affect the rate of fequent re-hospitalizations'
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The majority of Ethiopian women in the poorer parts ofthe country commonly brew their

own alcoholic beverages for commercial purposes' Alcohol production is a livelihood for

them. Most schizophrenic patients therefore have access to these very cheap locally

produced alcoholic bevemges. They can also get it fiee' It is not illegal to provide alcohol

and drugs or khat to mentally ill people. Under normal circumstances people use alcohol

andkhatfordifferentpulposes'suchasforsocialization,entertainment'ortorelieve

The reasons for the lower result ofthe present survey study seem to be due to inaccurate

answers, or denial on the part of the schizophrenic participants as well as the small

sample size ofthe study population. ln general, the study estimates that the prevalence of

medication default ranks the highest (36'36%;N=32 out of 88 responses)' whereas the

prevalence ofsubstance abuse ranks the lowest. There is substantial evidence to support

the present result that schizophrenic patients who abuse alcohol and khat are at greater
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risk of re-hospitalization and tequent behavioral changes' However' Iirrther studies are

required to frcilitate a better understanding of the eftcts of substance abuse on those

sufferers in EthioPia.

6.5.2 Khat

Khat is a commercial crop in EthiopiL The government earns a high income in tax from

those selling khat. It mostly grows on the highlands and in medium climatic conditions'

Most ofthe population ofthe country chew the green fleshy part ofthe leaves ofthe plant

for its psycho-stimulant effect. Khat consumption is part ofthe culture in some parts of

the country.

The suwey result revealed that 41.86% (N= l8 of43) ofthe schizophrenic patients abuse

khat. This result does not give the real figures of schizophrenic khat abusers in the

hospital due to the fact that substance abusers are renowned for their denial that their

abuse of certain substances puts them at a greater risk' This finding is contrary to the

results of the focus group interview, that the overwhelming majority of the focus group

participants have revealed that their mentally ill relatives consume khat in large

quantities. Furthermore' it showed that after they have consumed a lot of khat' they

become restless, initable, unable to sleep, aggressive or violent towards their family

members.Theyalsorefusetotaketheirmedicalion.Thisisthenfollowedbyacomplete

relapse ofthe illness and re-hospitalization' After they are discharged from the hospital'

they go back into the same community' Problems continue to recur'
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A few studies conducted in England and in Ethiopia by Griffith' Gossop' Wickenden'

Dunworth, Harris and Lloyd, (199?) and Alem, Kebede and Kullgren' (1999)

respectively, indicated that khat can induce psychosis' Fmm this we may conclude that

khatabuseissignificantlyassociatedwithre-hospita|izations.However,theresultof

cross tabulation (see Table 5. l0) showed that khat abuse (as reported by respondents) has

little effect on the rate of re-admissions. Nevertheless, no studies have as yet been

conducted on the association between Khat abuse and frequent re-hospitalizations'

6.6 Poor after care services

The results of this study revealed that the service and care given for schizophrenic

patienb are responded as poor. The psychiatric sewices given at Amanuel Psychiatric

Hospital are bio-medically oriented, which is criticized for focusing only on disease and

illness as entities ofphysical problems existing independently ofpsychological and social

factors. The bio-psychosocial model is the acceptable model of treatment for

schizophrenic patients, which is a holistic approach focusing on the multidimensional

aspects ofbiological, psychological and social factors. Schizophrenia is exacerbated by

the combined influences of biological, psychological and social factors' Treating the

biological problems alone, thereby undermining the major parts' i'e' the psychological

and social factors, results in poor outcomes and prognosis' As is evidenced by the results

of the present study, it incrcases the risk ofre-hospiralizations as well as the suffering of

the patients.

The survey results revealed (see Table 5'4'11) that there are insufficient psychiatric

sewices available to the mentally ill. About 31.1%o of the responses (14 of 45) of the
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survey participants revealed that poor aftercare service given to the schizophrcnic

patients was one ofthe major reasons for the frequent re-hospitalizations ofschizophrenic

patients. These findings are consistent with the results ofthe focus group interviews'

Most participants in the focus group interviews revealed thal therc was no continuity of

care and support to these mentally ill people once they were discharged from the hospital'

The burden ofcaring for these sufferers was left to the family, even though the majority

of these families were poor and had insufficient or no knowledge on how to provide

adequate care for the patients. The focus group participants also revealed that they

receivedlittleprofessionalhelpfiomthehealthcareproviders.Furthermore,theystated

that it was very difficult to get urgent professional help or responses' especially during

the time of early relapse, to avoid a complete relapse and further complications'

Theotherfindingsofthestudyshowedthattherewaspoorcomlnunicationbetweenthe

health providers and the care-taking family members' The follow'up appointment

between the palients and the professionals were also loosely structured and lacked

accountability on both sides. As a result, most schizophrenic patients missed their

appointments. The lengh of time between the follow-up appointrnents created a big gap

between the two parties, especially during the initial appointments' This in tum created

conditions formedication non-compliance and refusal to use the services. The results also

showed that during follow-up time, the patients were not allowed to explain their

problems to the therapist- The therapists just handed over the prescriptions to them' and

wentontothenextpatient.Perhapsthisisduetotheshortageofprofessionalstaff.Itis

extremely disappointing to both to the patients and the care tak'ing family members to

retum home without having explained their problems to the medical professionals'
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The absence ofpsycho+ducation and rehabilitation services affected the patients and the

family physically, psychologically as well as in terms of time, resources and energr' [t

also afected the health care providers in terms oftime, resources and energy' A lack of

public or community support, inadequate treatment and care frcilities arc the grcatest

challengesforthefarniliesinprovidingcarefortheirmentallyillrelatives'

6.7 Socio-economic conditions

The survey result revealed thal the socio-economic problems ofthe patients increased the

rate offrequent re-hospitalizations. However, in this study, the problem ofsocioeconomic

conditions 25(28.41%) was ranked second to medication non+ompliance/default, i'e'32

rcsponses (36.36%) x indicared by the sch2ophrenic respondents (see Table 5'3'2)' The

focus group interviews also showed more or less the same result, with half ofthe focus

group participants confirming that socio-economic conditions werc strongly linked to re-

hospitalizations.

They further explained that negative community attitudes and stigmatization tended to

inorease the mental illness of an individual person, The cross tabulation (see Table

5.5.11) shows that social isolation increases the rate of readmissions. Krieg (2001)

indicates that schizophrenic patients are exposed to homelessness and rcjection due to de-

institutionaiization. Moreover, they were exposed to social stigm4 neglect, hostility'

abuse and poor medical care (Arthur, 1989; Davidson & Neale, 2001)' In a similar way'

the results ft,om the focus group interviews revealed that some community members

harassed, exploited, discouraged, and gave nicknames to the patients' which touched the

moral virtue ofthe person. Some ofthe peer groups also provoked the mental illness of
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theindividuatpatientsbygivingthemalcohol,khatandthenabusingthem.Thismightbe

the rcason why schizophrenic patients have difficulty in socializing or mixing with the

communities

The present study has revealed that poverty is a major concem to both schizophrenic

patients and their family memben. This is because most schizophrenic patients are totally

dependent on the mostly insufficient income of the family members' Most family

membershavenoregularincome.Theburdenofcareforthosesufferersislefttothe

families. Il is evident that the poveny of the mentally ill patients is linked to re-

hospitalizations. The research showed thal the length ofstay and the increased proportion

of patients readmitted into the mental hospital were related to socio-economic

deprivation. ln other words, there is a sigrrificant relationship between the rate of

readmission and socio-economic deprivation'

It is clear that families tolerate a grcat deal of the difficult behavior of the patient'

However,familieslackknowledgeaboutthenaturcofthepalients'illnessandreceive

littlehelpfiomprofessionalsinthemanagementofsuchdifficultbehavior'exceptin

times ofcrisis

It is evident from the review of the literature that families in poor communities and the

patient relalive have liule knowledge about schizophrenia as an illness' Perhaps this

indicates the importance of intervention treatment through providing adequate

information or psycho-education to the patient and the care-taking families' One ofthe

most important steps to be taken in the management of the mentally ill' is to provide

accurate information and psycho-education'
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Thequestionswedtoassessthefamilies'relationshipswiththepatientsfoundthatmore

thanhalf(53.49%;N=23)oftheschizophrenicparticipantshaddiffcultieswiththeir

families (see Table 5.3.4). The above findings are also supported by fu(her assessment of

the frmily dynamics. The majority (51.16%;N=22) of the survey participants revealed

that their fimilies were aiways in conflict with them (see Table 5.3'5)' The findings of

this study are also consistent with the study ofZefl et al' (1990)' which showed that

abotfi 22Yo (N=29) of schizophrenics perceived that their families were critical of them'

Schnur, Friedman, Dorman, Redford and Kesselman (1986) found that patients who were

admitted often reported grealer famity conflict and less fireedom to express emotions'

A similar rcsult was revealed in the focus group interviews' In most cases' families did

not understand the problems oftheir mentally ilt relative' They thoughl that patient was

.actingout,orpretending.Evenifsuchpatientsw€rcinremission,theydidnothavea

say in family issues or about things lhat concem them' Every famiiy member wanted to

restrict them. They are always under the control of their ftmily members and yet they do

not get adequate support in terms ofthek basic needs, such as clothing' shoes' food and

privacy, as well as emotional support. Some families chased their mentally ill relatives

away due to the burden of care and the patients' behavior' This always creates a

conflictual relationship among the ftmily members and in turn this exacerbates the

mental illness

A study conducted to find out the expressed emotion determined by the number ofcritical

comments, and the amount of emotional involvement and hostility' indicated that

schizophrenic patients with multiple admissions perceived thet frmilies as more conflict-
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6.8 Summary of chaPter

ln conclusion, this study resulted in some important findings regarding the influence on

the rate of schizophrenic re-hospitalizations to the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital: These

are medication non+ompliance/default, poor aftercare services' socio-economic

deprivation and substance abuse. Increased emphasis on the importance of medication

compliance, abstinence ftom alcohol, khat and other substances and improving the

aftercare services through integrated programs between the health providers' care'taking

familiesandcommunitycanprovideimportantpreventiveinterventiontohelptobreak

the revolving door cycle ofschizophrenic patients and improve their health outcomes'
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ridden and less permissive of fiee expressio ns (Zeff et at' 1990)' In spite of all these

problems they get little support from either the govemment or community'
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusions, recommendations and implications for further research

7,1 Conclusion

The conceptual famework of the study served to locate the factors rclated to

schizophrenic relapses and re-hospitalizalions and how they shoutd be treated using the

appropriate treatment model to reduce ftequent readmissions and improve theirquality of

life. The bio-psychosocial model of schizophrenic tr€atment is a widely acceptable

approach in health care delivery systems. The model is concemed with the provision of

integrated health care practices by recognizing the influence ofbiological, psychological

and social Actorc. It also helped the researcher to have an in{epth understanding ofthe

matter as well as the interplay between the different matters in influencing the rate of re-

hospitalizations. The findings are briefly reviewed as follows:

Al in).aizotion irrto ldc,on inlra.ncing thc dtu of ftodn'i'siot,5
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ln conclusion, it is time nowto ask whether the research question posed at the beginning

and objectives of the study were answered, or not' The main research question was to

investigate the factors influencing the rate of schizophrenic readmissions into the

AmarruelPsychiatricHospital.Theobjectivesofthestudywere:(l)toidentifrfictors

influencing the rate of schizophrenic re-hospitalizations, and (2) to examine the

psychiatrio services and care given to schizophrenic patients at the Amanuel Psychiatric

Hospital.
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7.1.1 Factors associated with frcquent readmissions ofschizophrenic patients into

the Amanuel PsYchiatric EosPital

The major findings ofthe survey and qualitative focus group study listed the following

factors as the primary ones influencing the rate of schizophrenic readmissions:

medication non-compliance, poor aftercare services, socio+conomic conditions of the

patient and substance abuse. Although previous studies have shown an association

between the sociodemographic chamcteristics of the population and readmissions of

schizophrenic patients, the results of this study showed that sociodemographic

conditions had a smaller effect on the rate of readmissions' This is contrary to the

findings ofthose previous studies, but this inconsistent result is probably due to the small

sample size of the prcsent shrdy and the fact that the sample did not include relatively

equal repr€sentation from the socio-economic groups'

Medication non-comPliance

Thestudyhasdemonstratedthatthereisasubstantialrelationshipbetweenthe

medication non+ompliance and the rate of frequent readmissions' The results Aom the

surveyandfocusgroupinterviewhaverevealedthatmostschizopfuenicpatientsinterrupt

their medication. The reasons given for the intemrption of the medication were:

economic pmblems (lack of food, money for transport and medication)' negative attitudes

towardsthetreatment,fimilyrejectionduetotheburdenofcareandhopelessness,social

stigma side effects ofthe drugs, poor aftercare services and substance abuse'
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Quality of the aftercare services

Thestudyhasshownthat,inspiteoftheremarkableeffortsthathadbeenobservedonthe

part of the Amanuel Hospital psychiatric services, the hospital is at present unable to

provide biopsychosocially oriented psychiatric care and treatrent' Psychosocial

rehabilitation treatment and care is totatly unknown to the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital'

This is absolutely contrary to the modem way ofpsychiatric treatment, which is the bio-

psychosocial approach to health care practices' Dispensing pills to the patients without a

basis ofevidence is an outdated system oftreatment with little or no effect' The majority

of the participants have reported that the aftercare services given to the schizophrenic

sufferers arc inadequate. There are no community psychiatric services available for those

chronic mentally ill schizophrenic patients.

Thestr:dyhasrevealedthatwithoutcommunitypsychiatricservices'itisdifficultto

provide continuity of care and support to those chronic mentally ill patients. Al1 patients

fromaroundAddisAbabaareexpectedtocometoAmanuelPsychiatricHospitalfor

regular follow-ups. Such visits are quite expensive and exhausting' The hospital is

overcrowdedwithbothacuteandchronicpsychoticpatients,andatthesametimehas

been sufering fiom a severe shortage ofprofessionals in various fields' This makes the

hospitalunabletoprovideadequateandappropriateaftercareservicesforthosesufferers.

Thestudyolthehomeenvimnmenthasshownthatfamiliesdonotunderstandthenature

and qpe of disorder suffered by their mentally ill relatives, and that such people are

frequentlyrejectedduetosocialstigmaandtheburdenofcare'Perceivedcriticismand

intrusive relationships were also indicated as problems in the findings of this study'

An in'egigodol inro locaort irdtaerrcing th. rn z oJridlnisiots olscuzophn'tc
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Patients lack safety and security and emotional support from their care-giving families

and the community. More than ninety percent of the patients (as well as their hmilies)

didnotknowthediagnosisorprognosisoftheirmentalillness.Thisisduetoalackof

psycho-education both to the patients and fimilies' Community stigmatization and

harassment are also perpetuating ficton for tequent relapses and re-hospitalizations of

schizophrenicPatients.Thestudyhasalsofoundthatfollow.upappointmentsarevery

loosely scheduled, so that missed appointments between patients and health care

providers are not uncommon. This has led to the patients developing mistrustful

relationships with their healthcare providers and this in tum has lead to medication non-

compliance and re-hospitalizations.

It is clear rhat there are mutual responsibilities to be shared by the healthcare providers,

patientsandfimiliesofthepatients.Clariflinganddescribingwhatisexpectedaom

each party may bring about a situation marked by cooperation rather than one-sided

prescription.

Inconclusion,theaftercareservicesreceivedbyschizophrenicpatientsatthehospitalare

inadequate, with very limited professional and social support'

Socio-economic Problems

Both the survey and qualitative study have shown that schizophrenic patients have severe

socio-economic problems. They have difficulties in mixing and socializing with the rest

of the community because of the negative attitudes and stigmatization of the community'

It was further revealed that some of the community members harassed the mentally ill

patients by insulting and robbing them. Many community members have misperceptions

Arl in,^aaigarion i$oloclort inlu.nang th. fir. of reodni$ior,5 ofschkoPhrenic
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about the causes of mental illness. They link the cause ofmental illness to evil spirits or

supematural forces. Thus, the community ostracizes not only the mentally ill parients' but

alsotheirfrmilymembers.Therefore,thenegativeattitudesandrejectionofthe

community were found to be potential risk fictors leading to fiequent readmissions of the

patients.

It is evident from the data that the families ofthe patients were the only ones caring for,

and supporting thet mentally ill relatives. In most cases the mother or the sister ofthe

patient bore the brunt of the responsibility for the trEatment and cart of the patient.

Because ofthe nature ofthe disorder, schizophrcnic patients ftequently develop hostility

and hatred towanrls their closest relatives, who are also the victims of the patients'

ftequent violent behavior. The incomes of the caring families were also found to be

inadequate for the task ofcaring for schizophrenic relatives' They were frequently unable

to pay for transport to bring the patient to the hospital for their regular tr€atment' and to

provide adequate food for the patients, which made the patients irritable and aggressive.

This in turn led to substance abuse, crime, medication non-compliance and eventually

relapse and re-hospitalization. The hospitat is the best altemative source of regular

feeding fur the patients. A1 presen! there is no social and public support system for these

sufferers. The existing situation perpetuate and aggravate the illness' Being unable to

meet the needs ofthe patient also influenced farnily memben to reject and/or avoid their

sick relative. Therefore, poverty is one ofthe major factors, which influences the rate of

ftequent readmissions to the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital'

An irtegigatiol in o loctots iquenaiq the mte of readn lJ,,ns
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Alcohol and Khat abuse

The findings of this study indicated that the abuse of alcohol and khat is the major

contributing frctor to the rate of schizophrenic re-hospitalizations. It is indicated that

such substance abuse makes it hard for the families to care for their mentally ill relative.

Such abuse makes the patients ag$essive, irritable and abusive. Unless serious measures

are taken by the govemment to pr€vent such substance abuse, it is beyond the capacity of

the family to prevent their mentally ill relatives from abusing alcohol and khat' The study

found that almost all patients had access to these potentially dangerous substances.

Because of this, patients refused to have regular treatrnent' The patients explained that

they used alcohol and khat to over€ome the side effect ofthe drugs and to reduce their

appetite due to the lack offood-

Therefore, the frctors influencing the rate of readmissions ofschizophrenic patients into

the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital are diverse and multifaceted' Any form of treatment

needs to take all these multidimensional factors into account'

ln this shrdy I described the findings ofthe survey and qualitative focus group study in

ascertaining fictors accountable for the rate of schizophrenic readmissions to the

Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital. Several issues with regard to factors influencing

readmissions were addressed, such as substance abuse, medication non-compliance'

family environment, community attitudes and stigmatization and the role of families in

the management and readmissions of schizophrenia- Much attention has also been paid to

psychiatric services and the care given to schizophrenic patients, specifically to fuctors
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that conhibute to the relapse and re-hospitalization ofschizophrenic patients. The results

ofthis research will be used to design and promote psychiatric care and the recognition of

the importance of planning with individual patients and their social network. Therefore,

based on the findings of the study and the conclusions, I would like to make the

following recommendations. There is a need for

Creating family intervention programs, which should include: psycho+ducationa

a

about schizophrenia; therapeutic strategies designed to improve stress

management by all ftmily members through channeled communication and

problem-solving skills

Strengthening the capacities ofthe care-taking families to cope with the burden of

care and improving their economic conditions' This should include sustainable

social grants, coping skills training and the management ofschizophrenic patients'

Removing the sole burden ofcar€ and responsibitities from poor family members'

Designing an appropriate program that is aimed at incrcasing community

awareness with regards to mental illness; the dangerous effects ofsubstance abuse

on mentally ill people; improving the attitudes of the community as well as their

participation in assisting the families ofschizophrenic patients'

Providing legal protection for these mentally ill sufferers, to prevent people from

selling dangerous substances to them as well as refraining from abusing or

harassing mentallY ill PeoPle.

Furthermore,
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a

a

This study has demonstrated that it is possible for the govemment and researchers

to work together to conduct studies, which allows for local policy makers to gain

new insights into how to improve mental health services'

The introduction ofmore innovative funding mechanisms such as capitalization of

managed care approaches in the community mental health systems across the

country which will increase the motivation of all parties concerned to work

together, to identifi patients and families and factors influencing the rate of

readmissions and improving the efficiency of the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital'

Minimizing the adverse effects of the drugs may help to optimize the long-term

treatment ofpatients, because it helps to improve teatment compliance'

Providing appropriate and short appointment follow-up care based on mutual

responsibilities and underctanding, and building a trustful relationship will

improve the existing sitr.ration of the schizophrenic patients'

Early identification of the type of psychiatric patient who is likely to be

readmitted (preJapse program) is necessary to enable the planning and

implementation of a specific program of ambulatory care to prcvent re-

hospitalization.

A community integration approach should be established to reduce re-

hospitalizations through preventing the Perpetuating fictors'

Evidence-based teatrnent should be put into practice'
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A psychosocial rehabilitation program and support group should be established

drugs.

An ittttgigtttion infr fa.lod i4l4.ncing ti rua ol rcadnisiots ofscnizaPhrunc
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7.3 Implications for further research

Further research in the area is clearly needed for the following reasons:

To explore and describe the experiences of the care taking family memben of

schizophrenic patients in more detail'

Wider and more thorough studies are needed, which involve a r€prcsentative

sample of schizophrenic patients ftom the entire country'

To explore and describe the caring capacity ofthe family members and the burden

ofcare.

A study should be conducted to assess the economic impact and consequences of

schizophrenic Patients.

Further researrh is needed to test strategies for changing risk fictors or for

reducing the readmission rates of schizophrenic patients'

To conduct a situational analysis of schizophrenic patienls and the provision of

psychiatric services at Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital'

To investigate the cost efectiveness and therapeutic effect ofthe new generation

a
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7.4. Limitation of the studY

The study had the following limitations:

Due to a lack oftime and economic constraints, I was unable to conduct a detailed

study

Due to the small sample size of the study population it was problematic to

conductanassociationbetweenvariablesusingthechi-squaretest'

Retrospective studies (five year file assessment) to estimate the prevalence of

schizophrenic readmissions into the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital were omitted

fom this study due to the fact that there were no available records and files ofthe

patients before 2001.

a
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APPENDICES

APPENIDIX A:Profile of focus group I participants

Source: Own survey (3OJan,2003,Addis Ababa)

APPENDIX B: Profile of focus group II participants

Source: Own survey (4Feb,2003, Addis Ababa)

Code No Sex Age Districts RAi
patient

with Work
conditions

FGDI.1 Female 22 I Wife Housewife
FGDI-2 Female 38 5 No blood r/s Housewife
FGDI-3 Male 39 t9 Brother Company

employee
FGDI.4 Female 49 7 Mother House
FGDI-5 Male )4 20 Father Pensioned
FGDI-6 Female 43 7 Mother Housewife
FGDI-7 Female 50 Mother Housewife

Code No Age Districts RAI with
patient

FGDII.IO Male 59 05 Father Priv. business
FGDII-I1 Female 30 05 Sister Unemployed
FGDII.12 Female 40 01 Mother Housewife
FGDII-13 Female 35 16 Sister Secretary
FGDII-14 Female 35 t7 Sister Priv.employee
FGDII.15 Male 48 01 Husband Priv,business

Female 32 27 Sister House wife
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APPENDIX C

12 DECEMBER 2OO2

TO \ITIOM IT MAY CONCER]I: Letter of introduction.

This serves to certifu that Million Shifireraw Bimerew is a student at the University of
the Westem cape, Bellville, Republic of South Africa. His student number is 2155601

and he is studying towards the Masters Degree (M.CUR) in Psychiatric/Mental Health
Nursing.
Mr Bimerew will retum to Ethiopia on December 2002 to do his data collection for his

thesis at the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. We expect him to be

back at the university on Wednesday, 5 March 2003, at the latest.

If every thing progress according to our planned progralnme Mr Bimerew should
complete his studies by the end of December 2003.

Yours sincerely

PROFESSOR F.C. SON}J

(HEAD: DEPARTMENT OF NL,RSING)
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APPEN'DIXD

Letter regarding consent from the medical director to the ceDter

The medical director
Amanuel psychiatric Ilospital

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,
lJannuary 2002

Dear Sir:

Re: Permission to use the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital for study.

I am a post-graduate student registered in the Deparhnent of Nursing at the University of
the Westem Cape. The research I am doing will be submitted to the University of the
Westem cape Senate in partial fulfillment for the requirements of a Masters of Science
Degree in Psychiatric Nursing.

I am humbly asking for pennission to use the Hospital for srudy purposes, because I am
interested to know the factors associated with frequent readmission of schizopfuenic
patients into this hospital. I will like to assure you that the information I will get both
from the schizophrenic and Professional staff respondents will be kept at most
confidential.

Your assistance in this regard will be highly appreciated.

Truly yours,

Million

l6l
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A?PENDIX: E

Letter of ethical approval

Minutes of Meeting

Date 05/05/95 E.C

Place Amanuel Psychiatric Specialized Hospital
Minutes record by: Madhavi hattirachehi
Agenda : Ethical clearance for the research proposal" An investigation into factors
inlluencing the rate of readmission of schizophrenic patients into the Ananuel psychiatric
hospital, Eth-iopia".

Participants: Dr Tefera Muche
Ato Fekadu Bekele
Mrs Madhavi Hattiarachehi

Ato million Shiferaw has written a letter to get ethical clearance of the above mentioned
study.
The ethical clearance committee after going through the research proposal has

unanimously agreed that the proposal is ethically sound.
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Appendix F

Letter of consent to the respondents

I am a post graduate students registered in the Department ofNursing at the University of

the Westem Cape. The frnal result of this research will be submitted to the University of

the Westem Cape in partial fulfiltnent for the requirements of a Masters of Science

Degree in Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing.

The purpose of this research is to ascertain the factors influencing the rate of readmission

of schizophrenic patients into the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital. Reflecting on the

existing real situations will contribute to obtaining valid base-line data.

You are cordially invited to answer this questionnaire by using your experiences. The

questio[naire should take less than 30 minutes ofyour time. Your participation is highly

appreciated and will make a worthwhile contribution towards finding solutions for a

pressing problem.

Be assured that all information will be handled totally confidentially.

Thank you for your cooperation and contribution

Million S Bimerew
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Appendix G: Questionnaire for the schizophrenic respondents.

English version

Time lnterview started:

I. Basic demographic questions

1.ID: -----
2. Age: ----
3. Sex: l.Male i 2. Female

4. Marital status: l.Single ;2. Married i 3. Divorced ;4.Widowed

; 5.Separated j6. Other I

5. Level of Education: l.Illiterate

4.7-8 grade i5. high school

than two degree !

6. Employment status: l.Employed

; 2. Read and write

; 6. Diploma

i 2. Unemployed

i 3.Primary school ;

17. Degree(one) n ;8.more

;3, Self ernployed

7.What kind of work did you do?

8. Number of family members living tog

9. Head of the household----

10. Where do you live?

l. Privately owned house; 2.Public rented house i 3. Private rented house; E

4.On the street j 5. Hostel I 6. No response

I l.With whom are you living?

(l).With parent E ; (2).With family; (3) sister/brother ! ; (4).Alone n ;

(5).Relatives ! ;(6).Friends !

II. Characteristics of schizophrenics readmissions

12. Do you know the diagnosis ofyour mental illness?

(1). Yes i (2).No
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I 3 . How has your meatal illness been over the last three(3) months?

(1). Better than usual

(2). Same as usual

(3). Worse than usual

(4). Much Worse

(5). Don't know

l4.When were you admitted into the psychiatric hospital for the first time?------
15. How many times have you been admitted to the psychiatric hospital altogether?

(1), 2 times

(2). 3 t'-es

(3). 4 times

(4). 5 times

(5). 6 times

(6). Morc than 6 times

(7) Don't know

16. What is yow nonnal length of stay in the hospital after admission?

(1). Less than 2 weeks

@. 2-4 weeks

(3). l-2 months

(4). 2-3 months

(5). 34 months

(6) 4-5 months

(7). 5-6 months
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(8) more than 6 months E

(9) Don't know tr
17. What are ttre three(3) major reasons for your readmission into the hospital? Please

explain in order of importance:

(1)

(2)

(3)

18. Ifyou are on medication, do you find your medication is

(1). Very helptul

(2). Helptul

(3). Indifferent

(4). Unhelptul

(5). Veryunhelptul

(6). Don't know

19. What kinds of treatnent and care do you receive from this hospital?

20. Do you think that the therapies you receive mentioned in 19 are :

(1). Very helptul

(2). Helptul

I 2 3

Given Not given Refirse to answer

(l) Medication

(2) Psychothcrapy

(3) Psychosocial rchabilitation

(4) Occupational theEpy

(5) Recreational therapy

(6) Regular follow up and visit care

t66
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(3). Indifferent

(4). Unhelptul

(5). Very unhelptul

(6). Don't know

III. Social and family functioning related questions

2 l. Do you have any difficulties mixing with your neighbors or friends?

(l).Yes ; (2). No

22. How would you rate your social contact and participation?

Cont. with friends Cont. with IV professionals Cont. with neighbors Cont. I!'ith otheB

I Active

2

3 Passive

4 Don't knorv

23.Your perfomrance in thejob you had:

( 1). Very good

(2). Cood

(3). Average

(4). Poor

(5). Very poor

(6). Don't know

24.Doyou have difficulties in the families? (1). Yes ; (2). No
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I 1 3

Yes No Refuse to arswer

(1) Rejectionslstigma

(2) Inability to cope

(3) Problem ofshelter

(4) Problem offood

(5) Financial problems

(6) Other:----------

25. What are these difficulties?

26. How is your family interaction at home?

27. How would you rate your family relationship?

a) Emotional support: (l). Very good

(2). Good

(3). Average

(4). Poor

(5). Very poor

b) Intrusive relationship: (1). Very hieh

(2). High

I 2 3

Exist Doesn't exist Refrrse lo answer

(l) Helping and protecting

(2) Belialing

(3) Not flexible

(4) Intrusive

(5) Coercive

(6)Conflictual

(7) Critical

(8) No irteraction

168
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(3). Average

(4). Low

(5). Very low

c) Conflict: (1). Very high

(2). High

(3). Low

(4). Very low

(5). Not at all

IV, Patient attitude questions

28. How do you rate the attitudes of the community towards you?

(l). Very good

(2). Good

(3). Average

(4). Bad

(5). Very bad

(6) Don'know

29. Do you experience any of the following problems in the communiry?

I 2 3

Yes No Refuse to answer

(l) Stigma

(2) Lack ofsocial support

(3) Harassment

(4) Isolation

(5) Other:
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30. What are your feelings about the health professionals in Amanuel Psychiatric

Hospital?

(1). Very good

(2). Good

(3). Bad

(4). Very bad

(5). Unsure !
31. What do you think the health personnel feel while treating you?

(l). Very good

(2). Good

(3). Bad

(4). Very bad

(5). Unsure

32. How do you think schizopbrenic patients like you should be treated?

(l). Instirutional care in the hospital

(2). In the community

(3). In a rehabilitation center

(4). Don't know

( 5) No response

33. What do you think are the advantages ofyour answer in item 3l?

34. How satisfied are you with the services that you receive from the hospital?

(l). Very satisfied

(2). Satisfied
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(3). Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

(4). Dissatisfied

(5). Very dissatisfied

(6) No response

3 5 .What are three of the reasons for your answer in 34

(l)----------
(2)----------
(3)---------------

36. What are some of the barriers of the hospital in the provision ofpsychiatric services?

Please provide tbree(3) barriers:

(1)

(3)

37. Do you use the following substances? Write a I for very often; 2 for sometimes and 3

for perhaps once a year.

I 2 3

No Refuse to answer

(l ) Alcohol

(2). K}lat

(3) Drugs (narcoticVpsychotropic)

(4) None

38. How frequently do you use the substance that you indicated that you very often use?

(l). Daily, with excessive amount

(2). Daily, with little amount

(3). Once or twice weekly, with excessive amount

(4). Once or twice weekly, with little amount.
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39. What suggestions do you have for the improvement of the psychiatric services?

Please provide three suggestions in order ofpriority:

(1).----------
(2)

(3)-

Time Ended:_
THANKYOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION AND CONTRIBL'TION

APPEN'DIX H :Questionnaire for the health professionals

I. ID:

) Aoe'--------

3. Gender: - l.Male ; 2. Female

4. Profession:---

5. Ran-k in profession:-------

6. Number of years at Amanuel Hospital:------

7. Number of years working with schizophrenic patients at Amanuel Hospital:---------

8. Number of years working in your profession:----------------------.

9. What is the average duration of the stay of schizophrenic patients after the first

admission?

( 1). 2-4weeks

(2). 4-8weeks

(3). 2-3months

(4). 3-4 months

(5). .4-6 months

(6). More than 6 months

l0.Are there frequent readmissions of schizophrenic patients?
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(l)Yes ; (2).No

1l.What do you think are three of the major reasons for the recurrenl readmission of
schizophrenic patients? Mark the most important reason as l; second most important as

2 and third most important as 3.

Reason Responsel, 2 or3

(1) Shortage of medications

(2) Medication default

(3) Inadequate in-patient care

(4) Problem ofshelter

(5) Poor after-care services (after discharge)

(6) High emotionaI and provoking families

(7) High rate of substance abuse

(8) Joblessness

(9) Lack of food

(10) Other,

t/)
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l2.Would you please indicate the regular psychiatric service and care provide by the
hospital? (More than one answer is possible)

13. The mental health care given to the patient by the hospital is adequate:

(l). Strongly agree

(2). Agree

(3). Undecided

(4). Disagree

(5.Strongly disagree

14.How do feel about treating schizophrenic patients?

1
') 3

Comfortable Indifferent Worry a lot

I 2 J

Given Not given Refuse to answer

(1) Medications

(2) lndividual psychotherapy

(3) Group psychotherapy

(4) Psychosocial rehabilitation

(5) Occupational therapy

(6) Recreational therapy

(7) Regular follow up and visit

(8) Family psycho-education

(9) Other, spec
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15. How do you feel about the outcome of schizophranic patient treatment at the

Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital?

(I). Very satisfactory

(2), Satisfactory

(3). Unsure

(4). Unsatisfactory

(5). Very unsati sfactory

16. What are three of the important barTiels in the provision ofpsychiatric care for the

schizophrenic patients in the Amanuel Psychiatric Hospital?: In order of importance:

(1)

(2)-

(3(

17. How would you like schizophrenic patients to be treated? Provide three (3) ways

of treatrnent in order of importance:

(l)----------

(2)-

(rr--

i8. What suggestions do you have for the removal ofthe barriers to effective and

quality keatment of schizophrenic patients? Provide three (3) suggestions in order

ofpriority:

(1)-

(2)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTRIBUT]ON,

t7s
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APPENDIX l: lnterview guide for the focus group questions

ID

2. Age-

3. Gender--

4. Marital status---------------------

5. Educational level

6. House hold member-------:-

7. Head ofhousehold

8. Occupation

9. Income

10. Piease tell me any thing you like about your mentally ill family members.

l1 What, in your opinion, are some of the causes of his/her illness?

12. What are the reasons, in your opinion for his/her repeated admission into the

Hospital?

13. ln your opinior! what are some of the major problems confronting you in caring

for the patient?

l4.What are some ofthe negative response and challenges that you experience from

your neighbours and other community members regarding the patient?

15.What is your opinion of the services rendered to the patient by the Amanuel

Hospital?

16. Please describe the patient's relationship with (1) his4rer family members' (2)

176
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friends and (3) colleagues (workmate).

17. Can you tell me how a mentally ill person should ideally be treated and provide

reasons your opinions.

18. You are welcome to provide me with any comments or suggestions regarding the

readmission of schizophrenic patients.

THANK YOU FOR YOLIR COOPERATION
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